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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

News In Brief
Kentucky skiers may still get
to use Ski Butler facilities

31
11111
MURRAY - KENTUCKY LAKE
ArnerICO'S Retirement COkiice

13 die but 94 others
escape plane crash

FRANKFORT, Ky.(API - Kentucky skiers may get to swoosh at
GRAPEVINE, Texas (AP) - plane. You're hoping yw_ weren't
home this year after all, thanks to argroup of Carrollton businessmen
Nearly 100 people, many _leaping _ ,going to die."
who want to take a shot at running the troubled Ski Butler resort.
through thick smoke and blazing,
By early today; uncertainty reCitizens for Ski Butler made their pitch to the executive committee
jet fuel, miraculously survived the
mained about the number of vicof the Kentucky Development Finance Authority on Wednesday and
crash of a Delta jet that broke
tims aboard Delta Air Lines Flight
received tentative approval providing they, meet several conditions.
apart and burped during takeoff 1141, which-originated in Jackson,
The full KDFA board is expected to take up the matter at its Sept.14
from Dallas-Fort Worth InternaMiss., and was headed for Salt
meeting.
tional Airport, killing 13 others.
Lake City.
First, the group of,17 busineSs leaders will have to prove they have
The survivors, many suffering
Delta officials released names
the $150,000 they pledged for operating capital. The group will also
burns,crawled or jumped through
of 94 survivors, while hospitals
have to show an agreement with Paoli Peaks, the Indiana company
gaping holes in the fuselage-of the
who treated victims counted at _
that formerly held the lease oh Ski Butler,'to use-4800,000 worth of
Boeing 727 and-clambered over least 96 people, many suffering
snowmaking and other equipment purchased !fir the Carroll Count
. red-hot wings tO saretyWedriesday Ttom tams, smo-ke -inhalation andresort.
_ morning as black smoke billowed
broken bones. Some walked away.
The businessmen, whsrsaid they will incorporate soo,-,, will also
three stories high, witnesses said.
unscratched and flew to their
have to obtain liabilityliisurance.
"You heard the thing crumple, destinations.
The group is led by John Glauber Jr., who owns a sporting goods
so you knew you were going tc
Thirteen fatalities were constore in Carrollton and has run the ski shop at the resort located at the,
crash the whole time," said firmed, including an infant and
General Butler State Resort Park.
passenger Penn Waugh, a lawyer two flight attendants. said Delta
"You can't imagine how good our community feels about this profrom Dallas. You were just lookject," he said.
ing for a way to get out of the (Cont'd on page 3)
KDFA will likely require the new,gr*oup to pay 5 percent of its gross
receipts to the authority which owns the resort. Glauber asked if part
of that could be used for advertising, but that'question wag delayed
until the full board could meet.
The tentativa_arrangement_delays,sua_Aar-llor
-turn-441.,Pf 0641
ski area,to the state Parks Department, Which wants to tarn the lodge
into a Meeting room and recreational center for the park. Paoli
Georgia, Texas, New York and
NEW YORK (AP) - Jesse
Peaks told the -state this summer that it would not renew its lease
Jackson today denied reports that
Alabama.
because it had lost nearly $1_ million at Ski Butler.
*
aides to Democratic presidential
"I have no knowledge of that,"
Since it opened in January 1982, the ski area has had a series of
hesaid on NBC's "Today" show.
nominee
Michael
Dukakis
had
told
financial problems.
him- not to campaign in several
"I would assume there will be a
lot of focus between now and
states.
Asked whether he had been reLabor Day - the time is getting.
quested to stay out of certain late - to determine wbfIherthere
states, Jackson told "CBS - This-- -OW
Tarkilei states, where
Morning", "No, that never has priorities will be," he said.
An aide to Dukakis, speaking on
pened."
LOUISVILLE, Ky. API - President Reagan will address the
Sotirees close to Jackson had condition of anonymity, said
American Legion's 70th national convention on Tuepy. a
said Wednesday that the former
Wednesday the campaign had conspokesman confirmed today.
presidential candidate was ducted polling in every state for
Reagan will speak at about 7 p.m. EDT at the Commonwealth Conangered at being told -llY Dukakis favorable and unfavorable opivention Center, according to Patrick.Mizell, a member of the White
aides to avoid campaigning.-in„
House press office.
Michigan, Louisiana, Mississippi, on page 3)
Some 20,000 people are expected for the convention, which runs Frir•day through Sept. 8 at the convention cater.
Democratic presidential candidate Michael Dukakis and Vice
President George Bush, the Republican candidate-,-aiso have been invited but have not yet confirmed appearances, said Bruce Barnett, a
spokesman for the Legion.
Whether he will do that remains
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP )
in
question. So does the effect that
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has indicated he may create a council to would have on legislators already
draw up guidelines for the educa- angered by Wilkinson's latest
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
tion program he WI1 Offer a minor:As that he won't consider
special legislative session in raising taxes unless his package is
THE WORLD OF POLITICS - The polluted Boston Harbor plays
passed.
January.
_
host to the biggest political squabble since a tea party was held there.
Rep. Roger Noe, chairman of
Wilkinson
Outlined
his
plans
in
a
two centuries ago, with George Bush and Michael Dukakis each atthe House Education Committee,
booklet
released
last
week
and
tacking the other's environmental record
said he wants to start developing said he has heard the possibility
LV THE NORTHWEST - With Labor Day aproaching, officials in
standards
by the fall of 1988 for that Wilkinson would appoint the
the Northwest declared millions of unburned acres off limits to the,
evaluating schools for a bonus council soon. "They're talking
public because as raging forest fires threatened towns in atle,ast
about going ahead and doing it,"
program.
three states.
Noe said, although he refused to
Wilkinson
said
a
council
would
WASHLVGTON - Federal regulators are continuing a rapid pace
say who was thvolved in the
draft
the
standards
and,
under
the
of savings and loan rescues by pledging $1.9 billion to restore 14 failla', he has the power to form such discussions.
ing institutions in Oklahoma to solvency.
Rep. Joe Clarke, chairman of
a group.
OITAWA - As opponents loudly sang the national anthem to decrywhat they call a sellout of national sovereignty, the House of Com.
mans overwhelmingly approved a trade bill opening Canada's border
to more U.S. goods and'services.
WASHINGTON - Attorney General Richard L. Thornburgh will
only permit Justice Department employees to take trips directly
related to their jobs, a policy that could have barred'some officials
from traveling to Japan with Edwin Meese III this week, a top aide
says.
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The sunlight over Stewart Stadium reflected in Murray State University
Racer Band trumpeter Diana Tracy's shades during practice this week.• The band will make its 1988-89 debut Saturday night when ihe Raters
host the University of Tennessee-Martin in a 7:30 football game.
Staff pbolo by David Tuck
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-dellvered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday are urged to call 753-1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m
Monday through Friday, or
3:30p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday
Office Hours - 8 a.m. -5 On.
Monday through Friday. 8
a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday.

the House- Appropriations and
Revenue Committee,said he suggested the appointment of the
council to Education Secretary
Jack Foster earlier this summer.
Gurdelines written by tha.vouncil could give legislators a better
idea of what Wilkinson has in mind
before they act in January, Clarke
said. "Right now, its. just sort of
an idea," he said of the governor's
_
education proposals.However, Clarke added, "If he's.
going to do that, I think he ought to
talk it over with some of the troops
(legislators )."
Otherwise, "At this point,

eeing at home
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(Cont'd os page !I

Shipyard and
dock workers
r agree to end
-Gdans strike

•

GDANSK, Poland (API Shipyard and dock Workers in
Gdansk agreed to end their strike
today at the request Of -Led
Walesa., but striking coal miners
who began the current labor
unrest demanded to meet with the
Solidarity chairman,

•

Tonight, increasing
cloudiness and mild with a low
In the mid_to upper 60s. South
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Friday will be mostly cloudy
With a 50 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms. •
The outlook fOr Labor Day
weekend calls for a chance of
thunderstorms
41•11111111•111.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

alrrmst anything that happens can
be antagonistic now because we're
in such a confrontational mode."
Foster agreed the governor
could appoint the council before
the legislature meets.
"I presume that technically it
can be done," he said. "But don't
construe that to mean we are plotting to do it, would do it.
"It would be imprudent to do it
without conferring with the
legislature," he said. "We're tryi4 to see what we can work out
with the legislature before we pro-

359.0
'359.0

McDortald's employee Tress Clark, wealfrom right, was the winner of National Tourism %ieek which was
• sponsored recently by thli Murray Tourism Cominission. The activity allowed local businesses'employees to
visit area tourist attratlians for free. MT(' chairman Stan Key said the pee* who were encouraged to participate were those who have the most contact with tourists and will be better prepared to help visitors after
seeing the sites first hand. Each time the participant visited a site, his name was put into a drawing.(lark
. won two nights at an state park. Also piviured,from left, are: Arnie .%dams, no. 1 retirement task force public
relations director; McDonald's manager Kathy Howard:(lark and Key.
MAO pbello by Mem timber,

'

...-1r-'-'

In a breakthrough meeting with
Walesa on Wednesday, senior
government officials promised
talks on reinstating the banned
free trade union movement and
jointly solving the country's daunti ng social and economic
problems.
In exchange, the officials
demanded an end to Poland's
most serious strike wave in seven
years
Walesa won agreement to end
the strikes from Workers at the
Lenin shipyard and the separate
Repair alelppard as well as the
Gdansk port after he went to all
three facilities to deliver his ap.
(Ortll oa par S)

•

•
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Sanders named to
two committees •
Tommy Sanders of Murray has'
been assigned to serve on two standing committees of the Murray
State University board of regents
for the 1988-89 school year
He was appointed to the committees on athletics and student life by
Robert C. Carter of Hopkinsville,
board chairman.
Restructured following the appointment of new regents this summer, the seven standing board
committees met for the first time
on Thursday, Aug 25, on the
campus.
Besides discussing specific,
issues for consideration by the full
board at its regular quarterly session on Friday, Aug. 26, the committees used the series of meetings
-tuoutliReand determine procedures for
1988439. •
Carter urged the committees to
meet often and challenged them to
be active in dealing with.the issues
that confront Murray State.

Rescue squad
responds to
woods fire

Ml
ili MCMA to feature
Chinese acrobats

.
'
41110

IOW

•
The Chinese Golden Dragon Acrobats and Magicians of Taipei will be presented by the Murray Civic Music
Association on Jan. 31 at one evening performance and a special afternoon performance for area school
children. The MCMA 1988-89 membership drive is underway this week with headquarters at the downtown
Bank of Murray.

Foster said this worries the ad- the fall of 1988, Foster said, "We
ministration. The administration don't fix a whole lot of importance
The Calloway County Firewould like to "make sure that the on that date."
Rescue Squad responded to a (Cont'd from page 1)—
legacy we leave_ is going to conwoods fire Wednesday at 4:45 ceed with anything of that nature.
It "is a hopeful date" and was
"What we want is the program
tinue to be around" if a new gover- mentioned when there was still the
p.m., acccirding to Mike Sykes, initself. We're not trying to think of
nor takes over.
formation officer for the squad.
possibility of a summer special
Referring to the target date of session, he said
The fire, located off Kentucky ways. to get around the
280 at the 8-mile marker, burned legislature."
• For the administration to begin
approximately threee acres owned on strike.
paying the bonuses to employees
ed by-Bruce Ottway.
Solidarity spokesman Piotr
The cause of the fire, Sykes said, in improving schools in 1 , it
Niemczyk
said workers at the July
would
to
ioarashave
need
—
was the result of a tree falling on a
Manifesto mine in southern
—ready_to
use-in-taking
"starting-teitunt-iroin
a
page
power line.
- -- —
--Poland said they would not end
peal to-Ithe striking workers.
Two units and six men were on point" measurement during this
their occupation strike until local
Upon
school
his,return
St.
Brygida's
year.
to
the scene approximately two
issues
of payand work conditions
"Schools could then begin work- - church from the port, a buoyant
hours. Sykes said the squad was
are
settled
and until Walesa visits
assisted by . the Murray Fire ing toward the first incentive — Walesa said "more than 100 per- the
mine-to explain his appeal.
supported
appeal.
during
1989-90
had
bonus
his
cent"
the
school.
Department.
Walesa's meeting with cornyear," the booklet said. Even if
At the Stalowa Wola steel mill in
Wilkinson's package passed in
munist authorities Wednesday southeast Poland, management
January — something not at all
was his first since they outlawed
refused to give strikers a copy of
Solidarity in 1982. Previously, the
certain, given the fact that it failed
Walesa's post-meeting statement,
government had refused to treat
last spring — and work began imdelaying a decision to end the
him as anything more than a strike there, Niemczyk said.
mediately, it now would be difficult. to award bonuses on that
private citizen.
Workers removed Solidarity
The labor unrest began Aug. 16
timetable, Foster said.
banners-from the Lenin-shipyarcrs at the July Manifesto mine. At its
--And ifthe bonuses are telayed-a
year, that would mean starting
gates. A single-banner was left peak, the strike wave has affected
20 enterprises employing about
them during the last year of
hanging on a crane.
Wilkinson's term 1990-91).
Seven other enterprises remain- 100,000 workers.

Guidelines•••

Strike..

1

bJ

The Chinese Golden Dragon
Acrobats and Magicians of Taipei
will be the Murray Civic Music
Associliton's third offering of its
1988-89 eason with two performances on Jan_ 31, including a
special afternoon performance for
area school children.
They've been called "incredible," "breathtaking," "stunning,"
and "quite unbelieveable" to
quote but a few of the critics. The
Chinese Golden Dragon Acrobats
and Magicians are taking the
country by storm everywhere they
perform as they criss-cross the
United States, Canada and the
Caribbean Islands.
, The Taiwan acrohats and_magi,
clans offer more than a glimpse
into the fascinating Orient. The
group consists of sensational
acrobats and the magic of the
East: in addition, comedy, balancing feats, Kung-Fu and a troupe of
sumptuously costumed girls who
perform beautiful traditional
dances. It is a show for the whole
family.
The grace and precision of the
acrobats are the triumph of years
of dedicated training and
discipline, but their art was formed by centuries of tradition.
Chinese acrobatics are in fact
more than a series of stunts. Most
of the acts were created and performed in China as far back as 200
B.C., and have always been an integral part of the Chinese culture
and the arts.
Many of these acts clearly.
demonstratO .the achievement_ of
perfection through finding, harmony betWeen mind and body —
an ancient concept in the Orient.
The show also features Kung-Fu
demonstrations — extraordinary
feats that seem to defy physical
laws, which the Chinese attribute
to the cultivation of "Chi,"
roughly translated as "inner
strength" or "life energy."--.
.
The cast numbers 23 persons,
six of whom are dancers. In the
past six years, tours have taken
_littem through a11 of South
America, Central America, South
East Asia, England, Canada and
the United.States.

Members of this company have
appeared with Liberace at the Las
Vegas Hilton, as well as Lake
Tahoe and Reno. Christmas and
New Year saw some of them appear /or 22 performances in New
York at Madison Square Gardens.
Besides the NBC Liberace special,
they have also been seen on the.
Mery Griffin, Dinah Shore and
Mike Douglas shows, That's Incredible, various PM segments
and on Wide World of Sports.
The children's performance will
be at 12:45 p.m. at Murray State
University's Lovett_ Aulitoriuiu.
with children being busedin frothcity and county schools. The evening_pedormamee will.be #LS pm
•at Lovett Auditorium.
Ramps for access by the handicapped are available. Murray
State UniVersity—students may attend by showing their current ID
cards.
Concerts are provided by the
MCMA and MSU, with assistance
from the Kentucky Arts Council,
the Southern Arts Federation and
the National Endowment for the
Arts.
The MCMA 1988 membership
drive is in progress this week with
headquarters at the downtown
Bank ofMurray. Season membership tickets may be obtained by
stopping by or calling the headquarters at 753-2410, or by contacting any MCMA vounteer.
Membership fees are $20 for
adults; $10 for students; and $45
for family. Patron prices are: $15
to $49 above the cost of member-_
ship is the "patron" category; $55
to $99 above the cost of membership is a "sustaining patron:" a
gift of 1100-or more above the cost
of membership is a "benefactor"
or "corporate sponsor."
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Plane crash...
((bard from page 1)
spokesman Bill Berry in Atlanta.
All were from Texas, the airline
said.
Although 97 passengers and a
crew of seven were listed aboard
the aircraft, the count of victims
was complicated by the difficulty
in determining the number of
babies, several of whom were not
on passenger lists.
Survivors said the 15-year-old.
jet appeared to lose power immediately after leaving - the
ground in hazy sunshine, bouncing
three times before it slid along the
ground and broke into pieces

about 1,000 feet beyond tilt end of
the runway, spurting flames
Investigators had no immediate
indication of the cause of the
crash, said Michael Benson, a
spokesman for the National
Transportation Safety Board in
Washington. One Delta
spokeunan said there had been.an
apparent engine problem.
Mary Cintron, a toll booth
cashier at the airport who saw the
accident, saidl,she was astonished
at how many people survived, particularly since she witnessed the
worst aviation disaster in Texas
history, the Aug. 2, 1985, crash of
another Delta flight that attempted to land at the airport during a

- thunderstorm, killing 137 people
"Today looked 200 times'
worse," she said. '_'I didn't think
((bard Iron)page 1)
anybody had made it."
nions on Jackson "to see how well
Mat of the fatalities occurred in
he. can do in the fall in attracting
the beat of the plane. authorities
swing voters as well as blacks."
said
Cpl. Jim Hartman of the Dallas. • The results showed that in some
FortWorth Department of Public of the primary stateE he won,
Safety said "it was incredible" Jackson had high negativq reactions among swing voters, the
that so many survived.
Dukakis aide said.
In his remarks on NBC, Jackson
Sixty-one people were treated
and released from seven hospitals, said, "Of course it would not be a
good thing" if the Dukakis camp
officials said.
were to limit his campaign activiNearly two dozen NTSB inty in certain states, given the
vestigators converged on the
sometimes surprising success of
crash site at the south end of an
his vote-drawing efforts in the
airport runway.

Jackson...

primary campaign.
-Suffice it to say I was able tO
gain votes and support and build
coalitions in every state," he said
Jackson had met with Dukakis
aides in Washington last week and
was reported to have been
angered by a suggeslion he stay ..
out of several states. According toe
one participant in the discussions,
who asked not to be identified, the
'request was withdrawn
In Nashville, Tennessee State
Rep. Roscoe Dixon of Memphis
said Jackson had invited him and
other key supporters to a meeting
today in Atlanta. He-said he did
not know how many people have

PAGE 3

been invited.
.Rep. _John Lewis, D-Ga.,
former Jackson supporter who
now is co-chairman of Dtikakis'
Georgia campaign, said Wednesday night he planned to attend the
Atlanta meeting, which he said he
understood was,tidied to- discuss
voter registration efforts in the
South
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Famous Brand Name Sale
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday Only

25% off

25% off
Mature Men's Fashions
•Aill-Jearts ahd-Casual Pants
•All Sport Shirts
_
'All Fleece
•All Outerwear
•All Sweaters

Junior, Misses, Petite an
Large Size Fashions_
*AO
*All
•All
•All
•All

Jeans_and Casuat Pants
Blouses
Fleece Separates
Outerwear
Sweaters

25% off 25% off 25% off
Young. Men's Fashions

Boy's and Girl's Fashions

•All Jeans and Casual Pants
•All Sport Shirts
•All Outerwear.
•All Sweaters
*All Co-Ordinates

•All Jeans and Casual Pants
•All Shifts and Tops
•All Outerwear
•All Sweaters
.All Fleece

Accessories & Jewelry
•All Fashion Jewelry •
•All Watches
•AIrStone Rings
•All Panty Hese
•All Leather Purses
Does Not Include Smart Value Items

off
25%
Infants Fashions
•All
•All
•All
•All

TopsBottoms
Stuffed Animals
Outerwear
rIM

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161'
Styling Salon 759-9811

25%
',off
Family Shoos*All Mert's Dre§ls Shoes
•All Werrien's Dress Shoes
*All Men's Casual Shoes
•AlMomen's Casual Shoes
*AR Dino Boots
•All Children's'Dress & Casual

off.
25%
orne Fashions
*All
•All
•All
*All

Draperies
Towel
Curtains
Luggage

Does Not Include Athletic Footwear

JCPenne
sne

•

5.

•

Store Hours.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri 9-8: Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5
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Every student has some kind of a work assignment at Oneida
FOITOR'S NOT
This is the se
rood in a o•0-por1 stiles about Kay
and Genet a Brourlidlidd's wohanteer
sorb kwiii theoldit llitiffilat Institute In
the- mountains elessiern Kentuek).)

to the Oneida Baptist Church.
where both taught Sunday School
and wl* is adjacent to the
campus.
With many of the 'Oneida
students 'coming from broken
homes, form being in trouble in city environments, from parents who
didn't want them and because of
uncontrolable disciplinary problems, individual and caring
counseling is a continuous and
critical need at the school, Ray
pointed out.

The farm manager at Oneida
Baptist Institute in Casey County.
where Murrayans Ray and Geneva
Brownfield spent 10 months as
volunteer workers in 1987-88. is
Jack Tillman.
He sold a 1,200-acre farm and his
700-head of beef cattle to go to the
88-year-old, Baptist-affiliated boar'
•••
ding School to mitnagp its farm and
Every student at Oneida has
loaeach agriculture as-he had exsome kind of a work assignment..
perienced it to the students which
Ray had 24 boys working with him
range from the sixth grade through
high school.
in maintaining the grounds — 12
with weed eaters and 12 with lawn
Although many of the volunteer
mowers. It also was his responworkers like Ray and Geneva come
sibility to keep all this equipment
to the eastern Kentucky, mountain
campus for one or twe years.,some in working condition.
' The operation of tractors and
have-been there for years.
A retired medical doctor from. other motorized farm equipment
may be operated by students, but
Cincinnati comes to the campus
every December and stays until
only after they have been carefulschool is out in the spring, proly selected and trained, and then
only after being restricted to open
viding medical services voluntarifields and areas under cultivation.
ly to _anyone needing such
Oneida's academic programs are
attention.
strong ones. Its graduates — 106
Another, a Mrs. DeJarnette, 81
this past spring — going on to colyears old, has been .serving as a
lege number three times the navolunteer at Oneida for many
tional high school average.
years, doing whatever she can do
of what is needed.
To earn an Oneida diploma a stu•••
dent's transcript must reflect a
year of Bible study, three years of
Ray and Geneva worked at
Oneida-as volunteers from Aug. 5, --toreign language — French, Ger-man or Spanish — and one year of
1987:10-June 1 of this year, he as
music, art oe drama.
superintendent of the grounds and
•••
helping with the gardening and
Geneva as a guidance counselor.
There are 17 athletic teams at the
They lived comfortably in a 14' x
school with its swimming and diving team's the strorgest and most
72' mobile home. walked to their
widely recognized. Others include
meals in the school's cafeteria and

Looking Back
Ten years ago
A new era of newspaper production has dawned at the Murray
...I& Times with the installa—
tion of an electronic text manage=
merit system in the news a.Ad
Classified advertising departments of the newspaper.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and .Mrs. Charles E. Reeder,
Aug.11,,and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Futrell, Aug. 24.
Twenty years ago
Curtis Willoughby is senior
- deputy and Carlton Morgan is
deputy: sheriff for Calloway County Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Jetton will
be married for 50 years on Sept.
14.
Thirty years ago
Harry L. Lovett, seaman, USN.

son of Mr. and Mrs. Pearson D.
Lovett, is serving aboard the attack aircraft carrier, USS
Franklin D. Roosevelt, operating with the Atlantic Fleet:
Wells Nix and Lemon Nix were
honored at a dinner in celebration
of their birthdays at Legion Park
near Kentucky Dam.
Forty years ago
Murray High School will open on
Sept. 7, according to W.Z. Carter,
superintendent of Murray City
Schools.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Lamb, Aug. 27;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
Parker, Aug. 28; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Mason Thompson, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Young,-and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Elvis Lee, Aug. 29.
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Garrott's
'Galley
By
M.C. Ga
basketball, wrestling, track, tennis
and golf. every student is encouraged to participate in the sports program- and- le—earn at least-one
letter.
Oneida teams have participated
in 43 tournaments in its category,
and have won 10 state-championships band finished second -four
times.
There are two chapters of the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes on
the campus — one for the girls and
one for the boys.
Oneida's students are well known
in other areas as well. Its choir

travels extensively, presenting innumerable concerts across the
eastern half of the U.S. Its band is
a regular participant in area
parades, and has marched in inaugural parades for several Kentucky governors.
Every year, too, the seniors are
treated to a sightseeing trip to the
nation's capital.
•• •
•
A native of Buffalo in Larue
County, Ray fresh out of the
University of Kentucky, came to
-Calloway County—in- 193a as—an—
assistant to County Agent J. T.
Cochran. His friend and neighbor,
--Charlie- Bondurant, came at the
-tame time.
Ray, although his first love
always has been the outdoors, was
in the banking business for 30 years
before he retired in December of
1980. He first was with the Bank of
Murray for 7% years before spending 16 years with Peoples Bank in
Murray.

Then, for 71 years, he was with
First Trust & Savings Bank in
Fulton before spending four
months in Humbolt, Tenn., helping
with the opening of a new, locallyowned bank. In 1964, he returned to
Peoples Bank in Murray, from
which
he
retired
as
a
vice-president.
Geneva was a guidance
counselor at Murray Middle School
before her retirement in June, 1982.
The Brownfields have two
daughters. Linda, a former Miss
Mor ray State, and- Mary Lee.
is married to Hogan Bryan,
t-reda
whom she met while the two of
them were attending Murray State.
They live in Atlanta, where he
supervises operation of several
waffle houses and she travels and
sells commercial uniforms. They
have two sons, Hogan Graves 11,
and Todd, 9.
Mary Lee also lives in Atlanta,
An Eastern Airlines stewardess for
nine years, she, too, travels and

sells commercial uniforms to the
same company as does her sister
•••
Ray and Geneva left this past
weekend for extended visits with
their daughters in Atlanta before,
going to the Rio Grande Valley of
Texas to spend the winter.
Their home on Irene Terrace has
been rented furnished to Dr. Rob
and Jeannetta Williams. Rob, a
vascular surgeon on the MurrayCalloway County Hospital medical
staff, and Jeannetta have sold their
beautifuThome in Canteitury, and
currently are having a new one
built in the same area.
In summarizing their work at
Oneida, Ray said, "It was atremendous and meaningful experience. I wouldn't take anything
for it, but I don't think we'd want
to go back.
"I've never seen a greater example of faith, though. than we found
at Oneida Baptist Institute. It is truly a remarkable place.

Letters To The Editor

Ad campaigns disturbing to local resident
Dear Editor:
When I first moved to Murray in
November of 1987, it was reluctantly. I was leaving a lovely
Virginia city with. many fine
eatihg establishments and shopping malls for a much smaller.7 but
reportedly friendlier, town.
However, over the past several
months. I've grown to love Murray and I have become active in a
number of groups. In fact, I nqw
consider' MI...ray a very special
place to live and I wouldn't want to
leave.
Because Murray is so special to
me, I am disturbed by some of the

comments I'm hearing and
reading concerning the upcoming
wet/dry election. I have very
positive feelings about Murray
and it disturbs me to see-division
rather than harmony among the
Murray residents:I am serving as
a big sister to twelve women who
just moved to Murray this sum, mer. Our goal is to help them feel
welcome in Murray and to help
them become acclimated to our
town. Yet, we feel caught in the
middle on this wet/dry issue.
Several of the long-standing
Murray residents have told me
"that I won't believe what is going

to happen in the next few
weeks. Ads with dead babies and
the evils of drinking and a revival
of the traledy of the 27 btia
children and the drinking issue."
Dear God, how sad to empty such
tactics? I'm begging persons on
both sides of the wet/dry issue to
be sensitive to the feelings of those
on the other side.
If you drink, then vote Murray
wet and know exactly what you
are voting for. Stand behind your
vote and if it passes, continue to
support efforts to keep Murray an
attractive and clean community.
If you don't drink and are opposed

to others drinking, then vote that
you want Murray dry. Stand
behind your vote and .don't
discriminate against those who
voted in opposition to your belief. I
encourage members of both viewpoints to express their arguments
in a positive and respectable manner. Remember, we will all still be
neighbors after the election is over
and without harmony among the
residents, Murray will become
"just another place to live."
Sincerely,
Rose Carpenter
Rt. 4, Box 14
Murray. Ky.

Fictional friend gets surprise in restaurant

Dear Editor:
A friend of mine, named Deriek
Tolsen, recently paid me an unexpected visit from.France. One
evening, while we were having
dariheY —Ifi-"Tire—of Murray's
restaurants, he pulled out an
unusual looking blue canister. As
he placed it on our table, I asked
him what it was. He seemed surprised by my question.
"Surely you have heard of Lyf,"
he said. -It's being used
throughout Europe".
. I had to admit that I had never
heard of "Lyf". I asked him what
it was for.
• "Why, it's one of the bst things
I have ever experienced," he exclaimed. "One whiff-of this makes
everything taste delicious. Even
the most common hamburger.
becomes a delicacy!"
• I was a little skeptical about
Deriek's claims for Lyf. I asked
him if Lyf produced any side
effects.
"Oh, the first few times you use
..,it, you might- get a slight
headache, and it takes most people a little time to get used to the
smell," he explained. A few doctors claim that it'S bad for your
lungs and liver. but I believe that
they are just jealous of all the

AO

money that is being made off of
Lyf. Just try it, you will see that
it's great!"
Then, before I could say
anything more, he opened a small
brass valve on top of the canister.
Almost instantly, the' air around
our table was filled with an odor
that smelled :like rotten eggs.
Several people hr the restaurant
'were visible distrubed, and some
actually stopped eating.
"Please turn it off," I said. "I
can't stand that smell".
"It's not that bad," Deriek said.
You will get used to it soon".
It was. than that I started to
develop a throbbing headache.
Finally, I just' couldn't take it

anymore. I reached over and turned the valve off. Deriek's eyes
widened, and he seem shocked.
"What do you think you are doing!" Deriek exclaimed.
I tried to explain that several
people in the restaurant, including
myself, Were suffering because of
his use of Lyf. I told him that if he
wanted to use Lyf in the privacy of
his own home, that would be his
right — but using Lyf in public was
causing problems for people who
might not care to use it.
"You cannot tell me what I can
and cannot do," he said. "I have
the right to choose what I want to
do".
I tried to explain that I had

rights also. I had the right not to be
subjected to the ill effects -of
something that I didn't want to.
use. Deriek continued to insist on
his rights, and I simply couldn't
get him to understand...
The preceding story, obviously,
if fictitious, I wrote it to make a
point about the public use of tobacco and alcohol. The next time you
are sitting in a room filled with
cigarette smoke, or read about an
intoxicated driver killing someone
— think about the man who believed that he had the right to use Lyf
In public.
Joe West (Jr.)
411 N. 18th St
Murray, Ky 42071

Bagley: Wet-dry issue not related to taxes
Dear Sir:
The Wet-Dry issue probably has
nothing- to do with taxes.
Declared residency and citizenship probably have everything to
do with taxes.
Years ago, students never considered moving their voting
registration from their home area
to their place of higher education.
At such time as they, in their own
plans, decided to become "permanent" residents of their college or
university town, they registered to
vote.

The "catch" is that, if one
decides to change his residency to
his university town he does it simply by registering to vote. He does
not need to register. If he registers,
he does not find it necessary to
vote.
But, there must be some criterion
for change of residency and
eligibility -to pay taxes. If, indeed„
the registering to vote is a legal
declaration of residency, then the
citizen must pay taxes.
In earlier days, one had to reside

in a new location for 12 months in
some states, before voting. In other
states, it was six months. Now, the
courts (at the U.S. level) have
pushed period of residency down to
a much shorter time. Whatever it
is, at some point residency is
declared, and the citizen is eligible
to pay city, county, and state taxes.
The Wet-Dry issue, as such,etas
nothing to do with it. •
- Very sincerely yours,
Lindell Bagley
Rt. 5, Murray, Ky.
42071

•.
Fight against illiter
acy continuen state
Dear Editor:
It was _encouraging, to see
published (July 18, 1988) in this
newspaper the excellent article,"400,000 Kentuckians Lost In a Sea
af Words," which gave such a vivid
and accurate picture of illiteracy in
the country—especially--in Kentucky. Those of us who work with
literacy programs feel somewhat
overwhelmed at the magnitude and
complexity of the problem. But we

'deo Headq arters

Lawson says Murray is fine
without legal 'alcohol sales

Pick Up Fri., Bring Beek Tues.

Rent a VCR for the
Games & Machines
Spqcial Rates for the
Labbr Day Weekend

Dear Editor:
Recent ads by the "wets" in
Murray infer that Murrayans shop
in Paducah because Paducah has
liquor for sale. We never buy liquor in Paducah -or anywhere else,
hut we go to Paducah occasionally
to shop at times regardless of
whether Murray is wet or dry.
Paducah is the regional center for
this area, and it has one of the best
-hopping malls in the state.
We think that Murray is
avoiding a lot of problems by not
allowing the legal sale of alcohol

FREE Popcorn & Cokes
Record your Labor Day Fun
with one of our Video Cameras
Large selection of movies
Choose from over 2900

keep trying to help those students
who come to us to make a better life
for themselves and their families,.
It is very dfficult for an adult to
seek us out and say, "I want to
learn to read." They must overcome feeling of insecurity and
self-consciousness before they have
gained confidence and courage to;-improve their lives.
-There are many dedicated tutors
working with these students in
Murray and Calloway County.

RENTAL SALES

CENTER

here. -We also have fine stores and
shopping areas; therefore, we do
most of our shopping here. We go
to Paducah primarily for a change
of scenery and "to get away" ftir a
few hours. But we don't want to
live in Paducah', Murray offers
everything we need and a high
quality of life, too.
It's our hope that we can keep it
that way. Don't you? Please use
your influence and vote Dry.
Sincerely
Jim and Delores Lawson
1707 Johnson
Murray, Ky 42071

sa.wassassallea '

•

•

They not only help the student, but
are also performing a service to the
community. Illiteracy affects
everyone, as your article so well
stated. And, though it takes time,
perhaps we'll begin to see more and
more progrets._
— In addition to the AdirfLiteracy
Program in Calloway County,
'There are other fine sources of help
in thearea for low:level readers as -well as more advanced students.
The GED School and the classes
and individual help offered at the
Adult Learning Center at Murray
State University, with Director
Carol Lane and Assistant Mildred tf
Nichols, have served marry
students.
The people who work with these
students not only help them to read,
or read better, but they allo give
them hope. If anyone knows someone who cannot read or needs
help in reading we would like to ask
that you have them contact someone in these adult education programs or the offices of the local
school superintendents You may
make a difference (for the better )
in someone's life.
Sincerely,
Claire M Resig, Coordinator
Adult Literacy Program
V Whanell Ave.
753-1993r

•••
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Hyde Park Grade A

ORDER YOUR BBO, PIT BAKED
HAMS, BBQ SHOULDERS,
VEGETABLE TRAYS, SALADS
FOR YOUR LABOR DAY HOLIDAY
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BACON

'Field's Half or Whole

Hillshire Smoked

a

41IP"

5 Lb. Bag

•

KOOL AID
KOOLERS

159

12 Pack Cans

$299

Hyde Park

HAMBURGER'OR
HOT DOG BUNS
hayo-Rich

2/$109
$199
I

- WHOLE MILK

gal.

PRODU E

9

PORK &
BEANS

CORN
Red (10 lb. bag)

POTATOES
Golden Ripe

BANANAS
SLAW MIX,

4/$1
sp9
4/$1
790
$139

0 oz

Golden Delicious

APPLES

3 lb bag

16 oz.

89

CAT CHOW...1 lb. FREE
Hormel

20

9

$1
22
V

DOG FOOD

$g29
20 lb. ibie

2% MILK

gal
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PARTY CUPS

Owen's Best
Peppered or Corned

Baby Swiss

Tuff Stuff
50 ct$ 1

19

Minit Lite
8 lb

$289

Musselman's

APPLE JUICE

64 oz $ 1 59

Owen's Famous
Boneless Pit Baked

HAM

lb
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lb

$19
1

Owen's Best
Baked and BBO

BEANS
9 Pieces (Whole Chicken)
Owen's Best Fried

2/89° CHICKEN $459
:2/99
19
89 BOLOGNA

17 oz

Green Giant French Style or

GREEN BEANS
Angel Soft Bathroom

TISSUE

Plus De

DELI

$ 1 39

CHARCOAL....

$199

1 19
oz 69°
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oz 99° BEEF
$329
$139 CHEESE

Solo 20 - 24 oz.

FOAM PLATES

COKE, DIET COKE,
SPRITE, TAB

$

MUSHROOMS...4.5
-4k
Wyler
FRUIT SLUSH.. Pk

SWEET PEAS

Purina Mainstay

8 pk. 16 oz

Purina 5 Lb.

Pride of Ill.

12 Pack

Prairie Farms

PEPSI &
PEPSI PRODUCTS... . . . .

Green Giant Sliced or Whole

Yellow Sweet

1
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PEPSI PRODUCTS$289

2 Liter

PINEAPPLE
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10 oz

2/

32 oz

CHUNK HAM .6.75 oz
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Del Monte Juice or Syrup
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RELISH
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APPLE JELLY
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• Jo Burkeen, editor

Terrell-Thtveatt wedding planned
The wedding VOWS of its, Cindy
Mayes Terrell and Randy.. E
Thweatt will be solemnized on
Saturday. Sept. 10, at 1:30 pm. at
First Baptist Church, Eddyville.
A- reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives liFe invited to attend the :wedding and
the reception.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William L. Mayes
of Eddyville.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs
e e are
Croft of Eddyville and of the late
Mr. and Mrs. L.L. Mayes of Indianapolis, Ind.
The groom-elect is the sOn of
Mrs. Betty Thweatt of Benton and
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Thweati.of
Murray.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Girlie
Henderson and the late Ray
Henderson of Hardin. and of Mrs:
Elvena Thweatt and the late Arthur Thweatt ot Benton.
-Ms. Terrell is employed as an
area supervisor for Remmert
Enterprises, Inc. ,
Mr. Thweatt is employed as a
mechanic for Kenlake State Park.

Grugett family meets for reunion
A reunion of the Charlie and
Lela Grugett family from
Calloway County was held on
Saturday, July 9, at the home of
Tom and Alice Marshall of
Reidland.
Present were 47 relatives in
eluding 30 descendants and their
Fourof the 11 Gruggtt brothers
and sisters are still -living and
were present: Carney Grugett,
Thelma Bagwell, Alice Marshall
—and Dot- Lange.
The oldest Grugett was Carney
-who says "80 isn't Old for tree."
The youngest was Carney's great
grandson, Sammy, 411 months.
Relatives from seven states attending were the following:
Carney and Julia n1-fig-et,
Harvey, Ill.; Katherine and Wally
Ekstrom, Crete, Ill.; Peggie
Vanderlee, South Holland, Ill.;
Bonnie Brennan, Del Mar, Calif.;
Cindy Falhck and her son-, Sammy, Sebastopol, Calif.;
Bruce and Alicia Grugett, Palm.
Bay, Fla.; Sheila and Glenn
Karas, Warren, Mich.; Dot and
Herb Lange, Johannesburg,
Mich.; Keith and Mary Lange,
Oldsmar, Fla.; Kevin and Dianne
Lange, Auborn Hills, Mich.; Gary
Marshall, Crookston, Minn.; and
Noel Marshal, Olympia, Wash.
The Kentuckians who attended

toi
•••••er
/'
Cindy- Maves Terrelland
Randy E. Thweatt to marry.

Major Waters grad ates
from test pilot prog am

Major Robert L. Waters Jr. of Murray was awarded the coveted thesis
honor at the U.S. Naval Test Pilot School for the "best Comprehensive
Development final thesis" during his training program. Presenting the
—award is Commander R.J. Rhodes, deputy director of the school at
Patuxent River, Md. Waters is now stationed at Fort Rucker, Ala.
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YOUNG GUNS

1

Chen Theatre Lobby

Thelma Bagwell, Yvette and
Jame§ Freeman; Terry, Cathy,
Terry Jr. and Lucas Freeman;
Beth Trena, Carey, Erin and
Senna Wilson; Lester and Anita
Wat.Son:

DATEBOOK
--Public Relations Club to meet
Murray State University's Public Relations Club will meet Wedneiday, Sept _Lat._74.i.m_in_the_Ohio-Room of Curris-Center,MSLI-.
be an organizational meeting to include an introduction of the new officers for the 1988-89 school year and a small program on preparing and
writing your resume. Shelia Clough Crifasi, instructor in journalism and
radio television at MSU will conduct the program. All students interested in public relations and becoming a part of the club are urged to
attend.

MADD Chapter being planned
Rose Carpenter has attained information from the main office of
Mothers Against Drunk Driving in the hope of organizing a chapter here
in Murray. Goals of MADD are to reduce the number of deaths and injuries caused by persons driving under the influence of alcohol or other
drugs, and to'offer support and services to the victims of drunk,drugged
drivers. MADD chapters conduct three general types of programs:
Public Awareness and Education; Legal Advocacy; and Victim
Assistance. MADD is a grass roots organization composed of victims
and concerned men and women from all walks of life. Mrs. Carpenter
belonged to a chapter in Richmond, Va., before moving to Murray. She
said she "was interested in forming the chapter,to educate the public
concerning drunk driving and is not trying to take sides in the wet/dry
vote coming; but hopes that people on both sides of the issue will be concerned and be interested In forming a chapter here.'.' Interested persons
may call Mrs:Carpenter at-7584556.

Band Boosters' social tonight
Fred Ashby and Gary Mullins, band directors at Calloway County
Middle School and High School, along with the Calloway County Band
Boosters, Will host an ice cream social for all band parents and friends
tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at Calloway County High School. "We cordially invite you to come and see the bands in action and enjoy the
fellowship offered through this association," a band spokesman said.

Futrell completes training
Marine-Pfc. Bob 0. Futrell of 405 South Ninth St., Murray, has com141Pctthe-S__01001 of trifantlyle C0114-gaSeJarnIUjeune, N.C.
During thesix-week course, Futrell received classroom instruction and
participated in field exercises involving infantry tactics; the construction and camouflage of fighting positions; and the use of mines, demolitions and intra-company communications equipment. A 1984 graduate of
•Murray High School, he joined the -Marine Corps Reserves in February
1988.

Festivals planned at Fenton area
/The 1988 Labor Day Arts 8r Crafts Festival will be Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 3 and 4, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at Fenton Activities Center,
located on Highway 68, just past Eggner's Ferry Bridge, in Land Between the Lakes. Craftpersons from seven states will offer quilts furJiiture, paintings, folk art, stained glass ceramics, unque sewn items,
miniatures, clothing and much more. Country and bluegrass music on
Saturday and gospel music on Sunday will be featured from 12 noon to 4
p.m. Food and drink concessions will be available, according to officials
of Kentucky's Western Waterland, sponsor of the eveht.

Dry League to hear speakers
Sgt. Lee Williams, Fort Knox soldier and Vietnam veteran whose wife
and two daughters were killed in the Carrollton bus wreck on May 14,
and Don Tennison, pastor of First Assembly of God ,Church, Radcliff,will be speakers at a meeting of The Dry League to be Tuesday, Sept. 6,
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ, Murray. Sgt. Williams
is coming to speak at his own request. All interested persons are invited
and urged to attend this meeting on Tuesday.
-

Explorer Post to meet Tuesday
Medical Explorer Post 803 will have its "First Nighter" event on Tuesday, Sept. 6, at 6:30 p.m. in third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway .
County Hospital. This is a program for students interested in medical_ or
health careers. As an Explorer you may.head health professionalS speak
about their careers; work as an observer/volunteer: be involved in local
and area Boy ScOut activities; Area (Kentucky and Tennessee) .Explorer ski trip to Gatlinburg; participate in local community evental
CPR/First aid classes. All interested persons are invited.

Brittany. Nicole DeNece Keel born

-

Mr. and Mrs. Danny Keel of Vidor. Texas, are the parents of a
daughter, Brittany .Nicole DeNece Keel, weighing 'seven pounds 12
ounces, measuring 19% inches, born on Sunday. Aug. 28, at St. Elizabeth
Hospital, Beaumont, Texas. The mother is the former Penny Cleveland.
Paternal grandparents are Earl and Joyce Stalls of Vidor and Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Keel of Murray. Maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
B.C. Cleveland of Vidor.

Robinson serving-in Okinawa Marine Lance Cpl. Stephen M:Robinson, son of Ron-L. and Shirley A.
Robinson 1604 Belmont Ct., Murray, recently reported for duty with
1st Marine Aircraft Wing, Mi:r rine Coprs Air Station, Futenma, on
Okinawa. A 1986 graduate of Murray High School, he joined the Marine
Corps in February 1987.

(Cont'd on page 7)
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Major Robert L. Waters Jr., son
" Both a thorough and profesof retired Major and Mrs. Robert sional aviator as well as a
L. Waters Sr., Ftt. 4, Murray, technically knowledgeable
recently graduated from the engineer, Major Waters planned,
rigorous, 13-month testpilot train- flew, reduced data and prepared
ing program at the U.S. Naval technical reports for 24 flitAt-test
e_Pildt-Se..
--Pnlinient River, --praft4e4 Th-e s e -re-por t s
Md.
demonstrated his ability to apply
He was among 33 highly-trained theory and proper test technique
and expenenced pilots from the during the flights and to analyze
Army, Air Force and Navy, as and report the results
well as foreign air forces and professionally.
civilian firms in his calss.
His final thesis was a comDuring the course of the Patux- prehensive Development Test of
ent training, the student-pilots are the CH-54A aircraft and for which
taught the demanding, nose-to-tail he won the Empire Test Pilot
testing procedures and School-sponsored award for the
academics. The pilots are trained
most outstanding report, having
in one of the school's three pro- been given a 4.0 grade.
grams: fixed-wing aircraft,
Under provisions and rehelicopters or electronics and quirements .of the Development
v.apons systems.
Test, each student-pilot is turned
They learn to test and evaluate loose on an aircraft he neve before
by flying everything from super- has flown. He then has up to six
'sonic aircraft to ancient "tail- hours of flight time and then tw
draggers" like the single-prop weeks to prepare a
NU-1B DeHaviland Otter, honing 150-to -200-page, detailed
their own analysis and conclusions evaluation.
againt a pre-existing model body
As the school's administrators
of knowledge.
point out, a modern test pilot must
not only be a superb aviator but a
project manager .as well — soBARGAIN MATINEES
meone versed in matters
technical, logistical and
SAT. & SUN. ONLY
budgetary.
S2.50
Pilots who may have authored
nothing more than a flight plan or
fitness report in their recent
careers are suddenly required to
753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT
compile extensive, in-depth.
reports of their testing, frequently
BRUCE
7..
returned
to them with instructor
WILLIS
35
0
criticism.
"At an estimated taxpOer cost
of $250.000 to train each student, it
730
is essential that test pilots learn to
c:30
communicate," one of his instrucIRI
tors has said. "Flying genius is
7:011
useless if the results can't -be intelligibly rendered to engineers,
contractors and the bureaucrats.
10
OGEP P488
They've got to master the modern
9:20
symbols of test piloting the com1.1
puter and the briefcase."
STARTS TOMORROW
After being recommended for
7:20
service as an engineering test
[=}
pilot, Major Waters has been
NiNTENDO IS HIRE
assigned to nit
,
- Aviation
Planes. Trains & putomeliilet
Developmental Text Activity unit
Police Aikoiliony 0• is lioalo
and its Combat Aircraft Division
Pec-Keepe•licis
tee
at Fort Rucker, Ala. He will be
OWES TO 60
testing the combat helicopters, the

the events were the following:
Jack and Patsy Marshall; Ronda and Amanda Varvel, John
Alexander, Mark and Alisa Marshall, Irene and Larry Grugett,
Don, Linda and Joy Roach:

1

and 2 southern style
•

hush

puppies.

Captain D's.
a great little seafood place
CLIP THIS COUPON 111111111111OMMEOM

ilijas Captain D's
a great little seafood place
Offer Good with Coupon Only
Chestnut Hills &hopping Center
753-9383
TRY OUR DRIVE—THRU

FREE

Marine Pk. Dale R. Vought, stepson of Dan V. Warren of New Concord, recently reported for duty with 2nd Marine Aircraft Wing, Marine
Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, N.C. A'1985 graduate of Calloway Cotinty High School, he joined the Marine Corps in December 1987. His wife.
Amy, is the daughter of Leroy E and Sarah J. Bess of Rt. 8, Murray.

DELIVERY
(Murray Area & MSU Campus)
We Honor Coupons
From Other Pizza Establishments.

Darcy's

'We're More Than Just A Pizza Place
753-0900
Olympic Plaza, Murray
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Votight serving with Marines

french fries,

Cob
will
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FRAMERS GALLERY
CHESTNUT STREET
DIXIELAND CENTER

753-0077

KENTUCKY
Duck Stamp Print
ORDER NOW

75% Puts It in Lay-Away
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Coming community events are announced
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Thursday,Sept. 1
Humane Society of Calloway
County will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Animal- -Shelter. Note change in
meeting place
- -Hunters Safety Class for persons, 10 or over, will start at6 p.M.
at Army Reserve Center, US
Highway 641 North For information call 489-2534.

Thursday,Sept. 1
United Methodist Church. For information call Carol at 753-2596,
Bren‘la at 753-2513 or Glen at

Frida),Sept. 2
Saturday,Sept. 3
Saturday,*pt.3
Games will be played at 8 p.m. 7 p m. at lodge hall on Walnut p m . at American Legion
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is StreeLzzi
Building, South Sixth and Maple
for members only.
Streets.
435-4143
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
---Temple- Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
--meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Main Street Youth-Center at 205 and Accepted Masons is sc,heduled
National
Scouting
Museum will
H. Eddie Roberts Past No. 6291 Citizens building, Golf Couse
North Fourth St. will be open from..... to meet at 7 p.m. at lodge hall on be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
of Veterans of Foreign Wars will
Road, Benton. For inforMation 4 p.m. to 12 midnight. For infor. Highway 464. east of Almo
,information tail 762-3383.
meet at Post Home on Highway 94 call 759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764 or mation call 753-TEEN.
- --- --East at 7 p.m.
753-7663
---Square and round dancing with
Show, sponsored by
Open
Horse
------AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8 music by Bill James and the
New
Providence
Riding Club, will
Prepared Childbirth Class will
National Scouting Museum will p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South Wonder Band will be from 7:30
to
start
at
4
p.m
at
West Kentucky
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For 10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Murray High School will have a
11 p.m. at Lynn Grove Roller
Livestock and Exposition Center.
.
_
_
_
classroom
of
Murray-Calloway
inftrmation
call 762-1383.
bonfire at practice field at 8 p.m.
Rink.
County Hospital.
---National Scouting Museum will
Murray State University Lady
"Fanny and Alexander," a 1983 be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
Dame
will
be
from
9
p.m.
to
1
Racer
volleyball team will play
meet
The Single Connection will meet
Narcotics An-onymous will
Swedish film, will be shown free at information call 762-3383.
a.m. at Murray Moose Lodge. This
Brescia at 5 p.m. M Racer Arena.
at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom, at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's
7:30 p.m. in Curris Center
---is for members only.
MSU. Admission is.free.
Educational Building. First Episcopal Church, Main and
Theater, Murray State University.
Memorial Baptist Church Pup—---pets will perform at 8
,at
Main Street Youth Center at 205
Murray State University Racer
Dr. Garnett Wilder of Snellville, Hillman Ferry Campground in North Fourth St. will be open from
football team will play CT Martin
•
Ga., will -speaft-at-tiO-p-mat--Land-Bt"feen-tht-baketr p.m. ILo l midnight. For In
at 7:30 p.m. in Stewart Stadium.
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
call 753-TEEN
MSU. Activities in the- parking lot
_
Church.
•
Saturday,Sept. 3
AA and Al-Anon will meet at
teont'd on page )
$500 scholarship from the Enlisted
Women's Aglow Fellowship of
Association of the National Guard
Calloway County Band Boasters Murray will meet at 12 noon for
of Kentucky'.
will host an ice cream social at lunch and at 1 p.m. for meeting at •
The scholarship is an academic
7.m. at Calloway County High Kenlake State Park Hotel.
achievement given to a child of the
School.
--,
•
Enlisted Guardsmen of Kentucky.
Hunters' Safety Class will be at 6
She has been invited to attend
p.m. at Army Reserve Center,
Friday, Sept. 2
the National Guard State ConMurray. For information call
Westside Senior Citizens will
ference and military ball at
489-2534.
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis ComAshland in October.
-Culp was an honor student at munity Center.
Couples bridge with MiMi JorMarshall County High School and
dan and Doris Johnson as
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
also received an academic
hostesses will be at 7:30 p.m. at
scholarship to Murray State open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- Oaks Country Club.
University where she now attends. tivities by'senior citizens.
--- -.
---She is the daughter of Sgt.
Murray Country Club has an
Alford
Chapter No. 445 Order of after the game party scheduled.
George T. Culp Jr. and Joan Culp
of Benton. Her father is a member the Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
Jennifer Culp
of the 1-123rd Armor Division of p.m. at lodge hall at Aurora.
Murray High School Soccer
---Jennifer Culp, a 1988 graduate of the Kentucky National Guard of
Team will play Fort Campbell
Square and round dancing with here-at 12 noon.
Marshall County High Stool, has Paducah where he serves-as-an
been selected as a recipient of a assistant chaplain.
music by Sharecropper will be
---from 7:30 toll p.m. at Lynn Grove
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 Free
Roller Rink.
and Accepted Masons will meet at
---Raymond and Winona Riggs
will be special guests at a dinner
for retirees of Kentucjix and Tennessee at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn, at 6:30 p.m. For information call Paul Redden, 753-7643.
Calloway County youths from
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dolchan;
---the Colts and Fillies 4-H Horse
Krista Gaines, daughter of
Hunters' Safety Class will be at6
Club recently qualified and comMr. and Mrs. Thomas Gaines;
pal. at Army Reserve Centtr,
peted in the State 4-H Horse Show
r. Timothy PaIrrier,--soyruflar:-- _Murray. For informtion call
held at the Kentucky State
and Mrs., David Palmer;
II 4 4
489-2534. i Fairgrounds in Louisville.
• Charles Palmer, son of Mr.
---Qualifications took place In June
and Mrs. David Palmer;
Murray High. School Tigers will
at Carson Park, Paducah, where
✓ Tammy Washer, daughter of play a football game with Critten4-Hers from McCracken, Ballard,
Gary Washer;
don County Rockets there at 7:30
Graves and Calloway counties
✓ Amy Wood, daughter of Mr. p.m.
showed their horse in various diviand Mrs. Jackie Wood:
sions with the winners qualifying
The State 4-H Horse Show is a
Calloway County High School
for the State Show. Of the 15 four-day event' featuring walking • Lakers will play a football game
qualifiers, eight .were from
(except Ralph Lauren)
We are pleased to anhorses, gaited horses, hunter. with Someset Briar Junipers there
that Amy Lovett,
Calloway.
nounce
horses and western horses.
at 8 p.m. •
bride-elect of Brent Harris
Qualifying and competing at the
Leaders for the Colts and Fillies
,
has selected her decorative
State Show from Calloway County
4-H Horse Club are Paula Palmer
—
accessories from our bridal
were:
and Martha Ryan.
registry.
r Leslie Banks, daughter of Mr.
Area youths who are interested
Amy and Brent -will be
and Mrs. Craig Banks;
in horses are invited to join the
married October 8. 1988.
r Dea Banks, daughter of Mr. club. Club meetings will be anHOLLAND DRUGS
and Mrs. Craig Banks;
nounced
local schools and in
daughter
Dolchan,
of
Andrea
r
GIFTS tCARDS
newspa rs at a later date.
Thursday,Se:pi. 1
Broach Streets. For information
tall 753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297

Scholarship given

LABOR DAY
WEEKEND
.
SALE

Friday, September 2 &
Saturday,-September 3
9:30 a.m.- 5:00 -patt.

Eight from Calloway
participants-hi show

Monday, September 5
1000 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
. -.
. ...
4...Itt
Special
Savings
in i L. - on all
,titEL
t-__: '.:_
in stock
It I i!r. ..
Furniture
4

t

109 S. 4th St. 753-1462

Qtkit8 Marftn
"Interion5 of' distinction" '-

Dismissals on Wednesday
released by local hospital

533 Lone Oak Road
in Hannan Pia/a

I) Wl( Alt

(F.0.71 443-0077 _

1203 Melrose, Murray;
Mrs. Brandi Shae Carter and
baby ‘boy, Rt. 1, Box M.D. Paris,
Tenn.; Wilburn L. Farris, 1203
Peggy Ann Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Donna K. French and baby
girl, Rt. 6, Box 280-C, Paris, JUI-IE L. BAZZELL, daughter of
Tenn.; Mrs. Myrtle Erwin, 1308 Bobby rand Liz Bazzell of Rt. 2.
Farris Ave., Murray;
Murray, has been named to apBrooks R. Windsor, Rt. 7, Box pear in the 22nd annual edition of
483, Murray;. Jean I. Green, 313 Who's Who Among American High
South 13th St., Murray; Burie M.. _School Students, 1987-88. She is a
Coleman, Rt. 2, Box 13, Murray;
graduate of Murray High School
William E. Madden, Rt. 1, Box
where she was active in basket76, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. ball, track and softball. She is atChristine C. Coklow, 401, North
tending Murray State University
Cherry St., Murray;
planning a major in business and
Mrs. Mayhelle Blakemore, Rt.
psychology. She is the grand1, Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Mrs. Ora
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
(Cont'd from page 6)
Smith, Rt. 7, Mayfield; Walter
Bazzell and Mrs. Gertrude Pace
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
•
and the late Dewey Pace.
Cobra and the Apache. He also-, Hargrove, Rt. 1, Dexter.
will work with'the new, advanced
helipoter-AHIP: -Major Waters is a graduate 9,f
Calloway County High School and
Murray State University where he •
earned a four-year ROTC scholarship and received his commission
upon graduation.
He is married/to the former Lisa
Perrin of Kirksey and they have
VEE NECK
WINTER
two sons, Paul, 10, and Matthew,8.
Mrs. Waters is a senior nursing
student and will complete her
OFF
FALL & WINTER
undergraduate work in nursing at
The most Tropuiar item in an.
•, sweater tt.
Choose from Blazeri. Short Jacket.
Troy State University at Troy,
this group is sure to please Regularly 30 00 to 34 00
Coats and Capes tor Jr & Mtssys Reg 86 00 to 340 00
Ala.
JUNIORS • MISSYS
Attending Major Waters'
PE TITES • HALF SIZES
PANTYHOSE
graduation from the Patuxent
BEAUTY CARE
All Styles Regularly 46 00 to More
River program were his parents;
his young brother, Sgt. 1st Class
OFF
David Waters who currently is on
This annual sale is a wonderful time to save on truly too
Save o ir Denney products except iiagia. •
temporary duty at Fort Bragg,
qyty fight support pantyhose Reqularly 5 50 to 695
Fade.Awa4 Cream. & Multi Layer Moisturizer
N.C. He is stationed in Japan with
Regularly 6 50 to 23 50
the 1st Special Forces group and is
at Fort Bragg for a seven-week
SHIMMERLILIES
CANVAS
WO
Special Forces training school.
Their youngest brother, Jeffrey,
Is employed at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital as is his wife,
S ultimate kaw-tech
Choose from two styles of t3ho1r.
a Peauttli4 Putt
DUANNTOWN MURRAY
Kandy. They live with their
Pegularly 16 00
sneaker is lastuort dynamite' Fashion style fOr nattering support Reg 18 Oeti,;4 (X)
lobor Doy 10-A M.'6144)0 P M
Open
daughter. Heather. at 316 South
13th St., Murray.
Murray-Call-oway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Wednesday, Aug.
31. No newborn admissions were
listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Melissa Ann Rodgers and
baby boy, 212 E. Lake St.,
Camden, Tenn.; Mrs. Molean
Burkeen, Rt-6, Box 57B, Murray;
Mrs.rKaren Lee Ross and baby
girl, Rt. 2, Box 413, Big Sandy,
Tenn.; Miss Christian Rose Dunn,

Hours:

10

Friday
9:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.

OltV4
Sunday
1 p.m.-5 p.m.

Labor Day
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

SIMETS

Waters...

ALL

Our Labor Day Weekend Kick-Off With The New Fall Season's Most Flattering Fashions
-

Sweaters1999 Coats
Hanes Alive

Oxford

arm.

Dresses

25% Frances Denney 1/3o,, 800
Olga Bras 20F
Q gRIGHTS
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TIMIC MURRAY LiDGER k TIMEs
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'County-Wide' mission planned
The 18 United Methodist Churches of Calloway County will sponsor a "County-Wide Preaching
Mission" from Sunday, Sept. 18,
-through Wednesday, Sept. 21, at

First United Methodist Church,
Murray.
Services will be at 7 p.m. each
evening.
-Proclaiming the Good News to.

_
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Luncheon-Specials-Featured Daily
*Reservations Suggested.
92513irch Street
- A tine dining
establishment and a
Beaton,. Kentucky
(502)527-.33(m)
Kentticio!landmark
HOW'S:Lunch: I I- (ii 2 TtieS.-Sun.
Dinner. i ill 9 TUC5.-Thurs.
5 tit lo Fri L'i Si
-

_

SANTA'S ATTIC
Is having a

Getting Ready For Santa Sale!
Lamps and Prints
Plush Animals..........
Nettlecreek Pillows.,.
All Yellow Dot Items
All Baskets
Gourmet Coffees

50%
504/0
50%
50%
25%
25%

off
oftoff
off
off
off

Good Sept. 1 -Sept. 10

We're making room for
our new Christmas arrivals!
Santa's Attic will close Sept. 26th to
get ready for Christmas.
We will re-open, Monday. October
3rd.

Deepen Commitment to Christ
and Christian Ministry" will be
the theme of the mission.
Preaching will be the internationally known Dr. David Watson.
He is the executive secretary for
Covenant Discipleship and Christian Formation at the General
Board of Discipleship of the
United Methodist Church.
Nashville, Tenn.
A native of England, he was
educated at Oxford University
(M.A.), at Eden Theological
Seminary, St. Lauis, Mo.,
(M.Div. I, and at Duke University
(Ph.D.).
He is an elder of the Southern Illinois Conference of The United
Mehodist church, and has pstored
inner city And rural chaurches.
Before assuming-Ilia present position, he occupied the McCreless
Chair of Evaagelism at Perkins
School of . Theology, Southern.
Methodit University, Dallas,
Texas.
Dr. Watson -is the author of
numerous articles and books, and
is the editor of two professional
journals. He is married to the
former Gayle Turner of Birmingham, Ala., and they have a
daughter and a son.
Also leading in the mission services will be several area musicians. Choir directors will be Joe
Pat James, Sunday; Dr. Truman
Whitfield, Monday; Dr. Bruce
Chamberlain, Tuesday; and
Donald Cleaver, Wednesday.
Organist for the week will be
Mrs. Joan Bowker. Ttee
.
re will also
be one to two musical "specials"
each night by local musicians.
A nursery will be provided for
the services each evening.
This promises to be a great
time of Proclamation, Praise,
Singing and Christian
Fellowship," a church spokesman
said.

Questions About
CANCER?
Call
1-800-4-CANCER

West Side Court Square • Murray

Fresh on the,ma
heat and air. II
$53.500

II
\lain
reet

East Shannon students in 1937
Members of the student body of East Shannon School in August 1937 are pictured
as follows: From left, first
row, Betty Evans, James Garland, Myrtle Garland, Eugene Garland,
Robbie Nell Nichols, Eva Moody,
teacher, Amous Lee Garland, unknown, J.B. Evans, Mary Frances Cunningham
and J.W. Nichols;.second
row, Edwin Cunningham, Lavada Todd, Copas Wynn, Imogene Smith,
Max Oliverttiorothy Hodges, Denton
Wynn and Mildred Cathcart; third row, Lavell Hodges, Dewey Todd, Barbara
Evans, Aubrey Ray Garland,
Janette Evans, R.C. Rumfelt, Morie.Evans, Bill Champion, Ruby
Cunningham, James Cathcart and Della
Mae Garland. The picture was brought to the paper by Dorothy Hodges
Thompson.

Television offers unrealistic image
WASHINGTON (AP) - Television programs fail to show teenage girls taking the steps
necessary to achieve productive
lives, focusing instead on obsessions with shopping, grooming and
dating, says a women's advocacy
group.
"These images create the impression that one can .magically
jump from an adolescence of
dating and shopping to a well-paid
professional career," said Sally
Steenland, author of a report,
"Growing Up In Prime Time."
The study of more than 200
episodes of 19 network television
programs featuring adolescent
characters was sponsored by the

National Commission on Working
Women of Wider Opportunities for
Women. The non-profit group
seeks to improve women's status
in the labor market.
"Week after week, viewers see
teen-age girls with no visible
skills, no favorite subjects in
school, no discussion about college
majors or vocational plans," Ms.
Steenland said in prepared comments as the study was released
Tuesday.
"TV's teen-age girls are portrayed as poised for professional
careers and productive adulthoods
wiefiout clues to the stepsnecessary to achieve those goals,"
the report said.

Jigsaw puzzle continues to grow
In The
Spotlight!
Saturday Only — Sept. 3rd

Men's Sportcoat
Inventory Sale
Just

$39.00

Reg $57 50 and $6750

Men's Suits

$88

$68
Ladies' Suits (Irregular
$29
Ladies' Blazers.(Irregulnr
$19
..
VISA mc
*CLOSED LABOR DAY
Wool Blend

Polyester

WHOLESALE STORES INC
-Home of the Factory Outlet"
204 So. 5th St., Mayfield
247-2757

NEW YORK LAP)- The jigsaw
Puzzles reached America at the
puzzle has come a long way since
time of the Revolutionary War.
its invention over two centuries --However, they did not truly come
ago by a London mapmaker. into their own until the Great
These first puzzles, called
Depression of this century, when
dissected maps, were designed to
millions of American searched for
help children learn geography.
inexpensive entertainment.
- Current puzzles offer almost
Puzzles today feature a wealth
unlimited choices for "kids" from
of themes, shapes, sizes and sub2 to 102, but this was not always jects, all reproduced with brilliant
the case, according to researchers graphics on precision-cut pieces.
at. Random House Inc., which
Children's puzzles may depict
makes still-popular puzzles today
favorite characters from books
for children and adults.'
and movies, and can be printed on
. In the 1760s, printer John
extra-large pieces designed
Spilsbury .produced map puzzles especially for young children's
with largepieces that slid together
hands.
.
instead at interlocking like
Although today's jigsaw puzzles
modern jigsaws. They were priced
are more sophisticated than the
at $5, so only the wealthy could af- -- earlier creations, they continue to
ford puzzles until the 19th century, be excellent teaching tools, exwhen technological advances
perts agree.
brought them within the reach of
Playthings magazine, the toy inthe middle classes.
dustry bible, reports that "parents
The-n, the range of titles
Seem to be latching onto puzzles
broadened to include topics such
these days in hopes that their
as "Chronological Tables of
children will develop earlier.
English History for the Instruction
They're discovering that children
of Youth" and "Lessons for Young
are capable of learning much
and Otd on Industry. Temperance" more than anyone thought, at a
and/Frugality."
younger age, and puzzles are a
great tool for this."
"Puzzles encourage the im-

agination and help kids learn,
adds Suzanne Glazer of Random
House. "Perhaps that's why they
continue to be a favorite. They
teach problem solving, lead to a
sense of accomplishment, and
help children increase -manual
dexterity.
"It's important to select
'the
right puzzle for a child's age and
development," she points out.
"For very young children, for example, choose inlaid puzzles with
no more than 12 large pieces that
fit into framework. These are
designed for easy manipulation by
young hands.
"For older children, ages 5 and
up, boxed puzzles are available
with up to 100 pieces. For teen- agers and adults, the most popular
puzzles have 500, 1,000 or even
1,500 pieces that form intricate
patterns, photographs or
drawings."
Today the increased popularity
of puzzles can clearly be seen in
their growing sales,. industry officials say. In 1986, puzzles accounted for $77 million in sale's,
and in 1987 sales rose to $86 million
- an 11 percent increase in one
year.

Labor Day Weekend &
Throughout September Specials

SPECIALS!
EVERY FRIDAY
& SATURDAY

New Shipment Ladies Dress Pumps

(AFTER 4 P.M.
TO 8 P.M.)

$11.95
New Shipment Eastland Camp Mocs

14 OZ.
1-BONEe

10 OZ.
RIBEYE $69
•

For Sleaks To Pizza To Seafood To harriburyors - Coma To Malastkl
Wg WILL STAY OPEN TILL 11 P.M. ON FRIDAY NIGHTS
DURING THE FOOTBALL SEASON.

ALL OUR MEATS ARE U.S.D.A. CHOICE St CUT FRESH DAILY
PLEASE CALL 247-2541, HWY. 121 (700 S. 6TH STJ. MAYFIELD

$30.95 & $28.95
New Shipment Men's First
Quality Dingo Boots

$47.95
Factory Discount
Shoes
1600 Main

753-9419

The report found:
-Girls' looks are shown to count
more than their brains. .Some
episodes portray intelligent teenage girls as social misfits.
-Adolescent girls, who outnumber their male counterparts
on television, are more passive
than male characters.
-Weekly plots are lacking in
serious conversations with
parents, teachers or peers about
school matters, academic interests, career goals or future
plans.'.
-Ninety-four percent of teenage girls on television are middleclass or wealthy. In reality, more
than one-third of adolescent girls
live in families with annual incomes of under $20,000.
The study said some episodes
featured well,hked, intelligent
girls and teen-agers who linked
their interests to career goals, but
the report singled out an install.
ment of ABC's "Mr. klelvedere"
for criticism. The episode involved a college fraternity's "bowser
ball" to which pledges must invite
the ugliest girls on campus.
'Throughout the 'Mr.
Belvedere' episode, the smart girl
is portrayed as clumsy, homely,
unpopular, unsure of herself and
desperate for a date," the report
said. "... According to the show,.
the drunken advances of a boy who
thinks they are ugly and dates
them as a joke are preferable -(10.„
being-alone

Community...
(Cont'd from page 7)
Saturday,Sept. 3
will start at 5:30 p.m. For ticket information call 762-4895.
---1988 Labor Day Ails and Crafts
Festival will be from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. at Fenton Activities Center in
LBL, just across Eggner's Ferry
Bridge on Highway 68.
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Sunday,Sept.4 .
Events in ,Land Between the
Lakes will include a wedding
hitory and highlights at 3 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
- --Second day of 1988 Labor Day
Arts and Crafts Festival will be
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at Fenton,
Activities Center in LBL.
Alcoholics Anonymous will have
a closed meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion Building. South
Sixth and Maple Streets. For information call 759-4059, 762-3399 or
753-7764.
- --HOward-Brown reunion will
start at 11 a.m. in Community.
Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank, North 12th and Chestnut
Streets.
- --Annual homcecoming of Land
Between the Lakes - will be at
Walter Bilbrey Place.'(. -across
from Buffalo Pasture) with lunch
to be served at 12:45 p.m.
-- - Four Rivers Music Friends are
scheduled to meet at 2 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
--- Men's Prayer Breakfast will be
at 7:30 a.m. at New Life Christian
Center, 115 South Fourth St.
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Good Luck

Only in a Jeep

Vresh on the
:ouix flutnt AILLi central
neat and air, located on quiet rusidential street
03.500.

Iain

Street -

FREE

Computerized Balancing when you bu,,
your tires from us'
Large Selection of New 8. Used Tires

•

HOLLAND

Hwy fitl Sort!'
Nturray. :5:1-644:4

East Main & Industrial Road
753-5606 Mon-Fri 8-5; Sat 8-12

Cam 9s

Murray,
Kentucky'

753-1222

Lakers

FOOMPS FOR tIVWIG-

Tire Company
k

\

-

vs.

...and we try hard to give them the
very best insurance prote'ction and
service we can provide - the kind they
expect and deserve. If
you'd like to be one of
our V.I.P.'s give us a
call

Somerset

SOW..

Hwy. 641 North-Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Our Customers Are
Very Important People

Calloway County Lakers
-

From All Your Friends
at

Kickoff at 8:00 p.m. in Somerset

PURDOM, THRUMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple Southside of the,Ct Square
753-4451

West Kentucky
Appliance
SALES • SERVICE'PARTS
WHIRLPOOL • GE • QUA SAP-' HOTPOINT
Hwy. 641 N.
-Murray, Ky.
753-4478

All The Way Lakers!
SEE US FOR
•Feed & Seed
•Horse Care Products
•Fertilizer-Bag or Bulk
•Farm & Garden Supplies
.411.

Calloway Couzty's Jack •
Haskins is determined to build a
respected football prograin. After
struggling to gain respectability
in its first decade of existance,
the program now faces its most
challenging schedule ever and a
realistic goal of a Class 3A state
playoff berth.
To prepare for a rugged 3A
schedule, the Lakers will meet
the best of the other classes and
have opened the season with a
bang, knocking off Class IA
power and crosstown rival Murray High 35-7 last Friday. Now
comes another test in Class 2A
Somerset.
The Lakers 'will drive some
five hours to square off against
the Briar Jumpers, who feature

one of their best teams ever.
Although it's the first meeting
between the two schools and a
nondistrict, affair, a win would go
a long way in keeping the Lakers'
confidence level high heading into their district schedule in two
weeks.
The Lakers cruised past Murray in both schools' opener,
cashing in on three Tiger
miscues for scores. After a week,
however, it would appear that
stopping the Lakers would mean
stopping Robert "Pookie" Jones.
Jones, a dazzling junior running back/quarteiback, ate up 218
yards on the ground on Friday
and found the end zone three
times. He threw the ball for

another 28 yards on 3-for-5 pasing and tossed for a touchdown.
But Calloway's strength lies in
the positions that open things up
for the Lakers' running attack.
Calloway's offensive line boasts
size and experience and is one of
the chief reasons that the Lakers
are expected to do well in 1988.. _
It appears that the line has
plenty of talent to protect as well.
Sophomore Michael Boyd added 78 yards Friday and quarterback Greg Lassiter hit on 6-of-12
passes for 64 yards and a
touchdown. He also saw a would.
be touchdown bomb slip through
the hands of a receiver. In short,
the Lakers' offensive attack appears to be as versatile as last
year's 6-4 team.

• The defense also boasted high
marks in Friday's win. In addition to the thwe takeaways,
Calloway opened the game with
an impressive defensive stand
after Murray recovered a fumble
on the opening kickoff: Although the Tigers were on the verge of a
score. they _came -away empty.
The big question marks in 1988
are whether--the--Laker defense is
sound enough and the offense
deep enough to survive such an
ambitious schedule. After the
first test, the answer appears to
be yes on both counts.
Friday night may provided an
even tougher tegt, however, as
the Lakers continue to seek their
first playoff berth and long
awaited respect.

Open: Mon-Fri-7-5,--Sot 7-12 Industrial Road
753-1423
Broker/Owner
Chuck Williams
Welcomes
MILLION DOLLAR
ASSOCIATE
JEAN BIRD, formerly of MTG • Real
Estate to the Staff Of:
•

ERA® HERITAGE REALTY
641 North

759-9ERA

Call J-an for Ai Yr

Milk

Field's Ky. Gold

MERCURY

Half Gallon

Ham

LINCOLN

919

$439

Supporting
Local Sports
and
,Serving You
For Sixty Years
Since 1928

111

I/2

lb

Good Luck Lakers!

D&W
Auto Supply
Your Complete
Auto Headquarters"
512 Sp 12th St.

753-4563

P•• Es!ate

-

Carry Out
Orders
Catering:
Meetings, Parties
and Banquets Upon
Request
'101auranL•

701 Main Street

_Good Luck
Lakers

Village'•

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!

Chinese/American Buffet 11-3 p.m.
Daily Luncheon Specials 11-2 p.m.
Every Sunday Buffet 11-2 p.m.

PARKER
FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY
753,-5273

• .The

Hwy 641 South 4 2 Mites Soulh Stale Lino
Don Show IlApnagor — 901-247-5599

•

Tires - Shocks - Brakework Computerized
4...‘6.1.14eol-A4+tinivi.e04--Coametoko4444.44-4144e.e1-Balanc ,ng - C.V. Jo,,,,c & Axle Boot Replaced

753-4488
Hwy 641 N.

THE

HOKE
4COM
: PANY

'85 Pontiac Grand Prix LE, V-8. loaded,
moon-roof, triple medium gray metallic
Sharp!!
Certified

ilea e

Owner Histor

McNutt Motor Sales, Inc.
Pre-Owned

Ca rs

759,1839

VD Main

PARTS
641 North

753-4424
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Baseball owners judged guiltyfor second straight year
_Arbitrator: free agents were denied free market
B) The-Associated Press

For the second
year, baseball owners were found
guilty of collusion to destroy free
agency. An arbitrator said Wednesday the clubs engaged in a "patent
pattern" of bid-rigging that defied
fair play and a free market
Damages involving such stars as
Montreal's Tim Raines, Detroit's
Jack Morris, Philadelphia's Lance
Parrish and the Chicago Cubs' An.
-dre—Dawson will bedeterrnined
NEW YORK —

after the season; avoiding disruption of the pennant races.
Arbitrator George Nicolatl, in a
harshly worded 81-page opinion,
found "there was no vestige of a
free market" between the 1986 and
1987 seasons. It was replaced, he
wrote, "by a patent pattern of
uniform behavior" in "deliberate
contravention" of the collective
bargaining agreement. He found
communications between clubs
were dtignd to further thefree-

agent boycott.
Nicolau's
decision
will
precipitate another round of
multimillion-dollar damage hearings and will allow several of the
free agents in the case the opportunity for "new-look" free agency.
Another arbitrator, Thomas
Roberts, ruled last Sept. 22 that
Clubs conspired against free agents
between the 1985 and 1986 seasons.
Nicolau's opinion was much more
expansive and, among -6thers

things, accused baseball officials of
making offers "for public relations
purposes" and of having
"remarkable lapses of memory" in
their testimony. He also found
American League president Bobby
Brown and two AL club owners
pressured Philadelphia Phillies
owner Bill Giles not to sign Parrish,
one of the two premier free agents
who switched teams by taking pay_
cuts.
Donald Fehr, executive director

of the Major League Baseball Basic Agreement, such conduct, it
Players Association, said "the
should be noted, in no substantive
owners stand exposed as willing to
ways differed from that of player
make a contract and then
agents and other representatives of
deliberately violate it, to collude
the players."
and conspire to violate their solemn
Economic experts hired by the
contractual commitments to the union have proposed damages of
players: to avoid their obligations between $20 million and $30 million
to the fans to put the best possible in the first collusion case. The exteam on the field."
perts will argue the damage in the
Barry Rona, executive director , second case was between $50
of the owner's Player Relations million and $60 million.
Committee, maintained the teams
Rona said Wednesday that he
were innocent. "Not only was the and Fehr have had settlement
conduct of the owners zonsistent---diss-u-ssions-but--would-not- LUS
with guidelines established in the (Cont'd on page 11)

Practice-a-thitrg of the past, Racers
prepare for first game against-UTM

Quarterback coach

Pacers look for continued improvement this year

FA

From MSU Sports Information
Depp should see time at tailback. Redshirt freshman
The non-contact scrimmages, skeleton drills, and
Brad Hays leads a battle among three rookies for the
scout team projections are over, and the -Murray
starting tight end slot.
State Racers are ready to face their first opponent of
Leading the charge for the Racers is junior
the 1988 football season when they clash with the
quarterback Michael Proctor, who hopes to repeat
University of Tennessee at Martin Pacers Saturday,
his career-best performance against TennesseeSept. 3, at 7:30 p.m. in MSC's Roy Stewart Stadium.
Martin last year, when he passed for a personalIt will be Xerox/Racer Schedule Poster Night at
record 275 yards in three quarters of play. The game
Stewart Stadium, with the first 1,000 fans entering
marks the beginning of Proctor's countdown to the
the facility receiving a full-color poster featiiring the
MSU career passing yardage record. With 3,883
1988 Murray State football schedule, courtesy of
yards entering the season, he is only 1,034 away from
Xerox Corporation and the Racers.
the mark of 5,037, set by Larry Tillman in 1968.
MSU head coach Mike Mahoney enters his second- - _ While he is a considerable weapon, Proctor isn't
season at the helm looking at.a mster whichisheayy_the_ianly_
Murray State - quiver.
with young talent. Those rookies will be counted on to
Sophomore tailback Michael Davis is living up to his
fill in the gaps left by the departure of 24 seniors last
pre-season All-Ohio Valley Conference billing with
fall.
tremendous off-season preparation and solid perfor"Those were 24 outstanding young men and
mances during summer practices.
outstanding football players, but I feel good about
Of five positions on the offensive line, Murray
the freshman class that we've recruited," said
State players claimed three on the pre-season AllMahoney. "Ideally, we'd like to redshirt.the entire
OVC squad: Eric Crigler and Richard Watson at the
class, but that just isn't possible this year."
tackles and center Marshal/ Sills at center.
The most visible locations for the freshmen to have
Defensively, the Racers placed three on the prean impact are on offense. Mayfield product Tony
season all-conference squad. but.....one.,___inside
Brown could earn-the nod at fullback, while Dwayne .(Cont'd on page 11)
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UK guard suspected of cheating on ACT
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP —
University of Kentucky guard
Eric Manuel could be declared ineligible because of alleged
cheating on his college entrance
exam, according to published
reports.
WKYT-TV and The CourierJournal reported that UK President David Roselle informed
athletic director Cliff Hagan and
basketball coach Eddie'Sutton in a
meeting Sunday that there was a
substantial chance that Manuel, a
sophomore, could be ruled ineligible because of evidence uncovered
in an investigation by the school
and the NCAA.
Manuel, who allegedly failed to
achieve the necessary mark on the
college entrance exam twice in his
home state of Georgia, passed it

Murray State outside linebacker coach Al Starnes played quarterback at a recent Racer
practice. Starnes
was teaching the linebackers their pass coverage responsibilities. The Racers open their
1988 season with a
home contest against Tennessee-Martin. Kickoff is scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
1tarf photo 131 David Tuck

Ra

on a third taking at Lafayette High
Roselle was out-of-state
School in Lexington in June of Wednesday and could not be
1987. He took the test the same day reached for comment.
as Sean Sutton, son of Eddie SutBernie Vondetheide, a UK
ton and also a guard on the.UK spokesman, confirmed that the
team.
meeting occurred Sunday and tha'
Terry Guion, who administered
Manuel was the topic o:
the test at Lafayette,- has said
conversation.
NCAA investigators asked
"At that meeting they discussel
whether Sean Sutton or someone
alleged violations which concernelse might have taken the exam ed possible cheating on the ACT
for Manuel, or whether Manuel exam taken by UK 'basketball
might have cheated off Sean Sutplayer Eric Manuel,''
ton or .another student. The
Vonderheide said. "It was the
younger Sutton had allegedly
result ofIn ongoing investigation
already passed the exam when he
by the university's outside legal
took it for a second time with
counsel, James Park."
Manuel.
Vonderheide said he could not
Guion told WM7 that she told
confirm whether Roselle told
NCAA investigators she was Hagarr-arni Coach Sutton - that.
satisfied Manuel did not cheat on
there was a chance Manuel'could
the exam.
(('ont'd on page 11)
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College football

Florida teams going, against football's opening-game 'rule'
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA — Some Southeastern football teams are getting a little
bit crossed Up on season-opening schedules.
Don't they know the rule? Don't they know you're supposed
.
to bring
Miami's first national crown in 1983 followed a season-opening loss
in some patsy to make the locals think this is the year?
to Florida. Such losses don't have much bearing on the title unless
Jimmy Johnson of Miami, the defending national champion, and
some other teams compiles a perfect record.
Bobby Bow&n of Florida State...favored for national honors this year,
The Hurricants gave-FSU its only loss, 26-25, a year ago, costing the
certainly ignored the rule, thanks to a helping hand from television
Seminoles their shot at the crown Miami nailed down with a victory
1CBS ) pumping megabucks to both of the independent powers. They'll
over Oklahoma in the Orange Bowl.
square off in the Orange Bowl Saturday night.
Bowden has lifted the Seminoles into national prominence, but FSU
The expansion of Southeastern Conference schedules from six to
has never gone into a season picked as THE tearri to beat. That could.
seven league contests supplies another out-of-the-ordinary opener
be a problem. Miami may have lost a lot of stars from last year's
when Tennessee and Georgia, two teams with a shot at the conference
team, but the talent, although inexperienced is there.
crown, collide in Athens.
Miami has won 32 regular season games in a row. Even though the
Louisiana State also joined the list with a difficult opening assignoddsmakers favor FSU, there's no reason to go against the Hurment. The Tigers will entertain Southwest Conference favorite Texas
ricanes. Miami 27-24.
A&M, which dropped a 23-14 decision to second-ranked Nebraska last
Elsewhere around the Southeast for the Southeastern Seer on this
Saturday night in the Kickoff Classic.
opening weekend of another college seasoni,
rA uutheastrn teams s ging- opene 1Tflsweelt win nit trie
—Tennessee al Georgia --The Volt have such proven offensive stars
traditional mold, but more of them later.
as Jeff Francis and Reggie Cobb. The Dawgs are loaded with quality
Is it possible that the national championship could virtually be
'running backs, enough to give the Tennessee defense fits. Vince
decided on the opening night of the season? No way.
Dooley's Silver Anniversary season at the Georgia helm gets off to a

Commentary

roaring start. Georgia 24-17.
Texas A&M at LSI; — The Aggies show a penchant for the blitz
against Nebraska last week. When you blitz Tom Hodson, he makes
you pay a dear price. LSli 20-14.
Montana State at Florida — Thanks, Gators. This fits the traditional
scheduling mode for an opener. The Bobcats are patsies in this one.
Florida 42-3.
Central Michigan at Kentucky — This may look like another patsy
on the surface, but it's not. Kentucky should win, and will, but not as
easily as some might think. Kentucky -17-7.
Mississippi vs. Memphis State at Jackson — There are those who
believe Memphis State 'contributed more to Ole Miss' season-long
downfall than anyone. The Rebels remember. Ole Miss 10-7.
- Louisiana Tech at Mississippi State — Tech has-had its days as a
Division 1-AA power, but not recently. State has too much offensive
firepower. Mississippi State 28-7.
Louisville at Maryland — Both teams are coming off disappointing
seasons. The Cards have a quality quarterback in Jay Gruden, but it's

Ma

17
;7.
Stephen F. Austin at Southern Mississippi — Curley Hallman makes
his debut as the Southern coach and tailback Shelton Gandy makes it
a winning one. Southern 28-10.

Waiting game nearly over for Morehead State's'newest member
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
MOREHEAD, Ky. — The waiting game is nearly oyer for Morehead
State's Scott Carlson,
,
Carlson. a 6-foot-5, 275-pound defensive end. transferred to Morehead
State last summer from Kansas He sat out last season while the Eagles.
struggled to a 2-8 record.
"It was the first time since the fourth grade that I hadn't played football," he said in a recent interview. "I'd usually walk along the sidelines
in the first half of the game and then go to the weight room in the second
half because it killed me to just stand out there and watch.I'm glad the
.
sitting out is over."
It ends this Saturday when Morehead State entertains Marshall
Carlson decided to leave Kansas after a head coaching change. He
visited Morehead State and Murray State because former Kansas assistant coaches were in their programs
Mike Monos, who left Morehead State after last season, had recruited
him at Kansas. He also knew Mike Mahoney, who is now Murray State's

head coach.
"Kansas told me they'd release me if I'd go down a division," said
Carlson, a junior from Beatrice, Neb.
After playing in .the Big Eight Conference against such powerhouses
as Oklahoma, Nebraska and Colorado, he will be playing in the Ohio
Valley Conference, composed of Division I-AA teams.
"People ask me all the time if it bothers me or affects my ego to be going to a small school now," said Carlson, the biggest player on the
Morehead State roster. "1 was never really into playing in front of big
crowds like the 70,000 to 80;000 in the Big Eight. That wasn't that important to me.
"I'm just trying to keep this game as fun as possible. I think I can do
that here."
During their days at Kapsas, Mahoney called Carlson an allconference candidate because of his strength and quickness. The expectations have multiplied at Morehead State.
"F.veryone expects a lot out of Me because I played in the Big Eight."
said Carlson, an industrial art/ major. "I don't sit at home and say I've

got to get 20 sacks and 70 tackles a game here.
"I'm just going to go out and play the best I can. That's all I can do. I
don't have 'any goals other than trying to help the team win football
games."
The Eagles have him listed as straw end, which means they'll line
him up on the side where they believe the ball will move.
"I want teams to run at me," Carlson said. "I also want to get sacks.
Sacks are the No. 1 objective for a defensive lineman. You live or die for
sacks." .
, X
Teammate Jeff Hester, &linebacker. skid he believes Carlson will be a
big factor on a.clefensive unit that gave up nearly 400 yards a game last
season.
"He'll be a big player for us," he said. "It takes 11 on defense, but I
think he can be a dominant player He's a great guy and player."
Carlson said he hopes he can be a positive influence on his teammates,
"These players are a great bunch of guys," said Carlson. "They want „
to win. They just don't know how good they are. They're going to win
some games this year"
-
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Cardinals.exchange Forsch for Walling
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ST.-LOUIS(AP)-The St Louis
. Cardinals acquired utilityrnan Denny Walling from Houston Wednesday and sent veteran righthander
Bob Forsch to the Astros, who are
trying to stay in the race in the NL
West.
Forsch, 38, ranks third in St.
Louis history with 163 career victories, 1,079 strikeouts and 2,658 innings pitched. He is 9-4 in 30 games
with a 3.72 ERA this year as both
a starter and reliever.
"Forsch brings us a quality
starter and a quality major
leaguer, and he's had a good year,"
said Houston manager Hal Lanier.
"The bottom line is you never have
enough pitching."
Lanier said that Forsch could
receive his first start in an Astros.
uniform as-early as F id&j, when
Houston opens a three-game series
at the Astrodome against the
Cardinals. .
He also said that how Forsch is
used depends upon whether Mike
Scott is recovered sufficiently from
a hamstring injury. If Scott can
pitch, Forsch's first start for
Houston will be next Tuesday
against the Cincinnati Reds, the
Astros' manager said.
Houston, which lost 3-1 to the
Chicago Cubs Wednesday, entered
the day trailing NL West-leading
Los Angeles by 64 games.
St. Louis general manager Dal

Msucvill said Forsch,:,,a Cardinals
pitcher since 1874, is "a fine
gentleman and competitor who will
always be remembered as one of
the Cardinals' all-time greats."
Walling had 81 pinch hits for the
Astros, a franchise record. The
total included a pinch single on
Tuesday night against Chicago and
a pinch double that produced their
only run Wednesday.
''I really enjoyed the last two atbats," said Walling, who batted .244
In 65 games for Houston. "It
(trade) was a business decision: I
understand that."
Forsch, whose approval was required for the trade, compiled a 5-1
record with a 2.26 ERA in six
August starts for St. Louis.
Forsch said he had been conMaxvill concerniog-thetacted
trade and had also spoken to
Lanier, a former Cardinals coach,
and to Houston general manager
Bill Wood. He said he surmised
from Maxvill that "it doesn't sound
like I was going to be here (in St.
Louis) next year."
Walling played in 110 games last
season, batting .283. In 1986, his
best season, he batted .312 with 13
home runs and 58 RBI. He played
mostly at third base a year ago, but
Buddy Bell has been the starter
since being acquired earlier this
season.
Forsch, who was playing under a

one-year contract that paid him
$400,000, said he had mixed feelings
about the trade.
"It's not that I didn't expect it.
Maybe it even took longer than I
thought," he said "I would have
liked to have pitched (for the Cardinals) some -More, but it didn't
look like it was going to work out."
Forsch's accomplishments for
St. Louis included 20-7 record in
1977 and no-hitters in 1977 against
the Philadelphia Phillies and 1983
against the Montreal Expos. He is

the only pitcher in Cardinals'
history to pitch two no-hitters.
Forsch's brother, Ken, pitched.ii
seasons for Houston and pitched a
no-hitter in 1979 against Atlanta,
establishing the two as the only
brothers ever to pitch major league
no-hitters.
Bob Forsch's record for St. Louis
was 163-127. Only two other current
National Leaguers, Dave Concepcion of Cincinnati and Mike
Schmidt of Philadelphia, had
played longer for their clubs.
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WEST DIVISION

Contrary to rumor, Murray State's opening,football game Saturday
against Tennessee-Martin has not been changed to an afternoon contest
The Racers will battle UTM at Roy Stewart Stadium at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are still available by calling 762-4 5.
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Petsburgn (Smiley 10-91) at Cancannets (Charlton 0-2). 7 36 p m
San Francisco (Reusdve 17-7) $t Ishiecielptve (Freemen 0-2), 735 p.m.
St. Louis (Terry 5-3)•Atlanta IP 5ine/11-121 7 48 p rn

AMERICAN LEAGUE

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

W
74
73
68
67
66
63
45

ii -Detroit
,.Boston
a -Nee Tort
s-Meiveukee
la-TofOrde
x -43atemont

Have you seen or driven it?

he Festiva
Ford's
Exciting New Entry
in the Growing
Small Car Market

EAST DIVISION
Pa GO Lase is great seam
L
56
57
81
87
58
68
85

.589
562
527
500
496
481
343

..___ 87 50
-Minnesot_a .--....-.....-.........73 57
-Kansas City
89 61
-Caelomie _______-- 67 84
59 70
, -Cheap
57 74
4-54•140. ------,,...
83 _71
's gems not included.
a-Last
MIGHT'S GAMES
Detroit et Cticsgo
Clevelwal al Kansas City
Toronto at telerraukes
Minnesota al Texas
New York it Mahe
Salkenore at Caiitornia
Boston al Oakland

.821
.562
.531
.511
.457
.436

valuable experience since taking a
34-6 loss in the
season opener
at Stewart Stadium. Although the
Pacers logged a 5-6 mark last
season, great improvement was
shown at the end of the year when
they won three of their last four
games, the only defeat on the road
at the hands'of eventual Division
II national champion Troy State.
Waterbug quarterback Leon
Reed is back to steer the run-andshoot offense of UTM,and he has a
host of talented players to work
with and a offensive line which has
beefed up, thanks to an influx of
junior college talent. Look for
receiver William Mackall and
fullback John Burch to lug the
pigskin.
Defensively, the Pacers return a
solid front tandem in Emanuel
McNeil and Jerome Rinehart, a
big one-two punch which will provide a formidable test for the MSU
offensive front.
After locking horns with UTM,
the Racers will begin a threegame road swing at Southeast
Missouri State on Sept. 10 at 7:30
p.m.

Available in Two Models
FESTIVA L
FESTIVA LX
And Both With A Wide-Rang
Of Standard Equipment
And We Have A Wide Selection
In Both Models

-

e

12 .
1455
2155
2414

A92_ _22_

42-23 '
317
45-23 211-34
3740 31-31
36-30 26-37
31 33 34-33
36-30 26-38
2647 16-48

Low
Lost
Lost
Lost

3
I
5
1
2
Lost 1
Lost 1

4-6
8-4
24
5-6
5-5
5-6
5-6

won

1
1
4
5

41-23
37-27
37-28
30-32
32-34
3344

5-6
5-6
7-3
IA
IFir
3-3

Won
Won
Won
Wan

_114_

lAte_l___2141

Won 1

41-77
36-30
32-33
37-32
27-36
24-S0
25-44

malBULTS

MORDAY'S
Toronto 6. MiNraukee I
Minnesota & Toms 2
Chicago 3 Detroit 2
Kantas On 6. Cleveiend 3
Seattle 9, New York 6
Calrfonsa 4. Belenions 2
°Mend 3, Boston 1
maws GAMES
Toronto
11•11) at Ahhaultell (August 7-61, 735 pm,
Boston (
6-4) at Oekiend=13-4). 315 pm
Oetroil (Moms 11-12) at
5-10). II 30 pm
°evasive! (S....India 14-12)
Chs
etclineas City (Lefaendt 9-11), 836 pm.
Minnesota (Vow 19-6) at TOWS (14.09US 11
'
11). 6 36 P16
New TOrli (Rhoden 7-10) at Seem (Bankneed 7-71 10-05 p.m.
Baltinvx• (Tibbs 4-12) $t C11I$orn.i (Eraser 10-10). 10.35 p

wreap•

•

1
514
9
914
lin
29

WEST DIVISION
-o•idir.s .

FOOTBAU.
PIT.TIPM.R001
MO* reK•Ret.H04•1_
Heard. a Furey minium who led Pm wrth
to,, touchdown receptions last season.
has been suspended indellretely
MINNESOTA VIKINGS
Waved knebacker San Anne, defense.. end Stafford
Mays.linebacker Joe Cam, tight end Riley
wide racemes Reggie Want
Randy Rasmussen. tight end Bred CVman end satiny Jamie Fitzgerald
ATLANTA FALCONS - Released querKerwin Boa and second-yeer defensive end Mark Mn,, clamed quitterbacks Hugh Meer and Steve Oes on woven from the Los Angeles Rams and run:
Gene Leng frOrn DOOM,
ninibeck
tA
TTL! SEARAWKS - Spree, ey,
'
end Jonn Spegnote, +rho ohs waived by
Philadelphia
NEW YORK JETS - Claimed velertn
kneoeckr. Rohn Cole from Pinisburgn en)
rookie defensive end Ralph Janne from

Racers prepare..

(Cont'd from page 10)
be ruled ineligible.
"I cannot confirm that because,
as I emphasized, this is an ongoing
investigation and it would be too
early to comment on any results,"
he said.
Hagan declined comment except to confirm that the meeting
occurred. Coach Sutton also refused to comment.
The 6-foot-6 Manuel did not appear Wednesday for a scheduled
interview al- Wildcat Lodge with
other team members and could
not be reached later for comment.
UK began its investigation of the
basketball program to coincide
with an NCAA probe, begun after
a Los Angeles newspaper reported
that a package sent by assistant
basketball coach Dwane Casey to
the father of recruit Chris Mills
popped open in transit, revealing
$1,000.
On July 25, the NCAA notified
UK of ,an official inquiry into the
Casey-Mills incident and indicated
that investigators would issue
about 10 more allegations concerning the basketball program
within about 30 days Published
reports have linked at least one of
those to Manuel and the ACT test.
Manuel won a starting berth late
last season and was a key factor in
the Wildcat's 27-6 season. He
averaged 7.1 points and 3.2 rebounds a game - the leading
statistics for any returning player
this year.

SCOREBOARD

Racer report

(Cont'd from page 10)
The union filed the second colluhow much the owners were willing sion grievance Feb. 18, 1987. Of the
to pay. He als(Ysaid that there is a 79 free agents, 37 re-signed with
possibility that the remedy phases their former -clubs, 21 switched
of the 1985 and 1986 cases would be teams and 21 didn't return to the
consolidated.
major leagues. The union said ex"The impact of this uniform cept for Dawson and Parrish, the
behavior canot be overstated," free agents who changed clubs
Nicolau wrote. "This 'no bid, no were not wanted by their former
bargaining' forcing of players back teams...
to their former clubs cannot be atNicolau agreed, writing "as long
tributed to individualized notions of as a re-entry free agent's former
hard
bargaining.
...What club demonstrated a continuing intranspired in 1986 occurred terest and retained negotiating
because everyone 'understood' rights no other club bid for that
what was to be done. By common player's service. Two players
consent, exclusive negotiating (Dawson and Parrish moved to
rights were, in effect, ceded to other clubs but under cirformer clubs. There was no vestige cumstances that can hardly be
of a free market, as that term is characterized as ordinary or
commonly understood."
routine."

Manuel...

PAGE II

EAST DIVISION

Baseball owners...

(Cont'd from page 10)
linebacker Tony Clark is in a battle for the starting nod with
sophomore Reggie Kennedy. Both
will see extensive playing time, as
will Danny Amato as the position
once again is developing into one
of the deepest on the squad.
Up front, Lance Golden and Jim
Murphy both were on the preseason squad and will help secure
the center of the tough Racer
defense. Anchoring the ends will
be All-OVC candidate Joe March
at one side and Jeff Urbano and
Jamie Lowicz at the other.
Yet another All-OVCxandidate,
senior Tim Broady will move from
corner to safety this season, leaving classmate Tony Thornton at
one corner and freshman William
Hoston a likely starter at the
other, while outside linebackers
will be Shelton Burruss and Julio
Peralta.
In his third season at UTM,
Pacer head coach Don McLeary
brings in a team which has gained
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Chcago reteased wide receiver Deny,
Pearson and pieced InetmaAfir Km Rose
reesr..
INDIANAPOLIS COLTS - Wished knebacker Orlando 'Lowry end sent an undisclosed Muni case chaos to Cie.eiarx) tor
knebacker Anthony Onggs
WASHINGTON REDISONS - Pleoed
tour-time Pro Bowl word RUSS Grimm end
tight end Joe Carevello on the iniured
reserve WM resigned wide receiner Anthony Allen sad tight and Terry Orr
DENVER SRONCOS- Pieced offenses
tackle Dove Stuck:lard (underwent ott-eseson knee surgery) on ...cured reserve and
brougnt linebacker Tien Lucas beckon46„,,
.
rie roster
SAN INEGO CHARGERS - Clewned
guard Derrick Broz from Washington
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS - Placed
°waterbed, Tarry Eason. on unwired 7.serve released punter Rica C.amwillo aria
nose tacsie Use Rut'
,

on

Larry Krouse Insurance
705N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
759-9888

Buy Or Lease
A
New Festiva Now!
Serving You For Sixty Years
Since 1928

As Advnrnsod
O.

FORD

FORD

MERCURY

MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main Street

WHILE
SUPPLIES

19
Each

AWE

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
LINCOLN

YOUR CHOICE

Hardwarta

Murray, KY 42071

W.A.T.C.H.
Charity
Golf Tournament

LOURS.
".•-•
As Advortosod
On
nletsonei T V
A-600
Ace Professional
429°4
Grade Duck Tape
2"x60 yd. roll af strong. sticki& waterproof duck tope, It's America's most
popular tape for household report -

F-410 911'
1)

454,11480
Elmer's Silicone
Rubber Sealer-10.3 Oz.
p'3'
C.ear 0, 0,•!-”*,e
tides a permanently fietire sea

••• Sponsored by •••

-OAKS-COUNTRY CLUBWhen:

Saturday, September 17th
Shotgun start at 9 a.m. •

A. heninisiiii
Os
Nefoonel I V

Where: - Oaks Country Club
4-person Scramble Teams
Call Charlie Hargrove or
Danny Woods at Oaks
Country Club - 753-6454
Cost
Only $15.00 per person
Carts extra
Two round-trip airline tickets'
Win.
for anywhere in the •
continental USA.
Who:
How:

AWE
Hardware

75774 $
Airline tickets compliments of
American Airlines
and

Sign up NOW!

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY.

(Work Att,,
.4144 Trainng Center 'Or the Handicapped)

•

Ace 39 Gallon
Trash & Lawn Bags
30 lumbo size bogs on easy tear off roil.
Super-tough and tear resistant.

All players have equal chance to win It

••• All proceeds go to W.A.T.C.H.•••

•

Ace 6-Pc. 25774.5
Combination Wrench Set
Dropt,-gea Chrome olateA3 stee, re,cn se,
m SAE or metro( sizes.

208 E. Main

753-3361
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eAllison
Thotopraphy
From All Your Friends
at

WAL:MART
Hwy. 641 North-Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Di ICI_AL

Remodeled anct attractive 3 becittxxii bn
orlversdy

Cain's
orth
tills

lit% '1

00- s

Music's,

aloashir. •

Onl, in a ,icep

• Good Luck
Tigers!

Al

ati*

753-81;109

‘1111 IAN

,

Io

neat

Reduced to r.9.500

711
Main
Street

Murray,
Kentucky

73-1222
esimi

_f ll

Murray High Tigers
vs.
Life Insurance, that is, Columbus
Security Life, one of the State Auto In
surance Companies,--has a modern,
attractively -priced plan. to fit
your individual or family needs
Call us today.

Crittenden County
Kickoff at 7:30 p.m. at Crittenden County

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple Southside of the Ct. Square
753-44 1

Purdom
Motors

Austin, Texas-bast
older brother Jim
song at the DuQiu
keyboardist Reese
The show was held

INC.
Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,

Cadillac 8
Buick
"Satisfied Cu s' misers
are our main concern'

121 Bypass

753-5315

Milk

Field's Ky. Gold

half. Galion

Ham
$1

24 Pack Loose

Pepsi. Diet Pepsi. Mt. Dew
ao•

39

$599

arcrearn, sm.ay, Sc'

. Miles South Stalls Line
Hwy 641 South 4 2
Don Shaw Mileage, — 901-247-5599

Good Luck
Tigers
trom

"-Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"
FREE

Computerized Balancing when you buy
your tires from us!
Large Selection of New & Used Tirs

HOLLAND
Tire Company
East Main & Industrial Road
753 5606 Mon-Fri 8-5; Sat 8-12

When Murray High School head
football coach Jack Cain
downplayed his team's-season
opener with Calloway County, he
wasn't kidding.
Cain made it quite clear that
while the rivalry between the two
crosstown schools was important
from a farts perspective, he
wanted his players to look toward
the district and the state playoffs.
The Tigers, who fell to the
Lakers 35-7 on Friday night, will
face an important test in determining their postseason chances
Friday night when they visit the
Crittenden County Rockets.
Crittenden County is already
2-0 an the year after handing
rival Caldwell County a 25-7 setback Friday night.

Junior Ronnie Moss, who
averaged 106 yards per game at
running back last year, turned in
a 96-yard scoring interception
against Caldwell. Moss added a
touchdown and two conversion
runs in the second half, finishing
with 60 yards rushing.
Aaron Summers led the Crittenden attack with 62 yards and
quarterback DaVid.Cozart rushed
for 45 more, without even attempting a Pass.
The Rockets went on a new
weight program during the offseason and head coach Steve
Pardue, now 6-6 in his second
year with Crittenden, believes
that their strength is the biggest
change since last season's 4-6
campaign.

Enjoy A Delicious
Mr. Gattis Pizza Anytime!
Stop By After the Game!!!

After losing to Calloway thanks •
in part to two fumbles and an interception., Cain said that to beat
the RocketSMHS must protect
the football.
-If we make.the same
mistakes, it'll be the same
score," Cain said.
While Murray was victimized
by the turnover, the Tigers failed
to Make good on Calloway'S
mistakes. Murray hopes that an
experienced backfield will per- •
form better when it opens its
Class 1A schedule.
Chandler Stroup picked up 54
yards on 15 runs to lead the
Tigers' ground attack against
Calloway. Quarterback Jason .
Sammons threw for 30 yards and

.an for 38. His back-up, Robbie
Danner threw for 44 yards on
3-01-7 passing:
Murray will be looking to
senior running back James
Payne to improve on last week's
207 yards of total offense. Ricky
Garland rounds out the offensive
backfield. Garland, who saw
limited action against the Lakers,
was injured last season.
Phil and Don, the Ev
Central City for a spi
planning to make tht

The Tigers dominated Crittenden County in last year's contest, taking a 21-0 win at Ty
Holland Stadium. A second
straight shutout would be ideal
for Cain, but a win of any kind
would be good enough to get the
Tigers off to a good start at a
return trip to the playoffs.

Broker/Owner
Chuck Williams.

••••••••

faculty I
special s

Welcomes

Dine-In, Pick-Up or FREE Delivery

Talent
teache]
jusu's n

Calloway Countian
Joe Watkins
'85 Pontiac Grand Prix LE, V-8, loaded,
moon-roof, triple medium gray metallic.
Sharp!!

to the staff of:

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI MAZDA INC.

ERA® HERITAGE REALTY
641 North

800 Chestnut, Murray 753-8850

The Only REAL Italian Pizza
2 Slices
Cheese Pizza

2 Large
16" Pizzas
Extra Cbe}se
Plus 2 Toppings of Your
Choice an Cara P11.2•11

990
.,
Dein Is Or Plea lipOstr

E

Wes 9/as/gg

Ms,la Or Plea Up Oal7
•

6/76/6A

Murray Central Shopping Center
Across From MSU Stadium
753-9600
759-9600

759-9ERA

Top Quality

1NAPO
.
MEW

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS
641 North

753-4424

GOOD LUCK TIGERS!

LINCOLN

from

PARKER
FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273

Pre-Owned Cars

MERCURY

Supporting
Local Sports
and
Serving You
For Sixty Years
Since 1928

Prices

Owner H stor

"The Village-

,ali Joe Today for Ati Your Real estate Need'

At PD1srtcsount

Certified Milea e

701 Main Street

THORNTON TILE
& MARBLE
"West KY's only cultured
marble manufacturer certified
by the National Association of
Home Builders' Research Foundation.

Come by and see us at:
617 S 9th

753 5719

Several faculty mei
Department of Mush
State University will
the first of two f
Showcase concerts on
Tuesday evening.
To begin at 8 in
Recital Hall located
Fine Arts Center,
will include appear&
John Steffa, cello; Dr.
Thompson, violin;
clarinet; Scott Ericlo
Jane Snead, horn'
:LA
son, mezzo-sopranr
Black, tenor; Dr. C
baritone; Marie Taylc
harpsichord; Dr. RI
Dr. Stephen Brown ar
Chamberlain, piano.
_
The concerts are set
school year to intro(
performers to the c
area communities an
the public at no admis
The .second fal
Showcase concert w'
day. Sept. 20 in Fa.

Hall.

.•••--•••
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Music's a family affair as the Vaughan boys rock DuQuoin

WKNIS Highlights
Friday,Sept. I through TImasy.Sept.
Monday tnday

Edition Terry Gross' Fresh Air pins Morning Edition at ti.P.
9 a.m. Daytime Classics Se%en hours of classical music with news headlines aii
features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Mike Rather
4 p.m. All Things Considered National Public Radio's news
magazine of the air.
I p.m. Fresh Air with Terry Gross
1:30 p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Estell Dick Eitel!
reads -Treasure" by Clive Clissier
it Midnight. Meaday - Thuraday An hour of new age,music
5:36 a.m. Morning

Friday,Sap. 2

•

7 p.m. Evening Classics - Classical Ellcrife With C.B. Hunt.
9 p.m. Nigtabeat A program of cool and progressive jazz
II p.m. Soulflight Jazz funk, dance and soul music
? a.m. Sign-off
Saturday, Sept. 3
•cm. Piaui' ivith

a look at new albums in the WKMS folk bluegrass library_
7 cm. Weekend Edition with Scott Simon.
8 a.m. Music front the Front Porch. Folk and bluegrass music from
the WKMS record
library
1! aeon. Mountiggi Stage with Larry Groce
• 2 p.m. Our Front Porch...with John Sheffler.
3 p.m. Ta5rfesor
—iiiSpeclal, recorded at the Kentucky Center for the Arts Big Joe
Duskin and H Bomb Ferguson entertain with blues and vintage rock and roll
4 p.m. All Things Considered.
5 p.m. Marion McPartland's Piano Jazz with guest. Eubie Blake
6 p.m. Focus on Jazz Harry James is featured.
7 p.m. 'The Blues" with John Griffin and Jim Carpenter
Music from one of America s
earliest and continuing jazz forms
p.m. Jazz Horizons - contemporary and fusion jazz.
11 p.m. Beyond the Edge Forward music for those who like it
Sunday. Sept. 4
6 a.m. Opus 88. A morning of chamber music, festival performances
and classical music.
from the WKMS library
ii cm. Weekend Edition with Susan Stamberg.
1 p.m. The Big Band Era with Bobby Bryan Benny Goodman, Jimmy Dorsey, Stan Ks':,
ton. others.
4 p.m. All Things Considered.
5 p.m. Our Times with host Byron Caloz.
6 p.m. Soundprint Weekly doceinentary series hosted by John
Hockenberry designed to
„ intensely explore a subject each week
6:30 p.m. NPR Playhouse - "Real Scotch Malt.7 p.m. A Note to You with host Roland Nadeau takes you on a.tour of the world of music
Tonight: The music of C.P E Bach
8 p.m. Audiophile Audition with John Sumer
9 p.m. New Sounds with John Schaeffer.
10 p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space Electronic and meditative space music
Monday. Sept. 5
6 On. Fresh

Air with Terry Gross.
p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Estell
7 p.m. Evening Classics - The St. Louts Symphony Orchestra
9 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan.
Tuesday, Sept.6
7 p.m. Evening Classics - The Cleveland Orchestra
9 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan.
6:30

Austin, Texashased bluesman Stevie Ray Vaughan., at right, joined
older brother Jimmy Vaughan and The Fabulous Thunderbirds for a
song at the DuQuoin State Fair Tuesday night. Above, Stevie Ray's
keyboardist Reese Wynans, at far right, sat in with the Thunderbirds.
The show was held at the fairgrounds racetrack grandstands.

Wednesday.Sept. 7
7 p.m. Evening Classics - Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra
9 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
Thursday,Sept.8
7 p.m. Evening Classics - The Chicago Symphony Orchestra
9 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan.'
•

Staff photos by avid Tuck

TAKE PART in theatre as it should be. intimate
And engaging

TAXI min

Inis proclection-eionspany noted-foe
.ts distinguished accomplishments

TAKE PART

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY THEATRE
invites
you
to

in a season which is diverse and

challenging

TAKE PART in a new and exciting production
concept- repertory theatre

TAKE PART

in a strategrt marketing concept

-"Two fens'''.

TAKE PART

in a season of revealed secrets
humorous exchanges and countless surprises

TAKE' PART

in something other than video
cassettes and one dimensional celluloid

TAKE
PART

TAKE PART

and support live theatre in our

community

THE SEASON •

•

Repertory Theatre

• ne

efforts ro auto-awn our HAW, AN An tnnOwnrw•
and modern -theatre program the Unisenon, Thea'n,
w3 change ott ApprOACh to p4103lArnrnetg
,
t1
,
.
advent of the 1088 80 season we rah debia rept
theatre Tins fs a new concept for college

Phil and Don, the Everly Brothers, sang to a crowd of about 10,000 when they returned to their home town of
Central City for a special concert last week to raise funds for a scholarship program there. The Everlys are
planning to make the Muhlenberg County Music Festival an annual event.

TWO FIRS'

AugurateOui repertory app.oac
1.1nwervry 11,atre presenter, a

• pniept to wtt.St.

C. et onorny

,Att
,the

'Two fersr

prog•arns it, Kehrualty and throughout Ow
Ott
cesuvr,otgfas or weekends you volt be able r,
..ee a fl•nerent Nay kind the ntleS we have
choter•
r‘rontr.at you vet volition,ant,&verse enredamment

•••
•MVO

recehe

'ow-we

tr.

faculty plans
special show 'Several faculty members in the
Department of Music at Murray
State University will perform in
the first of two fall Faculty
Showcase concerts on the campus
Tuesday evening.
To begin at 8 in the Farrell
Recital Hall ,located in the Doyle
Fine Arts Center, the program
will include appearances by Dr.
John Steffa, cello; Dr. Christopher '
Thompson, violin; Don Story,
clarinet; Scott Erickson, basson;
Jane Snead, hotly.
;Laura Thompson, mezzo-soprano; Randall
Black, tenor; Dr. Carl Rogers,
baritone; Marie Taylor, piano and
harpsichord; Dr. Richard Scott,
Dr. Stephen Brown and Dr. Bruce
Chamberlain, piano.
The concerts are scheduled each
school year to introduce faculty
performers to the campus and
area communities and are open to
the public at no admission chat*e.
The second fall Faculty
Showcase concert will be Tuesday, Sept. 20 in Farrell Recital
Hall.
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Kentucky Spotlight
By George W. Hackett
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — He had held a string of jobs — from construction hard hat, to bartender to bouncer — but John Birkett really
learned about hard work when he started writing a novel.
It was a mystery, based on nasty horseplay at the Kentucky Derby.
and the public response has been excellent.
The Last Private Eye" was rejected by six publishers before Birkett
signed an agreement with Avon. He is under contract for two more
paperbacks featuring his hard-boiled detective, Michael J Rhineheart
• "The character isn't autobiographical but we do share a few things.
like a love for old music and old jazz. The similarity ends just about
there Rhineheart loves bourbon and packs a Colt Python in a holster.
"I haven't had a drink in years and can't distinguish a revolver from

EAR
"THE.SPECIAL DECORATOR"
Special Purchase

9

TAKE WITH
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

an automatic," said Birkett, a native obi Detroit neighborhood, "where
street fighting was as natural as eat1ng.4:' •
During his teen years he developed an Interest in reading and expand.
edit when he was drafted and sent to Fort Knox."Most of my spare time
was spent in bookstores."
He took a few college courses before moving to full-time employment.
He continued to write and several of his short stories were printed in
regional magazines. I still dreamed of coming out with a book."
Birkett said .his ambition was strengthened by his marriage eight
years ago to Betty Layman Iteceveur, a successful author of historical
romances. "She has been a great source of encouragement." .
He chose a detective story as his first venture because "it has its own
little niche in American letters. It's certainly not on the level of Ernest
Hemingway, but it has a following."
To prepare himself, Birkett scanned. "every private eye adventure
that's ever been published. It was good.trainittg.
After "The Last Private Eye" was released in March, copies were
distributed to film producers and "we're hoping to get some nibbles
from Hollywood."
He also began thinking about the sequel and the need to budget his
:hours. The 49-year-old author has his own.business, assisting people in
preparing job applications.
"I'm at the office from 9 to 5, then head home and try to get in two to
three hours on the book-.. On weekends, I'll start in the-morning and continue until late afternoon. Avon hopes to have the story on the shelves by
next July." .
Although he writes about the Bluegrasa and thoroughbreds, Birkett
never owned a horse until recently when Ice purchased one-forty-second
_ • of a share in a 2-year-old colt, still'gummed.
"The deal was put together by Rowe Harper, the breeder of Kentucky
Derby winner Spend A Buck. The horse should be racing this fall and
will be nominated for the Triple Crown."
Birkett's explanation for becoming involved: "I've lost so much at the
track, I figured I might as well'have something to show for my money."

• Decorator Grill
▪ 3 Stainless Steel Hinges

WALLINS, Ky. I AP I — The
Walling City Commission has
voted to remove Commissioner
Ova Cole from office on a charge
that she neglected her duties by
failing to attend all but three commission meetings since January.
The commission voted
ausly for the ouster in spite
of Mrs. Cole's explanation Tueg
day night that she had not been informed of meeting dates. "She
acknowledged, however, that she
had not asked about the meeting
schedule when she attended her
first meeting in February.
Commissioners charged Mrs.
'Cole with willful neglect of office

• Pre hung for Easy
Convenient Installation
Tempered Glass Kickplate
• I
thick, 2 wide main frame • Self-storing storm door of extruded,
heat•treated aluminum • Tempered glass inserts interlock at meeting
rail • All inserts are weatherstripped and are removable • Key lock
cyl'nder anti-lockout feature • Wide drip cap on the Z-bar frame header
• ww.around "Marine type:glazing on glass inserts • Adjustable bottom o%7171er with vinyl s-vroeeP-•-Stiohl'eitrudid key tornerS' hel
firmly, double screwed 111 Zinc hardware and metal swivels on all inserts
• Contoured Z•bar is adaptable to mast casings • Delivered and
stalled S199 00
Authorized Installers

TRUST SEARS TO GET
IT INSTALLED RIGHT!
Free Essrviates
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The Only REAL Italian
Spaghetti
& Garlic Bread

2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS

Expires 9-29-88

plus 2 toppings of your choice
on each pizza
1
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Pizza

•

1 IPala —

$899
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1
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By Abigail
Van Buren

Reader's Feathers Are Ruffled
Needlessly pver Turkey Flap

DEAR ABBY: This is about the mother, she has neworries about
letter from the reader who was her gifts becoming a mandatory
concerned that a grandmother's obligation.
Well, I am sure this is much more
annual gift of money might become
mandatory because he had read than you ever wanted to know about
that a court ruled that a company's labor law. Believe me, it's a comThanksgiving
eg:
gift f afa
th ree
a T
h he
o plex, specialized area of law, and
this is just a simple explanation of
its employees became mandatory
to
had one small aspect of it.
The moriT Orall this: Don t jump
fallen on hard times, and decided
one year not to give its employees to conclusions when you don't know
all -the facts!
this "gift."
STEPHANIE BULLOCK,
Obviously, neither you nor your
LABOR LAWYER,
writer has the proper knowledge of
EL CENTRO, CALIF.
labor law to evaluate the Thanksgiving turkey case, which is a labor
DEAR MS. BULLOCK: Sorry,
law matter and deals with a conCePt
my answer was a turkey.
known'as "unilateraL changes."
In a very simple Manner, when Thanks for the short course in •
the employees of a company are labor law. Whew! The things I
represented -by a union, the com- learn through writing this colpany tenerally is not permitted to umn.
unilaterally make changes in the
wages, hours or terms and conditions of employment (including
DEAR ABBY: Just read the letter
fringe benefits, which the Thankssigned
"No Vacancies-in Florida,"
giving turkey was) without, first
during a meeting Aug. 16. She was notifying the union and giving the the person who was tired of having
elected to the commission for the union the opportunity to bargain friends who came to visit only
first time last fall.
about the change. Collective bar- "during the §eason."
I was reminded of friends who
As onlookers packed the Wallins gaining between company apd retired
to Carmel, Calif., with the
union
is
what
union
representation
City Hall, City Clerk Linda Long
same
problem.
The mister advised
testified during the ouster hearing is all about.
all their friends:"You can have your The
case
your
reader
referred
to
that records showed Mrs. Cole atheadquarters here, but put your
tended'only three meetings since did not hold that the giving of the hindquarters someplace else::
Thanksgiving turkey was now a
E. WEIL,...E.EN_W_OOD.,_ CAI-IF
_January She was charged- with- Mandatory mlitter -Mat The cbriieight instances of failing to attend pan y Could never cease. What- it
a Il a-meetings, both regular, continued. held was that the company had an
,and special-called since Jan. 4, obligation to notify'the union and
What teen-agers need to know about
and one instance of arriving at a give the union the opportunity to sex,
drugs. AIDS, and getting along
continued meeting after the bargain about the change before the with their peers and paikents is now in
company
actually
implemented
the
Abby's updated, eipanded booklet,
primary business was completed.
"Wisat Every Teen Should Know."
new
policy;
this
the
company
had
But Mrs. Cole testified that the
Send your name and address, plus
charges were "politically not done.
--einink-or money order for $3.50(Win
So, as you can see from the above Canada) to Dear Abby's Teen Booklet,
motivated" because she lied -run explanation,
since the federal labor P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 61054.
for office on a separate slate of laws do not apply to the grand: (Postage
is included.)
candidates than the three other
commissioners and Mayor Clif_..Prd
_
Iffiterr cross-examination from
the commission's lawyer, Robert
Melvin, Mrs. Cole said she had not
received notices of special
meetings and was not told of the
FLATWOODS, Ky.(AP) — The Greenup Fiscal Court ccaild
regular meeting schedule.
president of a company seeking lect $500,000 a year from fees
Her attorney, Otis Doan, constate approval to build.a 937-acre assessed on garbage accepted by
tended the commission had
landfill in Greenup County said he the landfill, which would be the
broken severallaws during its efis confident the operating permit largest in the state.
forts to oust Mrs. Cole. Doan said
will be issued.
House Bill 430, which became efthe commission had violated the
state's open meetings law and - "I think we've met all the fective last month, -permits counregulations and that we're entitled ties to assess fees on tops of garbroke the impeachment law by
to the permit," Jack Baker, presi- bage accepted in their boundaries
voting to remove Mrs. Cole on
dent of Green Valley Environmen- up to 50 cents per ton.
allegations that differed from ones
tal Corp., said Wednesday.
The bill also allows use of fees to .
commissioners approved Aug. 16.
Baker's comments came at the_ _ hire inspectors to monitor the
Mrs. Cole said she missed some
conclusion of a public hearing on landfill operation and to police ilmeetings because of conflicts with
the permit application.
legal dumps.
her work schedule, and personal
State hearing officer Steve
Baker said there are approxy
and family illnesses. She said her
Bolton will have 30 days to review imately 460,000 people in the
job and her family were more imthe evidence and make a recom- dump's targeted service area that
portant than her commission
mendation on the application.
produce 2 million pounds of solid
duties, "and I believe the people
Carl Bradley, secretary of the waste-per day.
who voted for me know that."
state Natural Resources and EnDoan failed in an attempt to bar
He also said the company has no
vironmental Protection Cabinet,
the mayor from voting on whether
objections to equipping-the landfill
will make the final decision.
to remove Mrs. Cole, claiming
with a synthetic liner in addition to
Opponents of the project have
Bailey made remarks before the
the clay liner mandated under
argued that the application was
vote that indicated he had formed
state regulations.
fast-tracked through the cabinet
a biased opinion as testimony was
Earlier, Shelby Jett, manager of
because Green Valley's parent
still-being heard.
the state Division of Solid Waste,
company,
Addington
Resources
The lawyer said in closing
said he would encourage Green
Inc., and its eniployees conremarks that an appeal would be
Valley to put in a flexible_ memtributed more than $207,000 to the
likely if the commission voted to
brane liner.
campaign of Gov. Wallace
oust Mrs. Cole. Doan warned the
The liner is designed to prevent
Wilkinson.
members of the commission that
The state ha'.-denied the leachate, which is the liquid that
they could be held pvsonally
allegation.
filters through the garbage and
liable for any illegal actions they
Baker was one of three collects at the bottom of a landfill.
might take.
witnesses to testify Wednesday.
Opponents of the landfill have
Wallins is a Harlan County town
He told those in attendance at the said its design would allow polluof about 500 people, about seven
Flatwoods City Building that tionof local water supplies.
miles west of Harlan.
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Good

FOOD!
Good

FUN!
Good

FOOTBALL!
This Saturday night at 7:30 p.m. the Murray State Racers
take on the Tennessee-Martin Pacers in the 1988 football
season opener,but there's more going on thatjust a football
game! Check out the excitement at Roy Stewart Stadium....
*A tailgate partysponsored by Jackson Purchase Broadcasting
Company!
*A barbeque from Darcy's Pith Villa-in-Olympic Plaza! •
*A dixieland band entertaining in the parking lot!

I

Baker says state should
approve landfill permit

Job openings available in -Maysville
TechnoTrim plans to hire 235
more workers because the company landed a contract last week
for seat covers for Chrysler Corp.
automobiles. The company

MAYSVILLE, KY.(AP — The
rapid growth of two companies
associated with the auto industry
will create nearly 600 jobs this
year.
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And that's all BEFORE the game! After the thrilling gridiron
clash, you can unwind at the dance which will be held in the
main concourse of Stewart Stadium. Admission to the
dance is FREE with your game ticket.
It all starts at 5:30 p.m. in the Stewart Stadium parking lot.
What a great way to kick off the Labor Day Weekend!

Ik

tif

Bodies identified
in Knox County

/ at
#tilert OE/10

Tickets remain available for the game...get yours now by
calling the MSU Athletic Ticket Office at 762-4895 or stop by
Room 211 of Stewart Stadium.
if

Racer Football is On The Move! in 1988...be part of the
excitement!!!

Fish & More
Try Our New rvIriu Items
1. Country Ham Dinner
$4.99
2. Country Fried Steak
$4.29
3. Home Style Dinners From
$3.79
/Open: Mon. thru Sat. at 4 p.m.
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already has hired 160 employees
since opening six months ago.
TRW Inc., an automotive parts
packager, has doubled its work
force to 100 employees since the
company opened a warehouse in
May. Later this yeaJFkW_
pects to open another warehouse
that will employ 50 full-time and 50
to 75 part-time workers.
The new TechnoTrim
employees will operate stand-up
sewing machines. Starting pay
will be $4.25 an hour. Employees
can climb to $5 to $5.50 per hour in
13 weeks.
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BARBOURVILLE,'Ky. (API —
State police and family members
have identified the two shooting
victims found in Knox County.
The bodies of Ira Lewis Boles,
33, of Covington, and Walter Gene
Davidson, 38, of London, were
discovered Monday on Kayjay
Mountain by a passer-by.
Police said the bodies, with gunshot wounds in the heads, were lying beside a partially burned
vehicle
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Business facts

Social security card has big advantages
Prerecorded
videocassettes
•
Estimated
consumer spending
In billions of dollars per year

Cash shortage puts hold on cars
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Because Covington has so much
cash tied up in RiverCenter, the
Police Department will be unable
to take delivery on seven cruisers
a Louisville dealer has been
holding.
Had the city written a check for
the $97,480 cost on the cars, the
cheek might have bounced,
Finance Director Greg Engelman
said.
"If it didn't bounce, we would be
in jeopardy of bouncing some
other check," he said,----Engelman said the city can purchase the cruisers when cash flow
improves because the money for
the cars is in the budget.
"We're going to buy them,"
Engelman said. "We're not going
to buy them today as intended."
Police Chief Al Casson said the
delay will have no effect on
patrols. J3ut the price might be
higher if the city waits three or
four months and the state bid goes
out for 1989 mod ls, he said. .

The cruisers Covington ordered
have been on the lot in Louisville
for almost 90 days; said Don Hatfield, fleet manager for Bill Collins Ford. The LTD Crown Victoria carries a $13,925.71 price tag.
The most recent figures, from
last Thursday, show cash on hand
of $105;083.23, Engelman said. The
city, which has a budget of about
$16 million annually, has to meet a
weekly payroll of about $150,000
Friday.
The problem is attributable to
RiverCenter, the $80 million
office-retail project about to be
erected on the Covington bank of
the Ohio River, City Manager Arnold Simpson said.
He said cash will be available as
soon as the city sells the bonds it is
using to finance part of
RiverCenter. When the bond sale
is closed, scheduled for Sept. 10,
the city can replace an accountreceivable (sort of an IOU to
itself) with $1.2 million to $1.3
million in cash, he said.

Your Individual
,
2 Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1988
ARIES
ia
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You're able to express personal
desires with great effectiveness now,
but career gains may be minimal.
Travel is a delight and fun comes
through partnerships.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Common sense combines with luck
to improve your position financially
today. However,there is some danger
of extravagance now. Save.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You're in. a very happy frame of
mind and will get great joy from
leisure events today. Business may be
slow now, but otherwise everything
should go well for you.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You may not be sure of yourself in
romance today, but some luck comes
to you of a personal nature. It's a
quiet time that's favorable for reading
and correspondence.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Sortie of you shop for collectibles
nov.o. It's a banner day for you
sociaPy. Invitations and luck comes
through friendship. Enjoy getting
together with others.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
You exercise good judgment today
regarding career interests and also
may meet with a splendid new
opportunity for recognition and
financial gain. Aim for the top.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
The urge for self-improvement is
strong in you today. Some make a
decision regarding schooling. Luck
comes now through travel and partnerships. you're enjoying life!

ref

)416

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
You may rise to a position of
leadership within a group or your
presence is strongly felt. Financial
gain is likely. A fortunate decision is
made now affecting investments.
SAGMARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
• de
Someone speaks up for you on
your behalf.- Loving ties abound.
Some may decide to get married.
Evening hours are meant for something special.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Friendships are important to you
today. There's continued luck for you
regarding job interests. You're enthusiastic about a new project. Spend the
evening home.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A child has some good news. You'll
find yourself in a better career
position today and leisure events are
especially enjoyable. A new romance
is likely for those eligible.
PISCES
Mar'
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
The bond of love grows stronger
between you and a partner. Important
developments today center around
the home. Househunters get fortunate leads.
IF BORN TODAY you are sensitive
and sometimes temperamental. You
work best when, motivated by an
ideal and often have strong creative
leanings. Do not let a need for
financial security keep you from
taking a chance on the development
of your individuality. You're quite
empathetic when you reach out and
would make a fine teacher or
counselor. Poetry, music, art, and
dance are some of the vocations
which,promise you fulfillment,

Remember the 10th

The 10th of each month is a very Important date to Your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by the 10th Of the month in
order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women. Theybuy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. Whe'n you don't pay them by the 10th they have to dig down
into their own pockets to make up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month. They
depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier
So...paytng by mail is a simple way to avoid getting caught without the
right change and you avoid the bother of monthly collection.

A person's Social" Security 'citizenship si legal alien status.
Louse someone else's number. It is
number is the key to his or her
If a person ever becomes aware also against the law to give false
lifetime protection under Social that heior she has more than one information when getting a
Security, Bettye W. Williams, Swia11 Security aumberrcrn. ,•number. Penalties include a fine
Social Security Disttict Manager dividual should contact the Sckial or jail sentence or both.
in Paducah, said recently.
curtty office right away. PerIt is a good idea for a person to
All earnings that a person has
nntl there will help get the satia- check his or her Social-Security
over his or her working lifetime tion cleared up so that the record every three years or so to
are recored under that number.)f numbers are cross-referenced and
make sure that earnings are being
an incorrect number is used, lat the person gets full credit for all correctly reported. This is
person may not get their p,rbper earnings.
especially true if a person changes
creidt for all earnings.
,
It is against the law for a person lobs often. People should always take their
Social Security card Avith them
when they get a new/job to make
sure that their employer copies
the number just
/As it is shown on
the card.
People shoultrreep a record of
their num,ber in a safe place.
Then, if pfe original card -is lost, a
new card with the same number
can be obtained easier than if the
number were not known.
Also, a person applying for a
replacement Social Security card
will have to provide documentary
evidence of identity. A person
born outside the United States
needs evidence of current C.S.

A free form is available for this
purpose and can be obtained at the
Social Security office
If a resident needs any additional information regarding their
Social Security number, contact
either the Paducah Social Security
office located at 546 Lone Oak
Road, telephone 15021 443-7506, oft
the Mayfield Social Security office
located on— lig— 45 North,
telephone 15021 247-8095.

Jefferson County
wants to buy old
Baptist Hospital
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(API— Jefferson County wants to purchase
the 64-year-old Baptist Hospital
Highlands and use it as the new
home for the Jefferson Alcohol
and Drug Abuse Center
The acquisition also would
enable the county to consolidate
some of its operations and free up
space at another location for up to
125 jail beds.
The hospital "is an outstanding
facility," said Ernie Allen, chief
aide to county Judge-Executive
Harvey Sloane. "We are having
discussions, but there is no agreement" with the hospital's parent
company, Baptist Hospitals Inc.
The center, operated by the nonprofit Sewell Counties Services, is
inla county-owned building nex(to
the Community Correct4ns
Center.
The county recently started a
major renovation and expansion
of the 50-year-aid corrections
center that will nearly double its
capacity to around 450 inmates.
But, with a federally mandated
limit on the number of inmates at
a facility, the county will need still
more jail space.
County Commissioner Chris
Gorman said the drug abuse
center could house up to 125 inmates who are considered low
risk.

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

After the wedding is over,the dress
is boxed, the cake is eaten and the
flowers are gone. All that is left to
remember the most special day in
your life are the photographs.
Photographer: David Celaya

WELLS STUDIO

Open Tuesday-Friday 10-5

216 E. North

Saturday 10-12 Closed Monday

Mayfield

,

247-1851

We Treat You Right!
Personalized service has special meaning at Parker FordLincoln-Mercury --- and has had for the 60 years we have been
•
meeting the automotive needs of the
people of this area. We do whatever
necessary and take whatever time
needed to fill our customers' needs
' to their complete satisfaction
just
as Barbara Scott experienced when
she had a problem with her car on
It4
ly hours before her vacation was to
begin.
All our customers receive the
same special attention that Barbara,
a registered ,nurse at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. received. This is one reason we have
won the Ford Motor Company's President's Award for
Customer Satisfaction two years in a row. This is the highest
honor Ford bestows on its dealers.
We're proud of it, because it is a team fob by dedicated,
service-minded employees. You'll get the same personalized
service when you bring your automotive needs to Parker's.

Serving You For 60 Years
Since 1928
cwn

Parker II
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
MI'CUR'
!NCOLN

701 Main Street

Murray, Ky 42071
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Commission votes to oust commissioner
WALLINS, Ky. (AP) •L The
Wallins City Commission has
voted to remove Commissioner
Ova Cole from office on a charge
that she neglected her duties by
f tiling to attend all but three com-

mission meetings since January.
The commission voted
unanimously far the ouster in spite
of Mrs. Cole's explanation Tuesday night that she had not been informed of meeting dates. She

* **** **********

ALLAN C. HILL'S

acknowledged, however, that she
had not asked about the meeting
schedule when she attended her
first meeting in February.
Commissioners charged Mrs.
Cole with willful neglect of ,office
during a meeting Aug. 16. She was
elected to the commission for the
first time last fall.
As onlookers packed the Wallins
City Hall, City Clerk Linda Long
testified during the ouster hearing
that records showed Mrs. Cole attended only three meetings since
January. She was charged with
eight instances of failing to attend
meetings. both regular, continued
and special-called since Jan. 4.
and one instance of arriving at a
continued_ meeting- after, the
primary business was completed.
But Mrs. Cole testified that the
charges were "politically
motivated" because she had run
for office on a separate slate of
candidates than the three other
commissioners and Mayor Clifford Bailey.
Under cross-examination from
the commission's lawyer, Robert
Melvin, Mrs. Cole said she had not
received notices of special
meetings and was not told of the
regular meeting schedule.
Her attorney, Otis Doan, con-

tended the commission had
broken several laws during its efforts to oust Mrs Cole. Doan said
the commission had violated the
state's open meetings law and
broke the impeachment law by
voting to remove Mrs. Cole on
allegations that differed from ones
commissioners approved Aug. 16.
Mrs. Cole said she missed some
meetings because of conflicts with
her work schedule, and personal
and family illnesses. She said her
job and her family were more important than her commission
duties, "and I believe the people
who voted for me know that."
Doan failed in an attempt to bar
the mayor from voting on whether
to: _temove Mrs_ Cole,' claiming
Bailey made remarks before the
vote that indicated he had formed
a biased opinion as testimony was
still being heard.
The lawyer said in closing
remarks that an appeal would be
likely if the commission voted to
oust Mrs. Cole. Doan warned the
members of the commission that
they could be held personally
liable for any illegal actions they
might take.
Wallins is a Harlan County town
of about 500 people, about seven
miles west of Harlan.

Non-farm businesses
lose ome efficiency
CLOWNS• AERIALISTS
ELEPHANTS• ACROBATS

101 THRILLS. LAUGHS101

MURRAY
TOMORROW ONLY SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 4
SHOWGROUNDS: MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY PARK
SHOWTIMES: 2:30 p.m. & 5:00 p.m.
SPONSORED BY: FRATERNAL ORDER OF POLICE #23
TICKETS ON SHOWDAY...tHILDREN (14 & under)$5.00
ADULTS
$7.00
MIDWAY OPENS ONE HOUR PRIOR TO SHOWTIMES WITH
OLD FASHIONED RIDES AND CONCESSIONS ,
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Nonfarm businesses in the United
States lost some of their efficiency
in the second quarter of the year
but not as much as previously
believed, the Labor Department
said today.
In revised figures. for April
through June, the department said
-productivity among non-farm
businesses_ responsible for about
three-fourths of the nation's
economic activity declined 1.4 percent, its first drop since 1986.

workers because of decade-low
unemployment.
• Hourly wages and benefits
nominally rose at an annual rate
of 4.2 percent in the second
quarter. But after taking inflation
into account, the buying power of
each hour of work declined 0.6 percent, the first drop in real compensation for workers in a year.
The higher nominal wages and
reduced productivity sent labor
cats skyrocketing at an annual
rate of 5.7 percent, compared with
just a 0.1 percent increase the first
Using preliminary figures, the
quarter, the Labor Department
government last month had _put said.
- --the decline at--1,1 percent. The
The
April-June
increase
in labor
revision upward reflects a larger
costs was the largest quarterly
output
5.2 percent increase in the
gain since the fourth quarter in
of goods and services than the 1,7 1986\ when it jumped 6.1 percent.
percent rise first reported.
However,labor costs are still only
To achieve that increased out2.9 percent above what they were
put, businesses had to raise the
a year ago, lower than the rate of
number of hours worked by their
general consumer price inflation.
employees by 6.6 percent.
Among manufacturers responsiAnalysts said the increase ir 1 ble for. ooe-fourth of the economic
'hours and conseqent decrease,in ectivity, productivity improductivity reflects a hiring provements were slightly greater
boom in which employers are hav- than previously reported, 3.6 pering to compete for less-skilled cent compared with 3.5 percent for
the quarter.
The output of goods coming off
factory assembly lines was revised upward from 5.4 percent to 5.7
, percent with only a 2 percent increase in the number of hours
- worked to achieve it.
_

SUMMER SIZZLER
SALE
Extra Large Capacity
Automatic Washer

Mrs. Joni Baker Billington
. Mrs. Joni Baker Billington. 46.
of 1306 Doran Rd., Murray, died
Wednesday at 6:29 p.m. at her
home. Her death folkwed an extended illness.
She was a member of St. Lee's
Catholic Church.
Born Feb. 9, 1942, at St. Louis,
Mo., she was the daughter of
Beatrice Harper Baker and the
late Claude N. Baker.
Survivors include her husband,
Ted F. Billington; three
daughters, Miss Julie Billington,
Nashville, Tenn., and Miss
Claudia Billington and Miss
Cheryl Billington, Lexington; her
mother, Mrs. Beatrice Baker,
•

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED'
OR YOIThi
MONEY SACK.

'90 Der
Money back
Eschang•
Goon Iron,
GE on retail
purchases.

(ND)
'

Model TA'ISK
10.6 cu. ft. manual defrost refrigerator.
1.75 Cu. ft. compartment for short-term
frozen'food storage. 2 ice frays. Door
shelves for eggs, butter, half-gallon milk
cartons and tall bottles.,
•90 Choy

$289

Model JEM2OG
Nang from kitchen wall cabinets or set
on countertop. Wide .8 Cu. ft. cavity.
Vouch to open door latch. Electronic_
touch controls. Word Prompting Display. Time Cook I.& 2. Time-of-Day
Clock. 10 Power levels.(Under cabinet
installation kit included.)

'
,
Money bet
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Opbon 1 GE ren tins
perchers**
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MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 East Main Street - 753-1586

conditi
crediti

Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Mr. Bucy, 89, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn., died Tuesday at 10 p.m. at
West View Nursing Home.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Susie Duncan Bucy; one brother,
Morris Bucy, Nashville, Tenn.;
five nieces; two nephews.

WASHINGTON (AP).- Nearly
one-third of all black Americans
live in poverty, according to new
government statistics showing a
significant increase in the number
of poor blacks last year.
Poverty among black
Americans climbed 2 percentage
points to 33.1 percent last year, according to the Census Btireau's annual study of income and. poverty
released on Wednesday.
That means that there were an
estimated 9,683,000 poor blacks as
of 1987, 700,000 more than a year
earlier.
White--House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said the increase in
black poverty:'obviously is.disappointin
,
g," but maintained that the
report had good news overall,
reporting rising incomes for most
Americans.
Benjamin-Books, head Of the
National Association for the Ad- •
vancement of Colored People,
he was not surprised at the findings on black Americans.
"We have been saying that this
is happening, the poverty rate
among blacks is sliding upward
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-The-funeral for Firman Bucy is
today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
Ewing Stubblefield is officiating.
Pallbearers are Brad White,
Michael White, Bill Holt, John
Paul Bucy, Max Wallace and
Junior Ray. Burial will follow in

Stock Market
Model 0DE6500
5 cycles including
permanent press/
knits Automatic
dry control dryer.
Removable
upfront lint
filter.

ViU
isn'

Firm' an Bucy

I Heavy Duty
°) Electric Dryer

Model WWA8324G
Mini-Basket' tub
for malt loads and
delicates. 2 wash
spin speeds.
3 cycles including
permanent press
4 water level
selections.

Paducah; her mother-1n-law.
Lurline Billington, Murray.
Services will be Friday at 11
a.m. at St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Fr. Martin Mattingly will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call from 4 to 8
p.m. today (Thursday) at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home, where
prayer services will be at 8 p.m.
tonight (Thursday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to the Cancer Support Group at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

to come by and see
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and family income is sliding
down," Hooks said. ,
Robert Greenstein of the private
Center for Budget and Policy
Priorities termed the figures
"most disturbing ... The economic
recovery is leaving many poor
Americans behind."
The neivs was even worse for
black children, noted Greenstein,
whose organization studies the effects of government programs on
the poor.
The Poverty rate for black
children aged 18 and under was
45.6 percent last year, up from 4:i
percent in 1986, the Census report
showed.
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Bilue jeans
are-- stolen
•

COOKEVILLE, Tenn. t AP) 'Authorities are continuing a
search for clues leading to the
identity of bandits who made off
with a trailer-load of pre-washed
blue jeans valued at $500,000.
The trailer was taken from the
unfenced parking lot of Aqua-Tech
Inc. sometime during the
weekend. It was found early Monday in the parking lot of a store in
Southhaven, Miss., about eight
miles from Memphis, police said.
Investigators haven't determined how many pairs of jeans were
in the trailer, but they have been
told the total weight of the shipment " was 36,000 pounds. The
garments weigh about 2 pounds
each.
"It's definitely a crime that's
unique for this area, but I understand it's not all that odd for some
other parts of the country,"
Cookeville Police Detective Doyle
McClain said Wednesday.
"I think they've estimated the
(wholesale) value of the jeans at
somewhere close to half a million
dollars," McClain said.
The stone-washed and acidwashed jeans had been processed,
packed into cartons and loaded onto a trailer Friday for shipment
Monday to the Levi's distribution
plant in Florence, Ky.
Security at the plant has been increased since the theft, according
to Aqua-Tech president Bob Allen.
Aqusirech Inc. is a garmentwashing and treatment plant for
denim clothing manufactured
across the South with a pia; in
Cookeville and a newly opened
650-employee facility in
McMinnville.
The Cookeville plant, formerly
Cookeville Uniform Rental Service and Cookeville Pre-Wash, is
now owned by Greenwood Mills,
one -of the world's largest textile
--mantrfarturers7--
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DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.
,Mrs.
at 11
hutch_
will

Vitamin cure
isn't proven

iy City
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

4 to 8
t J.H.
where
8 p.m.
,xpresorm of
r Supnoway

DEAR DR GOTT. My brother suffered for years as a paranoid schizophrenic He had poor results from
&Lags and shock treatment. Then he
went to a holistic clinic and came
borne alert and sane. He was told that
he was not cured, but would have to be
checked periodically and the vitamin
doses adjusted.' Please rethink your
answer about megavitamins.
DEAR READER: Although I'm delighted that your brother's mental
condition improved, I have trouble
crediting megavitamin therapy with

his remission I am not aware of any
valid sciriatific study proving that
megavitamins are usefut in treating
mental disorders. This subject - and
others like it - is well covered in a
fully referenced book that I recommend to any reader interested in upto-date nutrition information "Popular Nutritional Practices." by Jack
Yetiv, M D. Ph D.,(Popular Medicine
Press, P.O. Box 4021-G, Menlo Park,
CA 94026, $12.95 - includes postage
and shipping).
I am sending you a free copy of my
Health Report, *Mental and Emotional Illness, which describes the symptoms and currently accepted treat•
ments for mental illness Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1 and their name and address to
P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 441013369. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT. What are the
symptoms of tsetse?
DEAR READER Tsetse is not a
disease; it is an African fly that carries the organisms causing trypanosel
miasis (sleeping sickness). The disease is marked by fever, swollen
lymph glands, painful skin swelling
and rash - progressing to tremors,
headache, apathy, convulsions and

The diagnosis is established by
identifying the trypand111011111 Organisms in the patient's bloats spinal
fluid Treatment is
and
prolonged Travelers III= and
Rhodesia, the primary areas of infection, must take special care to protect
themselves against the bite of the
tsetse fly
DEAR DR GOTT My 3-year-old
grandchild's parents put Vicks Vaporub up her nose when it is clogged
They also let her eat it Isn't this
harmful'
DEAR READER You are absolutely correct. This use of Vicks Vaporub is extremely hazardous Vapo-rub
is a combination of menthol, camphor, eucalyptus oil and turpentine in
a petrolatum base The turpentine
and petrolatum are toxic if inhaled or
ingested In fact, the manufacturer
specifically cautions- "Do not swallow or place in nostrils" Vicks VapoRub should be used externally only.
Please tell your grandchild's parents
to discontinue their inappropriate use

olVapo-Rub immediately
C) MO. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Mississippi River area exhibit
tci-appear in Japanese store
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) - A
Memphis, said Steve Masler, 50 photographs of Presley and a
flashy jumpsuit worn by Elvis
museum director.
1976 red-and -white Harley
Presiey, handmade quilts from
•"They expect this fair to be Davidson Electra -Glide
Kentucky and beer brewed in New ,visited by over a million people.'
motorcycle.
Orleans will be part of an exhibit
Master said.
Presley. who died in 1977,
sent to Japan from 10 states along
Items supplied by the Graceland 11106t of his adult life in Memphi4
the Mississippi River, an
Division of. Elvis Presley Enter- and his former residence
organizer of the affair says.
prises Inc.. will include a white Graceland. draws 600,000 visitors
The five-day exhibit, called the
jumpsuit with red snakeskin trim, a year
Mississippi River Fair, is scheduled to open Sept. 23 at a downtown
department store in Osaka.
"This is an outgrowth of a
documentary film that was produced for Japanese TV last summer," said Bob Ruenitz, a consul,„ Good
21-Piece Shrimp Dinner
tant who worked on the television
Thurs.-Sot.
•-*Includes choice of potatoes
Sept 1-3
I
.show and the exhibit
& hushpuppies
The 90-minute documentary
focused on the daily lives of
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Americans living along the .
Boneless Fish or Catfish Steaks
10
Mississippi.
About 50 people will travel with
the exhibit, which will include
booths from Tennessee, Loui'Every Thurs, Fri & Sot
siana, Arkansas, Mississippi,
1906 Coldwater Rd
759-1864
Missouri, Illinois, Kentucky,
Iowa,.Wisconsin and Minnesota, :..1L'E.E.*_*_1111111EILEA.E.E.ILEA111 C...E.ILEVEVE‘...11*.E.1111*-11
-Rdenitz said.
The booths will contain a wide
variety crafts, food, historical
displays and other items from the
states involved, he said.
Visitors will see a Kentucky
quiltmaker at work, watch_ an
Arkansas craftsman build rocking
chairs, learn about the Cahokia Indians of Illinois and listen to blues
singers from Memphis.
The exhibit is sponsored by the
Hankyu Department Store of
Osaka; the Kansai Telecasting_
Corp., a Hankyu subsidiary; and
the Mississippi River Parkway
Commission, a non-profit promotional organization for the
Over 30 Titles
Mississippi River corridor.
The Dixie Brewing Co., "which
plans to start selling its New
Orleans beer in Japan, will offer
some samples, Ruenitz said.
(Inside Crass Furniture ,
"They're sending over 17 kegsof
3rd St. 753-3621
draft beer," he said. "We're going
to have a sort-of beer garden."
Also,in-the -show will -be tour
•
scale-model boats,- hid-tiding tw9
paddlewheelers, supplied by the
Misgigsippi River Museum in

Homeplace Family Restaurant

$3su

$495

Legislators seek changes in leasing
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
But John Riley told committee
But Riley charged that Allen
legislative panel is calling for members that he had offered to and Louisville Mayor Jerry
changes in the state's leasing lease the same amount of space in
Abramson blocked his contract
practices, which came under fire his Louisville building for eight with the state to help clear the way
because of a controversial agree- years at an annual cost of $248,937. for development of a
ment with a Louisville property
Monte Gross, director of the
neighborhood near the downtown
owner.
state real properties division, said
area.
The panel also informed state official's chose Stern's offer
Riley said Louisv,ille developer
Finance and Administration largely because they wanted to Paul Eitel had planned to secure
Secretary L. Rogers Wells that it look for state-owned property for options on.the block'for a developwould like a full review of the the office and did not want to be
ment scheme and asked the oflease that was awarded last month locked into a long-term lease. Nor ficials to prevent the probation
to Jack Stern, owner of the Legal did they want to incur moving ex- and parole office from moving
Arts Building.
penses - estimated at $36,000.
there.
The Capital Projects and Bond
Gross and James_ Abbott, head
Eitel denied the allegations. "I
Oversight Committee questioned of leasing for the state, revealec
guess he assumed that. My
the deal after learning the rAvi- that a Louisville official had exunderstanding was that the city of
sion of Real Properties initiated pressed concern to Abbott about a
Louisville couldn't stop that."
leasing proceedings with one lease with Riley. Gross said that
Eitel said he had spoken to Allen
building owner in 1987, then was partly why the state did not about Riley's plans, but said he did
delayed the project for 18 months sign a lease with Riley after his
not recall asking any city official
before switching to Stern.
July 1987 bid.
to intervene.
Rep. Marshall Long, the
James Allen, -director of the
(Eitel's development plans have
Shelbyville Democrat who chairs city's Department of Housing and
not materialized, Allen said,
the panel, said Tuesday that Urban Development, denied Tuesbecause financing fell through.
members will continue to monitor day that city officials had tried to
The committee also expressed
the lease providing space for the interfere.
concern that Stern was apparently
state Probation and Parole Office.
Allen acknowledged, phoning
allowed-to-stemit bids for a lease
Long said state lenniTig laws state officials about the lease, but .after .the-biIng deadline. But
should be reviewed: and perhaps he said he did so only to determine
Gross countered that state leases
changed to require competitive the timetable for the proposed
are not subject to competitive bidbidding - during the 1990 General lease, not to delay it.
ding rules.
Assembly.
Long also said he favored forwarding information on the lease
to Attorney General Fred Cowan's
office, but the committee decided
against that action because no
laws were violated.
"Unfortunately, there are circumstances in which you can do
everything by the statute - and
it's still wrong," said Sen. Ed
O'Daniel, D-Springfield.
At issue is the three-year lease
with Stein to rent 17,930 ..square
8
10 12
feet of office space for $11.32 per
2x4 1.89 2.49 3.29
square foot. Additional rental for
2x6
249 3.39 4.511
4x8
Autumn
Oak or
parking spaces will bring the
Hickory
Paneling.
1401,02
43E4
5.110-3.99 6,94
state's annual rent to $260,74t.
z
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VA assigns top
priority to
fund request

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Veterans Administration has
assigned a top priority to Kentucky's request for $8.6 million for
a 300-bed veterans nursing home,
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford said
Wednesday.
Kentucky can now proceed with
the design and construction of the
proposed $13.7 million nursing
home in Wilmore in Jessamine
County, Ford, D-Ky., said in a
news release.
Construction could begin next
year and be completed by the end
of 1990, according to the Kentucky
Department for Military Affairs.
The facility, to be operated by
the state agency with some federal
assistance, is to have'240 nursinghome beds and 60 domiciliary
beds for eligible veterans. It is expected to add 257 jobs to the local
economy.
¶tr11rtucty G" tcr A
Assembly approved state funding
for the home this year, setting the
stage for federal funding.

Commission studying
child-support law
FRANKFORT, Ky.- (AP) Kentucky's new Child Support Enforcement Commission got
together Wednesday for the first
time to discuss how to most effectively implement a new law on the
subject.
The law, which went into effect
on July 15, includes stronger
penalties for people who don't pay
court-ordered child support and
wage withholding provisions.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, who attended a news conference to
publicize the subject, said parents
who don't pay necessary childsupport have violated "the most
Important bond of the society."

Asphalt Patch. Repairs
holes and cracks in
blacktop easily without
heating or mixing. 2677

5-Gallon Driveway
Sealer. Coal tar emulsion
sealer protects against
salt, gas & oil damage.

Our GrayeSeal 1988
Paint Sell-A-Bration
is going on now.

Hosted by
Scott
Wilson

Stop in and take advantage o
great savings on
"Tbe best paint you can buy.
Coach Cain

saimieldIpalp

Coach Haskins

/
—

Reg. 68.49
Nautilus
30" White Ductless
Range Hood., 2-speed
hood controls odors.
smoke & grease. 2139

8(-lstroTurf.

2188

DOOR MAT

2 for 1 Lawn Green Door
Mats. MUSS

Featuring weekly analysis of Murray High
and-C-e-Howay-eounty-games f •
Cain & Coach Hask.in
Do-n t miss the weekly picks of all area teams!

4w•Treas will be closed Sept. 4 &5 for Labor Day

Trws Ltimber
Dadcenter.
Bel Air Shopping Center

Tune in weekly on your
local cable channel 34
Brought to you by Allison Photography & Corn Austin

Murray,- KY

759-1390
Open 7 Days A Week

a

Your Omni Ida Hom• builtUng Suppiy Canto- 4
.
111

Mea.-Pri. 7110-400 Sat. 11-11 Ilia.
Sala Prises $iosa at Murray Store Only
Otkor Losatleas—Seatira amid Lake City

— Sale Inds
Sept. 4

CABLE

twat]

Bel-Air Center

vis11111N

753-5005
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE.

IRA backers riot in protest of killings

.5
,
11

continued into early today before so," Mrs. Thatcher said in an in.
dying out before dawn.
terview published today in LonIt said gangs of young IRA sup- don's Daily Express.
porters set a bus, two vans and
The Irish Repiablitan- Army is
more than 35 cars on fire and hurl. fighting to drive the British from
ed gasoline bdinbs and rocks at the mainly Protestant province
security forces, while a gunman and unite it with the prodominantopened fire on the city's New ly Roman Catholic Irish Republic.
Barnsley police station. No one It has recently increased attacks
was reported injured.
and is blamed for the deaths this
Police fired plastic bullets to year of 27 security force personnel
disperse the gangs, the police in Northern Ireland, mainland
statement said.
Britain and the European
The statement said police found mainland
a submachine gun, a pistol and
"When you are faeed with terammunition in a search of an empty house in Catholic west Belfast.
.It :said a bomb planted by a
masked man exploded near a gas
station at Strabane on the border
HENDERSON, Ky.(API - The
with the Irish Republic, 60 miles discovery of skeletal remains in a
west of Belfast,,but that nobody wooded area near Henderson has__
was reported injured.
touched off speculation that they
"Stepping up their campaigns might be those of a clerk believed
and their attacks strengthens the kidnapped during a robbery more,
resolve of the British goverriniefit• --than two months ago.
that Northern Ireland is part of the
State police Trooper Ed Brady
United Kingdom and will remain said articles found at the site Tues-

BELFAST, Northern Ireland
AP - Supporters of the IRA
burned cars, hurled rocks and
gasoline bombe and fired -on a-.
police station in Belfast today to
protest the slaying by British
soldiers of three IRA guerrillas,
police said.
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher said in a newspaper interview that increased IRA' attacks
only made her more determined to
keep Northern Ireland under
British rule.
British newspapers hailed as
major setbacks to the IRA the
slayings of the three guerillas
Tuesday; the arrests Wednesday
of two IRA suspects; and Wednesday's admitted IRA blunder in
which two civilians died in a bomb
blast.
_
"Blows on three fronts for -the
IRA,” The Times of London
headline read.
--------Belfast-potice headquarters'said
rioting erupted in Catholic areas
of Belfast late Wednesday and

Tandy CorporailontRadio Shark Is.
Proud to Sponsor NBC's Broadcast of
•
• The XXIV Olympiad, Seoul, Korea, 1988

A DIVISION OF TAN1N CORPORATION

SENSATIONAL
SEPTEMBER
CD/Dual-Cassette AM/FM Stereo Tandy - 1000 TX PC Compatible

Save 950

Ra
IA95

Save
$299°5

1

‘P

Tandy
1000 TX

Reg
1199.00

Low As $45 Per Month.

269
95
Reg. 419.95

With CM -5 Color Monitor
(#25-1043) Only $1199

mon,tor
extra

Law As $15 Per Month.

Our finest portable! Hi-speed dubbing, continuousplay mode. Dolby B NR, 5-band EQ. Detachable
2-way speakers. #14-526 BatteNes extm

100-Watt AM/FM Stereo Receiver

Save
• - 930
_Digital
.Ab

Synthesized

Channel Minimum RMS,

Into 8 Ohms From 20.20.000 Hz.
With No More Than 0_05/
3
4 THD
Six FM and six AM presets.
search mode, fluorescent display, five abx ihputs_ #31-3007

26995
Reg. 399.95

Low As $15 Per Month.

On-Screen-Programming
VHS VCR

Cut s100
Low As $15 Per Month •
291995

Reg. 399.95

1

▪ 1-Year/6-Event ;Timer
• Quick -Timer Recording

On-screen prompts make timer programming virtually error-free. HQ #16-513 Remote baler extra

3-Way Speaker

B&W Pocket
LCD TV

HALF
PRICE

Has 640K RAM 31/2", 720K
disk drive Includes Personal
DeskMate" 2 software #25-1600

PC-Compatible Daisy Wheel Printer

' Cut s160 Low As S15 Per Month•

29095
Reg..
a

Compact DiSc-Player Cur36%

Save
$80
Reg. 219.95

Low 'As &WNW Month.

Reg 199.95
Low As $15 Per Month •

15" woofer, 5" midrange
3" tweeter. 315ha" high
#40-1130

VS Per Month •

Clear picture. even
in sunlight! #16-156

Save 31995
'Reg.
$80
399.95
Low As $16 Per Month •

Digital-Electronic
AM/FM Stereo Tuner

Includes 7-band'EQ, turntable and 3-way speakers7Dolby NR on cassette_ #13-1231

Sampling Portable Keyboard

8995

VINE GROVE, Ky. .(AP)
Steve Carsten'hiu e,en charged
with murder in the fatal shooting
of his girlfriend, according to Vine
Grove Police Chief Pat Abshire.
Abshire said Sandra Hall, 18, of
Radcliff, was shot five times Monday, apparently during an argument at Carsten's home at Vine
Grove.
The chief said Carsten, 22,, ap- •
parently slashed his right wrist
before he was subdued by police.
He was treated for the injury
and then lodged in the. Hardin
County Jail. _

Save s40

Cut
40%

Save s50

8995

29?.?

Reg
129.95

49.95
Ideal at school, office or
on-the,go! #14;1053'

at the

Batte—es eo,a

Fun Big-Button Telephone FM Wireless Intercom

Micrci--,Reporchlr

20%
Off

Thursday, September 1
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
'Door Prizes
*Hands-on Exhibits
*Murray the Robot
'Norman Rockwell Paintings,
I meted .116th

Voice Actuated

n

Less than
thin! Two-ptarback speeds. #14-1040

-

Cut
39°4

ONO..

151R.38
9

25 95
71 built-in functions
Battery/solar powered

#65,979

24-Range
Digital VOM

59 95

4995

Never drive "alone'
again! #21-1509 -

Hi-Definition
Audio Cassettes

-60 Minute

59 95
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Fantastic Food Bar

P09 -9.49'P09.4.29
Stock up now--no limit!
#44.940/941

Check Your Phone Book for the Ratite Thaek Store or Dealer Nearest You
'te,e'L,
1SWITCNAKE 101.04 101eDPutSi phones /1041, CY, OCAt"
MOst Major Credit
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Louie's 'Steak House

RIArt

39?e?
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A family favorite-

34% Off

Cut
33%
17% Off

SOMERSET, Ky.' 1AP I - A
Burnside resident was shot to
death while he and a companion
were allegedly attempting to steal
marijuana from a cornfield near
Somerset, according to Pulaski
County Sheriff Sam Catron.
He said Roy Lee Walters, 23,
died Tuesday in a Lexington
hospital.
Catron said that as Walters and
his companion were leaving the
field, they were confronted by an
armed man who ordered them to
give up the marijuana.
The man then struck Walters
with the gun, which discharged
and sent a bullet into the back of
his head.
No charges have been filed, nor
has the armed 'man been
Identified.
Catron said 36 stripped marijuana plants. were confiscated
from a cornfield near the shooting
atut-a-ft investigation was

till

24
9
,
75995
4R9e.95
Reg. 99.95 Set of 3
• --You-just carv't miss the big- --Three stations, three Ow13
/
4" buttons! Tone/pulse'
nets Plug into AC outlets to
#43-344
talk or monitor #43-218

Compact "
Mobile CB

Scientific
Calculator

*Live Storytelling
'The Amazing Adventurs Mazt
•Scoutnround Theater
*And Much:Much Morel '

St. and Calloway Ave. on the Campus of Murray State University

Reg
- 95.: 95

AArt
Not 1
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and p
to sat
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Burnside man
killed after -attempting to
steal marijuana

Save
$40

HALF
PRICE

7995

NATIONAL
SCOUTING
MUSEUM!

• Voice Activation
• Toll-Saver
Operates from any Touch-Tone phone! Dual microcassettes make changnserand-storing messages
easy #43-394

WHITESBURG, Ky. (AP) A
Mrs. Smith was convicted of
defense lawyer has asked Letcher complicity to murder and comCircuit Judge F. Byrd Hogg to
plicity to robbery May 27, but
order the Kentucky Department of Hogg declared a mistrial in the
Public Advocacy to increase his secondary penalty phase of the
pay for defending a woman accus- trial, in which jurors attempted to
ed of plotting the deaths of her decide whether the Smiths should
parents and brother last year.
receive the death penalty or life
Ned Pillersdorf of Prestonsburg imprisonment.
4.
asked Hogg to require the departPillersdorf said in his request
ment to pay him $100 for each hour for higher pay that he believed he
he spends in court and $75 per hour
would spend about 300 hours
outsie . the courtroom to defend
preparing for a retrial of the
Carolyn Smith of Isom.
penalty proceeding, scheduled for
Pillersdorf represented Mrs. Nov. 7. The state has allotted
Smith during a three-week irlain Pillersdorf only $2,500--1er the May, when she and her husband, retrial, he, said.
'
Anthony Smith, were convicted on
The lawyer said he was paid
charges stemming from the Aug. $2,500 for 250 hours he spent
1, 1987, murders of Sie, Judy and preparing for Mrs. Smith's May
Buster Shepherd,
trial. Hogg has denied
The Smiths and another Letcher Pillersdorf's request to withdraw
County couple were accused (:); as Mrs, Smith's lawyer. He said in
tAlcing
_._threz.LeaLlortighex..pay..that_he_
Shepherds were locked inside a had been unable to recruit another
mobile home that was set on fire. lawyer for-his client.
The prosecutor claimed -the
murders were part of a dispute
with the Shepherds over custody of
the Smiths' 3-year-old daughter.

Family NIgh-t-

Re9
129.95

By

Defense lawyer requests.
pay hike by state office

Murray Board
ofEducation

Low As 1115 Per Month •

9-1-A

•K 3
•3 2
•9 5 3 2
•J 10 9 5 4

EAST
WEST
One cannot judge the true value •6 5 4 2
41b 10 8
of a hand by studying only his own •10 7 6 5
qlP K 98
13 cards. Partner's bidding must -• 10 8 7 4
•8
also be considered Witness this fine +2
•A K Q 8 7 6 3
example played at a regional tourSOUTH
nament in Gatlinburg, Tenn.
4 A Q J 97
Does a jump to six spades look ap,
11 A Q J 4
•AKQJ
petizing with only one king and just
a doubleton spade' Not if you're
thinking only about North's 13 Vulnerable: Both
cards. On the other hand, if you ana- Dealer- North
lyze South's bidding, the slam bid is The bidding'
West
South
North East
a standout choice.
Pass
2+*
Pass
1+
South's cue-bid announced a 2•
Pass
3+
3+
game-going hand, and North, up to 4
5•
Pass
Pass
the point that he raised to four 6+
Pass
Pass
Pass
spades, had promised little or nothgame-forcing
Opening lead - Club deuce
ing except timid spadettippOrt. In
the face of this, South continued
BID WITH THE ACES
9-1 B
with a probe of five hearts. Surely if
South thinks he's safe at the five- South holds:•10 8
V K 98
level without the -spade king, he
•6
must be safe at the six-level with
•A K Q 8 7 63
the aid of North's spade king.
In actual play, South managed to South North
1•
win all 13 tricks. He ruffed the 1+
2*
2
opening lead and crossed to the
spade king to win a heart finesse. ANSWER: Three no-trump. Bid
The heart ace was cashed, a heart what you think you can make.
ruff brought down the king, and a dibridge questions to The Aces, PQ Box
amond back to the ace allowed Send
1.2363 Dallas Texas 75225, with self-addressed.
South to draw trumps and claim the stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1961 l'ruted Feature Syterltra(e
remaining tricks.

Board of
Attention All
Education Employees:
Don't Miss The

Reg. 139.95

Beeperless" Phone Answerer

Recorder
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Save
s50
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"Notetaker"

Deck copies personal
tapes and plays two
tapes in sequence
#14-643

Shown with

opoonai CD

Sample sounds-and reproduce them on the keyboard!
Eight preset sounds, 10 autorhythms #42-4006

charged
in death of
Sandra Hall.,

PS pg...4

Dual Cassette

7995

Auto-search finds selections
fast. Memory plays up to 15
selections in any sequence.
#42-5006

OO AO
GO MO

Save 9995
s60 Reg. 159.95
Low As

Enjoy Superb Digital Stere0

-Dual-Cassette Rack Stereo

35

99PaP,

Prints 200

m
459-95#26-2812

13995

day and again Wednesday may be
connected to the disappearance of
Angela Settle,28,of Scottsville.
She was reported missing July 3
after failing to-return home from
her job at a Bowling Green shoe
store.
Brady said a search uncovered
bones, a shoe and other articles of,
clothing.
Three Indiana men have been
indicted by a Warren County
grand jury on charges of robbing
the store. According to the indictment, Miss Settle died during or
shortly after the incident, but the
three have not been charged with
her death.
Those indicted Monday on
charges of robbery and kidnapping are: Paul Miller Sr., 43, of
Brownstown, Ind.; and Paul
Miller Jr., 24, and Michael
Zeigler, 20, both of Columbus, Ind.
All are lodged in Lawrence
County Jail in Bedford, Ind., on
charges of attempted murder,
armed robbery, criminal confine!Ilea and conspiracy to commit
armed robbery hi copnection with
robberies in Bedford and'
Columbus.

Man

NORTH

"Tci live is, in itself a value judgment To breathe is to judge "
- Albert Camus

Skeletal remains found

Radio firaek

100 %NAM Per

rorism, you obviously do not let
the terroriSts know precisely what
steps you are taking to counter
their-terrorism. Nor shall we. But
my message to them is this: Do
not doubt our resolve to defeat terrorism," Mrs. Thatcher said.
Police said Wednesday'a-bomb
in Londonderry, Northern
Ireland's second-largest city, was
intended for British security
forces but was accidentally triggered by an elderly Catholic man.
He and an elderly Catholic woman
died in the blast.
•

BOBBY WOLFF

$3.59

Hours

Sun -Thurs. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-11 p.m.

ij

(Formerly Western ,Sinlin
Location)
753-2244
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"WHEN DO THE GOOD THINGS START"

if WOLFF

CLASSIFIED works WONDERS!

You are more precious
to me than anything
in the world.
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Do You Know What Love Is?
By Abraham J. Tweraki, M.D.

Are love and passion identical?
Not if we define love as sincere
consideration for another person
and passion as an appetite we wish
to satisfy.
True love is directed toward

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

another person. If necessary we
will sacrifice our own comfort to
make that other person happier.
But passion can be simply selfish
gratification. So if what you feel is
passion, don't expect to receive
love in return.

ng
deuce

THE FAR SIDE

iCES
9-I B

By GARY LARSON

63

rump Bid
make.

Do you love someone? Have you
told him or her how intense your
feelings are? Were you upset by
the lack of reciprocation?
How much of what you feel for
the other person is true love, and
how much is the gratification of
your needs by the other_person? It
Is okay to be hungry,and it is okay
to feel passion. Just don't mistake
either of these two feelings for
love.
How much Of your own
gratification are you willing to
sacrifice for the person whom you
profess to love?

Cancer:
Do You Know
The Facts?

447-rar--

Aces. PQ Box
self-addressed
Syndicate

For a FREE publication,
"CANCER FACTS FOR
PEOPLE OVER 50," call

the
Cancer Information Service.
Call toil-free today!
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MORE FACTS OF NATURE: As part of nature's way
to help spread the species throughout their
ecological nic.hiktoIson often utilize a behavior
naturalists haw described as "ballooning."

I

Cancer
Information
Service _
1-800-4-CANCER
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WHAT'S THIS MEATBALL POING
IN VOUR DEP ?
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2 .Notice

2

GIFTS FOR ALL OC
CASIONS. Decorated
sweatshirts, wall
hangings, folk art,
pillows, quilts and old
baby cradle. Open Sat
106, Sun. 12 6. Located
on Hwy 121 South near
Cherry Corner

INVEST 1N YOUP.
FIGURE Obtain 1.'

ACROSS

Notice

KEEP your structure
weight, firm and tighten
tissue at any age. Free
figure analysis. Murray
Hot Tubs & The Body
Designer, 115 S. 13th St.,
Murray, KY 753 3492

Notice

BEETLE! I
WARNED YOU
ABOUT SLEEPING
ON GUARD DUTY!
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NO SNOTS-NO MSS
NO CONTRACTS
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DOLLS, TEDDY
BEARS, CLOWNS,
CATS,& KITTENS
ON DISPLAY
Corner of - Mb & Olive
Choose 3,000 Gift Items
From My "WORLD OF
PRODUCTS" Catalog.
Yard Sale Of These
Items Tomorrow
& Saturday
PUNCH Embroidery
Lynda's Pretty Punch
Plus Shop on Highway
893, 2 miles' west of
Hazel, has a back to school special on
thread. See us for all
your punch embroidery
Supplies (including a
free pattern with each
visit) and for sweat-shirts, long and short.
sleeve,. in S, M, L, XL,
XXL, 'and XXXL, starting at the low price of
only $4. Also have
children's sweatshirts
(492'8580r
WE clean your rings,
free. We discount
jewelry, every day. We
buy old gold. We sell for
less, we guarantee it.
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold. If we,
don't have what you
want we will get it -for
you. Gold Nugget, 106
E. South Street,
Mayfield,..Kx.,_ Phone
502,247 6762.
TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. 33.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included_
Also, -slides, . negatives
and photographs. Free
pick -Up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
.Video Production
Specialttes 759-9246.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply:
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care.
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever.
For free information
call:
"Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local claim service"

46

a

753-9356
GOING out of' business
'
sale
John's Saving
Center, 2206- Coldwater
Rd. All merchandise
sale priced. Cash Sales
orly.

PRO WET?
Send your check or
money donation to
•
The Committee
For A Progressive Sturm)
P.O. Box MB, Uruveratty Station
Murray KY 457:
6

Help

Wanted

ADMISSIONS court
celor, Educational Ta
lent Search, Murray
State University, 1/2
time, $7,000. Position to
begin October 1, 1988
Bachelor's degree in
counceling - or education
or a related area. 23
years post secondary
admissions experience
preferred
interested
appliunts should submit a resume and cover
letter by September 16,
1988 to Kathryn Pasco,
TRIO Programs,
Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071.
Murray State Univers
ity is- an Affirmative
Action.- Equal Oppor
tunity Employer.
ASSEMBLERS. Earn money asseThbling
Musical Teddy Bears.

Ala/eriaIs

up p

Write: Jo El Enterprises, P.O. Box.2203, Kissimmee. FL
32742-2203.
BABYSITTER needed
in my home for 3
children 3-11 shift. University area. 753 7948.
BABYSITTER needed 4
days per week, 2 5p m.,
in my home, light
housekeeping. Must

proVide own transporta t-i-on-,_an-cs references. .753-3862 after
5p.m.
COOK wanted_ Apply -in
person, T.J.'s Bar B -Q,
8 0 6 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.
E N T-A-t Hygenist
needed in Paoucah
office 4 days a week.
Salary negotiable. Send
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-M, Murray, KY
42071.
EXPERIENCED injection molding utility'
man for second and
- third shift. Paris Mold
Inc. (901) 642-3764..'
PULL time position in .
local 'doctors' office..
Responsibilities include
doing insurance, filing,
billing and receptionist.
Hours are Monday
Friday, 8a.m.,4:30p.m.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-H, Murray,
KY 42071.

Subby's
Now Hiring

11 -Obscure 13 Indian tent
16 Poems
19 Engine
20 Mountain
lakes
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4
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10 IIII 23
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13
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fear
2 33
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39 Scheme
41 Music MI
36
written
42 Greek letter
44 Part of
"to be
46 Selenium
42
symbol

4

Hours:
6:30-5:15
1503 Stadiam
View Dr.

GODDEN Latex Waft
paint, 5 gal. can $29.99
Get at Black's Decorat
ing Center, 701 S 4th
5f-7, Murray

lEtbill100121
MCI0
Lina E EN N S 101 RCA
SEWJ
TEASE
RR

1
15 16

Limited enrollment
available at this

CALl
753-00297—

111

7

Quality Child Care
With Educational
Program
Ages 2-4 years old

IN JUST b WEEKS!
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6 Tapestrv
7 Abound
8 Harvest
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9 Negative
10 -A Comedy
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CENTER

Answer to Previous Puzzle

34 The sweetsop
35 Storches
36 Xenon
symbol
37 Mountain

1 Rasp
6 Make
amends
11 "Here Come
pass
the ---"
38 Honor
12 Rumor
39 Fruit seed
14 Lampreys
40 Spanish
15 Central parts
article
17 Note of scale
41 Turf
18 Toll
42 Otherwise
19 Title of
43 Designates
respect
45 Landed
20 Cover
property
21 Hypothetical
._.47 Shatter
foto.
48 Martin and
22 Pius XII and
Jones
John XXIII
23 Female horse
DOWN
24 Moves
spirally
1 Ravenous
-28w Ed. e g
2 Iffitate
27 God of love
3 Paid notices
28 Congenial
4 Tellurium
29 Document
symbol
31 Funeral cars
5 Gets away by
flight
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24.
44.

ORDINANCE NUMBER it,8-872
-AN ORDINANCE LEVYING AN AD
VALOREM TAX IN THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, FOR THE YEAR 1988
UPON ALL PROPERTY IN THE CITY OF
MURRAY AA SHOWN BY THE CALLO WAY
COUNTY ASSESSMENT AS OF JANUARY
1, 1988, SAID COUNTY ASSESSMENT BEING ADOPTED BY THE CITY OF MURRAY
PURSUANT TO MRS 132.285: PROVIDING
THAT THE MONEY RECEIVED FROM
THESE TAXES SHALL BE PAID INTO THE
GENERAL FUND OF THE CITY OF MURRAY AND BE USED FOR GENERAL
GOVERNMENTAL EXPENDITURES, EXCEPT FOR THE .02t LEVY IMPOSED FOR
THE FUNDING OF ACTIVE PENSIONERS,
MURRAY POLICE AND FIREMEN'S PENSION.FUND: SF.TTING A DATE ON WHICH
THESE AD VALOREM TAXES WILL
BECOME DELINQUENT; PROVIDING
FOR PENALTY AND INTEREST FOR
DELINQUENT PAYMENT; AND PRO. VLDING FOR PUBLICATION CHARGE FOR
ADVERTISEMENT OF A DELINQUENT
TAX LISTING. WHEREAS, a public hearing, pursuant to
House Bill 44 was held by the Murray City
Council on August 25, 1988, with respect to
the adoption of an ad valorem tax rate and
prior thereto was advertised according to
law:
NOW, TITEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED
BY THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL,COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS
FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
Section I. That an ad valorem tax rate of
.3180t is hereby levied on each $100 valuation
of all property, including franchises,in the
City of Murray, Kentucky.sublett tit taxation
for operation of_the-City of Murray General
Fund.
-fVection II. That an ad valorem tax rate of
.0210t is hereby levied on each $100 valuation
of all property, including franchises, in the
City of Murray, Kentucky. -subject to taxation, for Mg" fuhding of active pensioners,
Murray Police and Firemen's Pension Fund.
Section III. That an ad valorem tax of 23t is
hereby levied on the taxable value of all
bank shares in the City of Murray, Kentucky, subject to taxation pursuant to MRS
136.270.
Section IV. That an interest rate of 6r- per annum shall be imposed on all Unpaid property tax bills as of January 1, 1989 with unpaid
property tax bills continuing'to bear this interest rate until date of payment. Section V.Thal alb% penalty shall helinposed on all unpaid property tax bills as of
November 1, 1988 which shall be in addition
to the actual amount of ad Valorem tax.
Section VI. That the-City perk-Tax Collector
shall publish, according to law, on or about
April 1, 1989, a list of deliquent property tax
payers and in addition to penalities and interest hereto imposed, a $2.00 publication
charge shall be added to each published property tax bill.
Section VII. That this ordinance shall be in ruff
force and effect from and after its adoption -and publjcation as required by law.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
25 day of August, 1988.
Adopted by the Murray City Council an the
30 day of August 1083.
Holmes Ellis. Mayor
Attest: JD Crass, City Clerk
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

alters and
aving the
led by an
d them to

c Walters
ischarged
le back of

HE MUST NOT
DEL IEVE IN
THE SPAGRETTi
FAIRY

ego
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1

'gal

Manager and Manager
trainee with food servo
experience

-753-7827

Subby's
Subs-N-Yogurt
_do4t.e E
NEED babysitter for 1

"yesr— old;' Writ- 'TAW
12-30 in my home.
753 1740 before 3:00.

OPERAT_I•ONS
Management- Pro•
gressive, well,es
tablisfi-icr company is
seeking individual with
a successful work his
tory in operatons management. Degree in
industrial technology or
business ,is preferred,
but experienced with
progressive increased
responsibility will be
considered. If you_are
looking for a dynamic
growth oriented • posi
fion with great oppor
tunity for advancement
this is an excellent
career oportunity
Ex,
celjent solar* and ben
efits. Send resume to:
P.O
Box 1040 K
Murray, KY d071
POSITION open for
cooks, day and 'night "
shifts Apply in person:
Homeplace Restaurant,
1906 Coldwater Rd
ALES DIRECT - $44,
200.00 Guaranteed with
opportunity to make
more . Excellent train
no Experience helpful
but not required. Serious inquiries only Call
Personnel Dept. Thur.
or Fri only (901)
373-6001

tha laga. a dliNG AM. 41101•11L.,

•
•••
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40 .

Help

9

Wanted

Situation Wanted

15

Articles for Sale

-flULT lawn care P'e 1983 J.D. 750 tractor,
s•clential / commercial /WO, tractor tires._ front
Experiencea &
weights, 3 cyl - diesel
POSftVPS cIV &tat*,for
asonrable Computer With 180 hours, model 5.4
LPN it.ill be part time tor
scheduled Call 436 2879
la 1/2) bush flog, 5' hay
-3-11 or 11-7 shift COMforks, 150 gallon fuel
10 Business Opportunity
petlive salary and
tank with stand. $.5,500
Also 1 Fisher wood
be'
•
stoves and Kitchen Aid
Local Auto
'•cportable dishwasher
employees ritereste'
Parts
like new. Call after
a e 4r,,,,r
5p.m , 753 3076
Business
care .
WOOD stoves Make
For Sale
are awarded tor RN
an offer_ 753-7975
'1 PIECE living room
. _.
SChOOJ 01 Nursing anate
suite, rust and brown
nually Advancement
model part numbers & colol-, good condition
3,17
prnr- •
wet-balanced Stock inGirl's 20" Huffy bicycle.
4••..
cluding paint
1 year oid. 1982 Honda
.€10,at l.levels 01 nursing
Buy or lease budding. _ 3 wheeler 200. 437 4524.
4 ROCKil wheels and
APPIT-At
Write P.O. Box 7239,
tires, fits,...rehevy truck
WIlitvisw Nursing
•
. Paducah or
4300 or bes-t --offer.
Home
759.1915 after 5p.m.
Call 502-442-8201.
_ 14015_18th St.
paled hay for sale
" E.O.E. M/F
753 6673. •
11 Instruction
FRIDAY
Martha
•IANDY man for apar •
Miniatures-;.--pageant
tme.nt complex. Duties
dresses to size '67 boys
include: cleaning,
clothes to size 10. 2nd
painting and some
left in Hazel off South
minor . repairs. Write
641.
P.O. Box 1040-G,
OLD butcher block
Mwray,- KY- 42071, giv
from 1830s, large old
ing1 past work history.
TRAVEL AGENT
walnut wardrobe; 19"
kENTUCKY Fried
TOUR GUIDE
color ' TV, 545; Christ
Chicken is looking for a
maS 'quilt. 753-0079 or
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST
few energetic, hard
See at Bygones, Hwy 94
working persons for our
•
East.
management trainee- . -Start locally, full time part
time Tram on live airline comSMALL metal desk and
prograin and for
puters HMIe study and remchair. Singer sewing
customer and food serfs,
dent training. Flnancial aid
machine, platform
vice Positions. If you
available. Job placement
rocker. 753-6694.
assistance National Hdqutrs
are aggressive and
Pompano Bch. FL
SUN Capsule, 700 hours
want to grow and
prosper with an eson , bulbs. 753 0882 ask
A.C.T. THAvEl. SCHOOL
-tablished food service
for Tina. After 5p.m.
business, apply in per759 1345.
1-800-3
2
7-7
728
.son Friday and SaturH S ('
Ac' red:tet1 membrr
16. Home Furnishings
day, September 2 and 3,
1-5p.m. at.' Kentucky 16
1 CUBIC ft uprighf
Fried Chicken, 205 N. BE a tractor trailer freezer, good condition,
12th. .St. in Murray. driver or heavy equip 5125. 489-2538.
ment operatbr. Men and
M/F. EOE.
25.4 CUBIC ft.. Admiral
'Mi1NAGER TRAINEE women start today on a chest freezer, still has
paying
new
high
career.
for The Body Designer
so m:t warr .anty.
at Murray Hot Tubs, 115 No experienCe neces
General Electric_re
sky
or
need
to
quit
job
S. 13th St, 753-3492.
to start training. frigerator with crushed
MURRAY Shoney's
Financial aid available. or cube ice maker' in
now hiring manageJob placement, assis- door. Both very nice.
ment trainees. Apply in
753 0906.
t -a nce.C- or
person - at Shoney's, respondence/ resident 6 PIECE Ciak sectional
Kentucky Oaks Mall, training.-Superior couch by Broyhill. Color
Paducah.
Good
Training Services, call is sandlewood
NEED a job. 4 openings 1 800 527-9502 for inter. condition. Paid $1,350 3
now. You may qualify view in -your area. Ask years -ago. Will take
if
l)you do not have for free career booklet. $500. Also Kroehler
GED or your high Headquarters: rocker/ recliner, $50.
schoot diptoma, (21 your
A_z Call Call 759-9872.
-have been OurOf-school anytime!
AUTOMATIC de9 months or more, (3).
humidifier. Used only 3
you are between ages 16
months. Prices
& 21. We are a EOE.
437-4244.
This project is funded
GAS dryer for sale. Can
TRAIN
-by the Western Ky.
be seen at 211- Riviera
Private Industry
TO BE A
Courts or call 753 1252.
Council- JTPA. Call
PROFESSIONALKING-Size waterbed,
J.T:P.A. Out Of School
•sECRETARY
complete with Wave
753-9378 between 8:30
•"I('. RECEPTIONIST
'Crest mattress and 3
'12.00-5 days a week
•FALCI
sets of sheets, $300.
SECRET aRI.
753-3518.
$20,000 Plus
..4krt
kING size waterbed,
Per Year!
.•
bookcase headboard
Sales people arid tour
with mirror, mattress.
e•r.tr-,
%a
for
needed
guides
•44.4 114clutra l'ornpano Bch
Asking S250. Call after
on
EAGLE'S , REST
•Finsava1 %Ad Ivailabl•
4p.m. 753 0784.
beautiful Kentucky' Lake
•Je• Km...tr.-et I...4%3.re
NEW Magic. Chef
Must hay* tor with air
1-800-31-7728
microwave oven, - $100.
conditioning. Work Fr,
flO Ii SKI SCHIN)1.
492-8790.
-day, Satur-elay, Suns:fay
REST COMFORTAand Monday
BLY in this, beautiful
GUARANTEED SALARY
couch_ and chair set.
PLUS COMMISSION E‘Excellent condition.
eerien...e not netessor.
Reasonably priced only
14
Want to Buy
Call (615)232-5031
5100! Call 753-5904 or
Tone
--Ask-4er -Hake -or
b7 'Enterprises, 753 3895 after 5p.m..
buyer of scrap metals, SIMMONS MaX*1 pedic
Direct.
$44, top prices paid (502) full size box springs,
SALES
.100.00 Guaranteed with 3 8 2- 2 8 8 3 or
9 0 1 ) mattress and frame.
oppertunity to make 364 3.367
Never used. New dark
mere Excellent trainwood headboard ining Experience helpful
cluded. $395 • for all.
but not required Ser•
759-4155.
iouS -inquiries only. Call
Standing timber.
TWIN bed maple 'head
Personnel_ Dept. Thurs.
We use horses no and foot board and
only.
or Fri
mattress. Good condi
901 373 6004.
skidder. Call after 6. tion. $40. 753 7526.
TOTA'L image consul
USED solid maple din
Ken 615-232-6425
tant needegt Training
ette table with 1 leaf and
available. 502 412 1481
4 chars. Priced very
reasonably. 753 4429.
15 Articles for Sale
Experienced
VICTORIAN goose neck
1982 FORD pick up, tow
sofa, good; matching
Automotive
mileage,- new tires,
early American love
.ondition,
goOd running ,
Clean-Up Man
seat and rocker, .good;,.
$4,500
Also
3
Rat
733-1372
Call
Hysea panel or Piere
Terriers_
753
2299.
For interview appointment
less aeTern, perfect;
-,
TRUCK S-TRA ILERSbutter, sugar and
ANTIQUES FOR SALE
creamer; old bottles BUSES INC.
Blue Door Antiques
Beam whiskey ad misc
Horse's-Mouth
Wanted to buy Regency
Antiques
Wanted
Situation
9
China bought at Bank of
Ginger's Antique Mall
Murray
759 1968 or
CHRISTIAN lady will
lbecades Ago Antiques
753 4612 ask for Damon
Couritry Collectibles
clean houses, and do
WASHER, dryer and
Ginger's Antiques &
plumbing
References
cook stove. Good buy
Refinishing
available 492 13899 after
753 4081 after 5p m.
Ox Yoke Antique Mall
5P.M
Miss Martha's
GENERAL house an of
19. Farm Equipment
Antiques
lice cleaning, also win
All in Hazel. Kentucky.
650 JOHN Deere tractor
_ ciOav waSher-,1/14,..,1199k-- - Open seven days a
with 60 inch mower.
striping Years- of exweek On US 641 eight
Like new, 135 hours
perience Fast dependa
miles south of Murray
$6,000 753 8673.
:ble and honest. Re'
Call 5021 492-8138 for
ferences supplied Call
CASE 660 combine with
Information.
bean header Like new
" 759 1578.

LPN.

1101011,0*110

WANTED

S's I it

I I

1 \A1141, .0, I ii F

Gantriontii Casual yCornParrf

1..# III I

CNA
Mae.

,111
-Sun
71 '
united arnere an
incur-ante oerspany

22

Music ai

LOWREY organ Sym
phonic citation theatre

24

FIREWOOD

What do all these Companies have in
Common? In Murray, they are all
represented by:

RECENTLY retired to
this area Closed music
store Have brand new
Jasper American and
Kimball pianos and
organs for sale at
drastically reduced
prices. EZ play organs,
consoles, spinet and 1
petite baby_ grand
piano. Call for appoin
tment 362 4077, 362 4170.
USED church pianos.
Used organs: Hammond, Baldwin,
Lowrey. Used grands.
Practice pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co., next.
-to Penney's, ,Paris,
Tenn.

24

Miscellaneous
SLIDE In eampgr,
self contained, $900. 13
ton log splitter, $900.
753-7783 after 5p.m.
EMBROIDERY, screen
printing, trophies,
group orders. Faye's,
753 7743, next to
Pagliai's
FIREWOOD for Sale
Tree removal and
complete lawn service.
Free estimate. 436-2758.
FOR Sale- Used stoves,
refrigerators, dishwashers, lawn mowers
and lots more. Come by
and see. Bellew's Used
Merchandise and Small
Engine Repair, 800 S.
4th.
FOR sale- Sharp
copiers and fax
machines. Demo units
also available. Call
1 800-248 4319.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
"Our 26th Veer Of Service.'

4

September Specials
Perms
for

$27.

Volume

Perms
(Volume No Curls

Reg $25 for

$20

Specials good Tueleday. and Wedne%dapi nni.t

Westside Beauty Shop
107 S 15th St

sale

(SCT) organ loaded
With full souno plus
Magic Genie Must see
and play to appreciate.
Call 753 1411 after
5.30p.m Saturday all
day

FOR sale: sofa bed,
twin mattress springs
and frame, dune buggy
and trailer. 474-2765.
FURNISHED apartment free for middle age woman or girl who
wIll help with
housework. Extra pay
for extra Work. East of
Almo. Also for sale- 2
wood stoves with
jackets, $75 each; .gas
heater, $200.
FOR sale: Maple dining
table with 2 leaves, just
refinished. Days 7531953, nights 753-0870.
GO Carts, go carts, go
carts. 5 hp. single &
double seat. _Keith's
Lawn & Tractor Center,
Industrial Rd. Call 759
9831.
I would like to have two
girl sleeper, $75 per
week. Also to take care
of sick or elderly person, $600 per month.
759-9233.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate defivery.
Alcree Portable
BUildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502 247 7831.
LAWN mowers, tiller,
hickory chips $20 pick ep
load, dishes, clothes and
lots more. Bellew's Used
Merchandise and Small
Engine Repair, 800 S 4th
St.
PROFESSIONAL
Publishing - Computer
with laser printer. Do
Your own magazines,
brochures, newsletters.
Imports from word
processors. Includes, 40
meg hard disk, mouse,
PC paint, expanded
memory, word pro
cessing, graphics
capable. Will Give
Instruction- 753-2880.
PUSH,_ pull, or drag in
your old pushmower &
get $50 off on a new
Toro. Keith's Lawn &
Tractor Center, In•
dustrial Rd. Call 759
9831.
•
STEEL BUILDINGS
Must sell 2 steel
buildings from can
cellation. Brand new,
never erected. One is 40
x 44. Will sell 0r
balance owed. Call Jim
1 800-527 4044.
USED mowers for sale,
Gilson 16 hp., John
Deere 8 hp., Sears 11hp.
/5,12.499
avow lir- Tractor
Center, Industrial Rd.
20 Sports Equipment
759 9831.
'BUSINESSES Caps, WATER heaters,: etec - _
jackets, T shirts, golf friC, 40 gallon, double
shirts for employees heating elements, 5
and advertisement Can years, glass lined tank,
be e-mbroidered or $119.99 Wallin Hard
printed_ Faye's, 514 ware, Downtown Paris,
Main St , 753 7743
Tn
WE service all brands
22 .4Ausical
of lawn mowers & chain
A(TO saxaphone, 5300 saws. We also have
Trumpet, $150. Wurlit parts for Murray lawn
mowers. Keith's Lawn
zer -piano, $500 'Excel
lent -condition. 753-8583 & Tractor, Industrial
after 6p.m
Rd. Call J9.9$31

Reg. $32

for

437-4667

1

#111111Olr'

Repair and refinish
furniture
)ualffred8 elpenenced
Hare cltolce
Antique Furniture

Hubert Coles
Antiques
641 South

753-3344

492-8714

26.TV-Radio
PORTABLE VCR,
video camo, turner,
charger and more. $485.
Call 753,5206 after 4p.m.
PORTABLE VCR
movie camera and re,
corder with carrying
case and extra battery.
Priced to sell, $600 firm.
753-9513.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
)0x55 ELCAR, $800.
759 4850.
1 4x 6 5, 1984 HOUSE
trailer, 2 bedrooms, 2
baths. Nice location,
close to college.
753-4437.
14x65 EAGLE mobile
home, 2 - bedroom, 2
bath. Call 435-4595 after
5p.m.
14x65 WITH 12x16 addon and small basement
with wood furnace, fruit
trees, outside storage
With 6 lots. Deep well,
new water heater and
pump, dishwasher,
washer and dryer, ceiling fan, near the lake.
436-5682.
1971- 12x60, 2 Bedrooms,
stove and refrigerator,
5.4,000. 753-8311 or 751.
2259.
19/2 MOBILE home,
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath,
very good condition.
Gas heat • and central
air. 53,800 or best offer.
753-4339.
1983, 2 4 x 6 6
SPRINGHILL, partially furnished with
satellite dish. Moving,
must sell, $23,500 or best
offer. Call 753-6769
1984- MOBILE- home28x65, 3 bedroom, 2 1/2
bath, yellbw vinyl siding, must move. Must
sell! 7 5 3•3153
9a.m.-5p.m.'; 43'6-2582
after 5p.m.
1988 CLAYTON, -3 bedroom, 2 full -baths,
utility, all electric.
Phone days 753-0411,
after 5p.m. 436 5874.
24x65 DOUBLE wide, I
bedroom, 2 bath,
$18,00. 12X60 -2- bed,
room, 1 b-atti,
436-2332 before 2:30p.m,
Anytime on weekends.
MUST SELL! 1983 Re
dman 14x70 3 bedroom,
2 bath, centFal heat and
air, kitchen appliances,
dishwasher, u-nderpin
fling and steps. $9,800 or
best offer. 362 9895.

28 Mobile Homes for Rent 32 AptV for Rent
OR 3 Bcr, furnished or NOW taking

ap
plications on site for
Section 8 rint sub
sidized apartments, 1
bedroom
Southside
Manor Apartments,
9 1 IA M.,. and 12 2P M.,
Monday through friday.
753 8221. Equal Housing
Opportunity

unfurnished. some new
furniture, natural gas _
electric, air con
ditioned. Shady Oaes
753 5209

30 Business Rentals
OR car shop for rent
753 9386 or 753 4509
A BAY shop, all or part.
Call Brent Allen at
759 1515.
15R IVEWAY5 put in
from start to finish.
Pouring concrete driv
eways, sidewalks,
patios and -curbs. Hauling grwiel, leveling
driveways, putting in
pipe. No asphalt. Free
estimates 436-5430 or
753-0659
POURING concrete driv
ewa Y 5, sidewalks,
patios arid curbs. No
asphalt
Free es
timates. 436 5430 or
753 0659.

34

Houses for

Rent

38 Pets-Supplies
SHELTIES. (Toy Col
lies), Lassie Color, 354
8211

Public Sales

41

40

Produce

APPLES 489 2167,
Tucker Orchards,
Murray Landfill Road
41

Yard Sale

41. F

Public Sales

Ya

GARAGE
SALE

Thur., Fri., Sat.
Sept. 1, 2, 3
8 AM-5 PM

Sat.

Saturdax
1104 County Cork
Gatesborough

BEDROOM, 2 bath,
home in Canterbury,
Take Hwy 94E to Mathia
$550 per month rent.
Rd. turn left Aurora
753 4000 ask for Judy,
(Watch for signs.)
BEDROOM
house,
1'
New quilts
central gas heat and
mens
air, -average--WI-4N 84S-----eiamesT--rmsc-rtemsno
smokers,
pets
Non
dinnette set, living
753 0157 or 753-8218
room suit

228

Tools
item:
item
atbur
ends

Sofa set, dishes,
boys clothes, toys,
etc

36 For Rent or Lease
RENT to Own a Heavy
Duty Washer and
Dryer, $18 - per week
Call Movie World at
753 4663

31.Want to Rent

37

Livestock-Supplies

WOULD like to rent lof
around Murray with
mobile home hook-ups.
753 1905.
•

1 REGISTERED
American Saddle Bred
Stallions, 3 years old, $800
for both, $500 in
dividually. 474 2211 Ext.
32. Apts for Rent
207, 753-6125.
1 BEDRObM furnished SIMMENTAL and
apartment. Lease and Simbrah bulls. Per
deposit, no pets. 753- formance & semen
9208 after 4p.m.
tested. Excellent qual
BRICK duplex, two. 11y. $60 & up. Cadiz,
miles east of Murray. 2 Ky. 522 8794.
bedrooms each side.
Baseboard electric 38. Pets-Supplles
heat, window . air. $35, AKC registered collie
000. 753 1566 after 5p.m.
puppies, $165. 821 2127
MUR Cal apts. Nor
or 759-9251.
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. AKC registered mie
m
Now renting. Equal ture schnauzer, male,
Housing Opportunity. had shots, house
759-4984.
broken„ 492-8631 after
TAKING applications 6p.m.
for Section 8. Rent BLUE heeler puppies,
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 born July 23, 440. 436
BR. Apply Hilldale 2535.
Apts., Hardin, Ky. ,BEGISTERED Pointer
Equal Housing 'bird dog pups for sale.
Opportunity.
489-2804.

COMMUNITY
YARD SALE

Yard Sale

at New Concord
across from
Post Office
Fri., Sat. & Mon.
8 a.m.-6 p.m.

September 3
7 a.m.-?
203 Woodlawn
4-Party Sale

Pickup truck, furniture:

dishes, and armoire,
adult & children's
clothing, lots more

Open 6 Days
A Week
800 South 4th

71

-4t1

"'4e nave what.you re
looking for' Furniture.

clothes (all sizes),
frame, toys, glassware, etc.

If you like
yard sales
you'll love

Bellew Used
Merchandise
Store

.•

Yard Sale

Re

Fri. & Sat.

Sat.!
Lula 1
ray K

6th St. & Chestnut
Army surplus, Cam0
clothing, field jackets
duffel bags, army green
shirts and pants.- canteens, sleeping bags.
ammo cans, rain suits,

Nice
other
tric at
& chi
telept
Phyfe
fee &i
tablet
ture fi
- Dutc
bedsp
& whi
heater
- frost
applia
some,
frultel

tents. large & Small

753-9775

56 Acres For Sale - Prime Development Property
'I 4

Real
home
chen
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Auetic
Chuck

Terms
of sue
deed.
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CHESTNUY •

RD

1.

"

Frontage on North 16th Street & 121 Bypass
near Murray State University
All City Utilities Available
Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222

At ti
Lynn
94-W(
tint&
tion.
Wa.1111
wainu
- oak
china
drobe

chair:
desk
rocke
Brow
door
pigeoi
- nice

SEPTEMBER 11TH

Show off your grandchildren by inserting their phOto
the Murray Ledger & Times, Friday, September 9th, 1988

chen
cy sp

Phyfe
fee ts

COUPON
Please Insert my grandchild(s)photo in your paper.(Photo
Inclosed)

nice E
back
stove

Name of -Child

beer
cham
- old r
ner b,
marb
- stov
uprigI
- nice
- (2) 2
rests'
table
Crean
deep:

. . Name of grandparents

Cory Scott Paytes
Grandparents
Al & Nancy-Luddelce
Don & Marge P2y(CS

Enclosed Is $7.00 per child or bill me at the following
address:

2 drat
5-burl
make
make
bath I

Name:
Address:

American Republic

TRANSPORT LIFE
Union Bankers

Miscellaneous

APLE
Delicio
Wines
Ultra
Dams
Plum
Mc Ken

-

send photo, names_ of
grandparents, name of
child, self-addressed
envelope for return of
original photo awl 17.00
_
to
Murry Ledger & Tinfrs
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 420'1

bow v
short

- 1972
of pal
traile
mode
'AM/P
;ward
fiberp
-197
picku
point

Send by September 6 to be published September 9th
Extra copies
of paper available
to send to
relatives

Grandparents Day Greetings

Da
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CLASSIFIEDS
Produce

40

er
19 2/67,
ha r
Road.

APPLES Gold and Red
Delicious, Ozark Gold,
Winesaps, Jonathon,
Ultra Gold and Mutsu.
Damson and Prune
713.4725.
PI UinS.
McKenzie Orchards.

S ale s

41

luce

GE
3x
f Cork
,ugh
fishes,
, toys,

ale
er 3
lawn
;ale
irtiture
Sizes)
glass-

Public Sales

PASCHALL'S U Pick,
nectarines and yellow
peaches, V a bushel 3
miles west of Hazel,
49$ $5.49
1

Public Sales

Yard Sale Yard Sale
Sat., Sept. 3rd
7 a.m.-?
228 S. 15th St.

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
2 miles on
94 East

Tools, automotive
items, electronic
items,
clothing,

Little girls clothes,
4-6; men's clothes,

albums._ odds &
ends

YARD
SALE
719 South
4th Street
Saturday
Only!

ladieolothes other
misctwAS,.......-

GARAGE
SALE
Fri. 9:00 a.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.m.
Corner of MurrayParis and Green
Plains Church Road

Lamps,
antiques,
clothes and much
more!

Estate Auction

;ale
St.

eStnut
Camo
jackets
iy_greer
IS canbags
sultS
;mall
5

Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat. Sept. 3rd 1988 at 10 A.M. at the late Mrs.
Lola F. White home at 1808 Parklane Dr. in Murray Ky. just off So. 18th St.
Nice 4 piece bedroom suit - hide-a-bed couch other nice bedroom suit - couch & chair - electric sewing machine - drum table - maple table
& chairs with hutch - fancy lamp tables telephone table - bed side table - nice Duncan
Phyfe game table - marble top coffee table - coffee & end table large hand painted lamp - other
table lamps - floor lamps - dresser set - lot of picture frames - hat pins .
- lot of costume jewelry
- Dutchess doll - needle work - linen - chenille
bedspread - knee hole desk & chair - what not
& what not items - vacuum cleaner - electric
heater - old stamps - lot of Christmas decoration
- frost free - ef. - washer & dryer - small kitchen
appliances pots & pans - lot of tupperware some good old glass & China - stem pieces - old
fruiters • misc. MimsReal estate consists of nice 3 bedroom brick
home one bath - living room - large eat in kitchen - outside storage & carport
Auction held jointly with E.R.A. Real Estate.
Chuck Williams, Broker 759-9372.
Terms on real estate, 30% down selling price day
of auction, balance in 30 days with passing of
deed.

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
_ Licensed & Bonded in Ky. L Tenn. #1281 •

Darrell Beane-Terry Paschall
Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost It Pays"

Labor Day Auction
Monday,Sept.5, 1988
at 10:00 a.m.
At the

Dan Miller Auction Barn in
Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray, take
94-West to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield
thak 121 South to 1838, 3 miles to auction. Watch for auction signs.

4

1WW1111e1MW

41

40. Produce

Walnut poster bedroom suite - matching
walnut chairs & stool -3 other walnut chairs
- oak dresser - oak wash stand - small oak
china cabinet- oak piano bench - oak wardrobe - oak picture frames - oak dining
chairs - old wood high chair- small oak
desk - wood wash tub - camel back oak
rocker that was made by Mr. Farris at
Browns Grove, Ky. -old prayer bench - tin
door pie safe - World War I field trunk with
pigeon holes & small drawers • old Victrola
-nice poster bedroom suite - 2 old 8-day kitchen clocks - other old mantel clock - fancy spool type bed - supermice Duncan
Phyfe couCh & nice chair - unusual old coffee table - god old quilts - needlework nice gun cabinet - round table & 4 ladder
back chairs - old kereosene 3-burner cook
stove - set of old counter scales - Budweiser
beer advcirtisment sign clock with the
champion Clydesdale team & wagon (nice)
- old metal pedal car - old red wagon - dinner bell - wicker elephant table & lamp marble top lamp tables - good glass & china
stove & refrigerator - washer & dryer upright freezer - chest freezer - dish washer
- nice couch & chairs - recliner - color TV
- (2) 30-30 rifles - 4 shot guns - other gunsrestaurant equipment - 4-hole gas steam
table - 6 burner gas stove - Taylor soft ice
cream machine - nice floor model electric
deep fat fryer - 2 counter deep fat fryers 2 drawer bread warmer - small gas grill 5-burner gas grill - Tappan gas stove - ice
maker - 3 shaft Hamilton Beach shake
maker. Small wood home heater - cast iron
bath tub with claw feet nice compound
bow with scope - set of action ears - set of
short wave radios - 3 or 4 hundred used tires
- 1972 Ford car- approximately 200 gallons
of paint - commercial air compressor on
trailer with gas motor - super sharp 1980
model 1100 Honda motorcycle - Gold Wing
'AM/FM stereo radio - 50 h.p Johnson outboard motor • 14'6" Woodson trthull
fiberglass boat and heavy duty tilt trailer
- 1975 Chevrolet Impala Ton Ford
pickup truck with overhead camper point round bale mover.

_
Dan Miller-Auctioneer

[incensed & Handed in Ky. & Teeth. 0112/11
Terry Paschall- Darrell Beene- Auctioneers

Public Sales

44

Lots for

49

Sale

Used Cars

49

Used

Cars

LAKE lot for sale.
Anderson Shores 489
2410

Yard Sale
414 S. 9th St.

GARAGE
SALE

Yard Sale

'Pan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. Of
P8115, TN

GARAGE
SALE

Rein or Shine

Yard
Sale

108 N. 7th St.
Fri., Sept. 2
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
New sweatshirts
and misc.
household items.

SpeedWay Auto Sales

47.
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1980 DODGE 3t Regis, 1486 DODGE 6000. 4 door.
11,500 753.7225 Cali black A C auto $5100
before 3p m
759 9213
1982 MERCURY
GOVERNMENT
Seized
46 Homes lor Sale
Cougar, PB, PS, cruise
Fri., Sat.,
Vehicles from $100
759-9322
Sp
m.
after
3 BEDROOM,
Fords. Mercedes Cot'
Sun. & Mon.
aluminum sided house, 1983 CHEVROLET vettes Chevys Surplus
121 South to .
priced for quick sale. Caprice Classic, 305 V8, Buyers Guide 1 805 687
DR, LR, Kit, UR, bath, automatic, overdrive, 6000 Ext 5-8155
Mt. Carmel Church 'S
shop, porch, carport. 22 miles per gallon, LIKE new 1986 Z 28,
Follow Signs
Gas, central heat and 26,000 miles, garage loaded Call between
Boat (fully equip.),
air. Good location, kept 753 4048 evenings
5 Ilp m 759 9705
owners moving. 492 8595 1983 CHRYSLER RED
furniture, lots of
1987 Escort GT, S
Plymouth, white,
after 5p.m
speed, AM/FM stereo
misc., refrigerator,
1 BEDROOM home in automatic, air, PS, PB, and tape, PS.
PB, 13,000
good condition 759 1322
beds, dressers.
country, 2 extra sleep
miles, sharp. 753 5216
ing room upstairs, large or 759 1432.
living room_ and dining 1983 CUTLASS Supreme 50
Used Trucks
room. Central gas heat Oldsmobile, A/C, PS,
1963
CHEVY truck,
and air. 12 miles east of PS-. Very clean, 1
Murray. $50,000. Call Owner, $2,300. (901) good condition. 73-6553.
1970 'FORD pick-up,
934 7940
753-1203.
7r15117251;7-17 bath, 1Q83 D-ODGE Ji-e-1 Y- PAO or best offer. 1979
• Friday./1-.5
o-r-ci Currier, $450 or
brick house and 31 1/2 53,100. Very sharp, only-Fbest offer 753 3651 after
acres of land, 4 miles 32,000 miles. 436 2770.
Sp.m.
Boys clothes sizes Out on 280, 1/8 mile 1983 GMC StarCraff 1971
DODGE PU good
Forest Rd. 436-5318.
conversion
van, loaded,
2-6, ladies clothes
ASSUMABLE' LOAN T. very good condition. shape, S.525. 1976 Chevy
Silverado, fair condisizes 7-12, full
1/2% fixed rate 3 437 4616 after 4p.m.
bedroom brick ranch on 1983 LIGHT yellow tion, $575. Tax and
length
leather
114 acre lot with above cadillac, one owner. Dr. transfer included. 759Aigner coat, Avon
ground swimming pool A.H. Titsworth, 1316 1070.
bottles,
toys,
and deck. $11,000 down, Olive, 753 5828 or 753- 1976 FORD Window
Van, AT, PS, air, PB,
take over payments: 1637.
drapes.
AM/FM tape, tin
.
.ted
Call 753-0.494.
1985 1/2 MERCURY
FARMINGTON -2-story Lynx, 2 door, air con • windows, double rear
Victorian with ginger ditioned, AM/FM 'seats, two tone blue,
bread and iron fence. cassette, good shape. excellent mechanical
Well maintained, 2-4 52,600. Call after 5p.m. condition, some body
rust. $2,750, 436-5610.
bedrooms, den, dining 759-4479. -and living room, gar 1985 CAEVY Astro Van, 1981 EL Camino Super
Friday, Sept. 2
age, new roof on ap- air, auto, tape, cruise, Sport, PS, PB, air,
cruise.- 13,100. 435-4526.
Woodgate Subd.
proximately I acre. really nice. 435-4579.
1985 S-10 pick -Up, ex
345-2159.
Off Johnny
1985 CHEVROLET
FOR country living this Cavalier. 753 2212 after tended cab, 6 cylinder,
Robertson Rd.
automatic, air,
3 bedroom, 2 bath Sp.m.
•
A
M
/
F .M
Children's & adults
mobile home on 26 acres 1985 TEMPO,
4 door, 8a.m. 4:30p.m. 753-5602,
can't be beat! Located light blue,
winter clothes, boat
excellent after 6p.m. 1-876-7391.
South-West- of town, has condition, new
tires,
motor and trailer,
2 outbuildings, lots of AM/FM tape -player, 1988 SUZUKI Samauri,
4 wheel drive. (615)
household items &
fruit trees, satellite $4,300.
See at 802 N. 20th 2 3 2
- 7 1 2 3 or ( 6 1 5 )
dish, all furnishings and St. after 5p.m.
glassware
232-8466.
appliances included,
FREE BEDL1NER
and much more! Call
through Sept. 13 with
Roberts Realty 753-1651'
Now it's
or 753-3204 nights.
purchase of new Ford
Ranger or F-Series light
JUST
Listed!!
bed2
truck. $245 value. ParFri., Sept. 2
' Toll Free I-800-325-322,,
room,11/2 baths,
ker Ford -Lincoln.Sat., Sept. 3
frame home in Hazel
Mercury, 701 Main
area. Large rooms, lots
Mon., Sept. 5
Street.
cabinets,
of
gar1
car
TOPPER shell shorf
1409 Sycamore
age & a 24 x 30 shop.
bed compact pick-up.
Houseplant, old post
ALL THIS FOR ONLY
Excellent condition.
New & Used
cards, antique rocker,
$24,500.00. Call Roberts
1100. 75.3-7526.
Realty
GM
753-1651
Executives &
Crafts for Christmas,
days,
759-4810 nights.
51 . Campers
Program Vehicles
clothes, quilts, dishes &
JUST Reduced! This
AIRSTREkM Travel
cooking utensils, material,
901-142-31100
Neat 2 bedroom is close
Trailers, pre owned.
glassware & jewelry
Hwy. 79 W.- Paris
to town, on city water,
Charles Cochran,
Something for everyofie.1
all appliances included,
753-0114.
and has an extra large 1986 NISSAN Pulsar NX,
lot available. This like new, all . options, 52. Boats-Motors
would make a perfect sharp. New white letter
starter home, or for tires. 901-642-7868, Paris. 14' JOHN boat with
trailer, 6.5 HP Mercuryretirement. Call Must see!
Roberts Realty 753-1651 1986 PONTIAC Grand good motor. $700 or best
or 753-3204 nights.
Am SE, white, 4 door, offer. 753 9706.
Fri. & Sat.
every
available option, 17 1/2 ASTROGLASS,
OWNER
says
sell!!
2
or
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
150H P Johnson, Lowr3 bedroom, 1 bath frame new XP 2000 H Per
94 East 12 miles turn
home with aprox. -8 formance tires, 43,000 ance X-3 and Humright on 497 1 mile to
acres near Irvan Cobb miles, local car. List mingird, 12-24 Johnson
Anderson Shores.
area. Also has a 30 x 20 $16,900. $10,000. Only trolling motor. Jack carport & a 30 x 30 shop. serious inquiries please. Plate, Turbo Prop.
Price reduced!!! $29, 753-8767 between 10a.m. Must Sell 753-2880.
Picture frames, clothes,
500.00. Call Roberts and 6p.m., 753-2339 after 1987 ASTROGLASS 1786
dishes. 'milk glass,
bass boat with 1987 GT
Realty 753-1651 days 6p.m.
figurines, bar stools. tools
1987 CHEVROLET 150 Johnson motor (1
759-4810 nights.
& lots of misc
WELL insulated house, Celebrity, 4 door, air, 112 years warranty
7 large rooms plus cruise, PS, PB. 1984 'left), --loaded, custom
utility, bath and storage Dodge wagon, air. co , $11,350. 753 5899
Please call 759-4634.
efter 5p.m.
rooms._ Fireplace, wall
to wall carpeting
Large lot with trees,
garden, storage build
ing, garage. Near
Murray. $48,900:- 753Two Locations:
7551.

Yard Sale

SEPTEMBLK 1. 1Stu4

Corner of 12th St. and 4th & Poplar
Phone 753-8911 or 759-1026

Motorcycles

1983 550 Night Hawk,
black, with helmets,
garage cap, 4,000 miles,
$1,395. 1500 Canterbury,
753-9710.
1987 YAMAHA 355
Warrior with spider
track tires, excellent
condition, used 2
43. Real Estate
months. 51,900. Call
225 ACRE farm south- 759-1822 after 3:30p.m.
east of Murray. Ap- BORDERS Cycle and
proximately $15,000 in ATV Center. Used
marketable timber, ATVs, parts, service,
creeks, crop land, good accessories and tires.
building sites, good deer 200 North Main, Bentan,
hunting. Priced under Ky. 502-527 1680
$275 per acre. New
Bower Real Estate, 49. Used Cars
P.O. Box 656, Murray,
1963 DODt,E 440 hard
Ky., (502) 753-7531.
Sale: Good rental top, 2 door, push button
property, four apart- trans, slant 6, 74,000
ments, 1 block from actual miles._ Bought
campus. 542,000, call new in Murray. Have
original papers. Easy
753-1203.
Sale Good rental restoration. $1,000 or
property, four apart- best offer. 901 247-5525.
ments, 1 block from 1970 PLYMOUTH
campus. 542,000, call Barracuda, 1st year
edition of the E body
753-1203.
)(ENTUCKY Lake lot, design, kept garaged,
12x60 mobile home, all 'original, $2000 ob0.
septic, well, lot goes to 901-782 3315, Puryear
survey line. $16,500. 1975 LINCOLN Mark 4,
good condition, $1000.
442-1770 or 442-3632.
liCOPPERUD Realty 753 1362 days, 753 3125 -Otters a complete range evenings.
Real Estate services 1977 CHEVROLET
with a wide selection of Nova, 4 door;-'6 cylinder,
quality homes, all automatic trantrnis
pr, air.
prices. 753.1222, toll free sion, PS.
vi) health
1 800-251 -HOME Ext. Selling
711 L for courteous, $800. 7514.m..,o6 after
competent Real Estate 5p.m.
1477 -OLDSMOBILE
service. We make buy
ing & selling Real Omega. Best offer.
After 5p.m. call
Estate easy for you.
759 1084
single
family dwelling, re- 1978 280 Z, white,
stricted, joins automatic, tun root,
Gatesborough, witer, new tires and brakes,
runs and looks good
sewer and gas. 753-5541.
Asking $2,200 or make
SPORTS Center located
on Hwy 79 East, 15 offer. 489 2633.
minutes from Kentucky 1978 CHEVROLET
short wheel base van,
Lake. Includes 3 bedroom living quarters. 11,250 Call after 44).T
Business includes 753 6$34.
building, land and 197( OLDSMOBILE
equipment Call toll Cutlass -Calais, silver
free 1 800 662 5011. with blue .vinyl top,
Moody Realty Co., 414
A/C, PB; PS, power
Tyson Ave., Paris, in. Sun roof, excellent
Carolyn Chandler sound system, $1,200.
Associate Realtor.
753-9331 after 5:30p m.
1990 CAMARO, PS, PB,
45 Farms for Sale
air, nice car. $2,000.
70 s011Vr4r15 woocied 759 1743 after Sp.m.
acres near Ky Lake, 1 9 8 7 GMC Sierra
good road frontage. Classic, 79,000 miles,
very reasonabte price, 2-tone blue on white,
loaded, extra sharp!
124.000. Phone Kop
perud Realty, 753-1222
14,400 Firm 497 6433

4th
'84 Cutlass...'5500
'85 Tempo.. 4100
84 Cutlass...s5500
'84 Cutlass
Ciera
'4800
'82 Maxima '4500
'86 Cavalier '6100
'84 Cavalier '4200
'84 Monte
Carlo

'5400

12th
'79 Regal....$2000
'80 Cutlass.. ,s2200
'85 Celebrity .14950
'84 Cutlass
5500 •
'85 Cutlass
Supreme- ...5800
4

cloor Brougham

'84 Fiero
'83 Regal

$4500

'85 Plymouth
Reliant

row

'4300

'4300

Woodgate Estates
On Johnny Robertson Rd.

rOR

Improved Lots
•100)(200* Aprox. Sizes *City Gas
'City Water
*Streets
_40City Sewer
'Starting at 180L
Call Toll Free 'for Further Info & Special
Discount for Phase II

1-800-225-31 67

itt

LOT forsale-

SINCE 1938
,"QUALITY CONCRETE-ON-TIME "

NOW OPEN
to Serve the

Murray & Calloway Co. Area

52
•

Boats Motors

Wayne Darnell
Boat
Motor Repair
Buy, Sell or Trade
25 Yrs, Experience
All Work
Guaranteed
1 mile from Murray
Hwy. 94E
453-0079
4' HOUSE boat, rens
and looks good, must
sell, $8,500 Paducah
442-9233.
MARINE batteries, 24
series, 85,arTii, $29.99. 27
series, 105 amp, $39.99
Wallin Hardware,
Downtown Paris. •
53

Services Offered

Septic Tanks
Pumped
--Sewer lines Gleaned
...Grease Traps
Pumped
--Portable toilet
rentals

--Office trailer rental
& sales

Lane's
Mobile John &
Septic Service
527 9945
I 800 592 3308
"SIMI.116

53.' Services Offered

53. Services Offered

itirrtieRret
im
19
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
striping
Atso,
limestone, gravel, top
soil and grading. Phone
753 1537
Call'Us' On
MOBILE home specia
The Carpet•
list for all your mobile
Iwo Same* Ha Ilaiso•Caa gag
home repairs 759 4850
NEW business, in town
Plumbing and carpen
ter work, odd jobs No
lobs are to big or to
small. '10 years experience 753 2887 or
753 8568
"We're Very Catena Who
SUREWAY Tree
W. Send Into Your Nome" T.Service- Topping, pruning, tree removal. AeLee's
rial bucket truck. Fully
insured for your protCarpet
I
ection. Stump removal
no-Fawn damage-.
Cleaning
Free estimates
No
obligations. 753,5,484.
753-5827
THWEATT'S Alferna I
•Cer.410.411
tor „Generator and
.
.
1
Stener Service, Old
Al4491494W401+494444+914009E
'
,
Hwy. 641, Almo. Pull
offs and repairs, farm,
PLUMBING repairman
industrial and marine
with same day service.
753-8742.
Call 759 4850.
WE t-LITS-EME177-1W
LTUALITY construction
make wet basements'
repairs and alterations
dry. Work completely
Free estimates. Call G
guaranteed. Call or
& A 436 2617.
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt, 2, Box ROCKY COLSON Home
409A, Paducah, Ky. Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WHITE rock, sall-d, concrete. Free es
rip-rap, dirt, mulch, timates. Call 474 2307 or
bank, -wash, slabs, 753•6973.
sawdust and cleanup. SEWING machine rep
Will haul anything. air. All mftkes ana
models, home and in
733 0467.
dustry. Call Kenneth
WILL do bush hogging:
Barnhill, .753 2674-,
753 2499 after Sp.m.
Stella, Ky., Hwy. 121 N.
WILL do roofing,
SHEETROCK finishing,
plumbing, painting, &
new or repair. 436-2811.
yard work. Cali
753-4370.
56,Free Column
YARD landscaping
Leveling driveways and kITTENS with a free
bushhogging 436 5430 box of kitten fooci
759 1087 after Sp m
or 753-0659.

A-1 TREE Service and
stump removal. ,Your
professional tree service. All types, removal, topping, feeding.
Free estimates.. 50'
bucket truck and chipper. Call 753-0906.
ACE Lawn Services:
Mowing, Landscaping,
any type of yard work.
Call 492-8650.
APPLIANCE SERVICE. Kenmore,
Wes-tinghouse,
Custom Kitchen
Whirlpool. 28 years
Cabinets
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
All Types Of
753-4872 or 436-5848.
sot
Custom Woodworking
BACK hoe service,
clearing, grading,
gravel hauling (red and
white fisck--), ins-tall AL
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
water lines and septic
,-'Drop by 11 SOS our showroom
systems. 436-2388.
Sohn() Bunny 8.44,1
409 suNsURY - MURRAY
BUSHHOGGING. Re************
**********
asonable rates. Small
lots or whole farms.
Also, trees cut & removed. Call 753-5476.
CONCRETE work,
driveways, patios, etc.
Old Garment Factory
Call Joe Chambers,
247-7294.
Poplar at
St.
AMILY Lawn CareFri. & Sat.- 8 a.m.-?
Specialize in lawn
Everything goes must-give possession of buffo-mowing including
shrubbery and hedges.
Commercial refrigerator, pie case, salad bar i.
Servicing city and
doors, chairs, chair desks, light fixtures, cariJ &
county. Lower rates for
gift racks, display stands, tables, clothing, fabric,
Senior Citizens. Call
thread, fruit jars, calculators, typewriters, adding
now and register with a
s business machines
dependable Lawn Ser
v i c e..- 7,53-353-4--or
753-3455.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763.
GENERAL Repair Plumbing, roofing, yard
work, tree work. Wood,
$25 a rick. Call 436-2642
or 492,8433.
COUNTRY APPEAL: This North
GUTTERING by Sears.
Calloway home features quiet country livSears continuous gutters installed for your
ing only minutes from town. Spacious
specifications. Call
floorplan with 3 bedooms, 2 baths, separate
Sears 753-2310 for free
dining & more. Sunken living room corn-estimate.
plements this '87 built home-.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753 9400.
HOME, Sewing full
ruffled curtains,
The Village
759-ERA
pillows, shams, dust
ruffle. 436 -2134., Free
estimates.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save • on those
high heating .and - cooling bills. Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate.
8.38 Acre Mobile Home Park
With 6
DUNCAN S landscapSpaces; One-14x70 Mobile Home for Owner
ing and lawn service
provided for the Murray
Use or Rental and One-8x52 Rental Unit.
area. For free es
Work Shop or Barn for Storage
841 Feet
timates 7iihone 753-3260.
of Blacktop Frontage
LEE'S CARPET
Selling to the High Kidder this well established
CLEANING. For all
Mobile Home Park. Lots of room for e spansion,
your carpet & itipholst
ery cleaning. For a free
close to Boit lusunthing Ramp,near Kentucky
estimate call 753 5827.
Lake State Park. Golf Course. Marina....(lose
Satisfied references
to Aurora and Murray.
LICENSED Electri
cian, Doug Jones Elec.LOCATION: Highland Road. Direction from
tric. Residential wiring
Aurora travel 94 West. 5 Miles to 1346. turn left.
and electrical and elec
one mile From Murray travel 94 East eleven
tric motor repairs_ No
Mlles to Hwy 1346, turn rught one mile to Park
rewinding
Call
759,4751.
WATCH FOR SIGNS!!!!!
LICENSED electrician,
residential and comRea.gon for Sale Owner has other Business
mercial. Air conditionSUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
ing. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
If saki CaorallaSias Vsikr wIll gr rives.
repair for natural and
TERMS 20,7', Day of Sale Balance with Deed.
LP Fred's Repair 753
Possession with Deed Deed within 10 Days
7203.
LLL Roofing & General
Repair Also, gutter rep
SALE OONDUCTED BY:
air and painting. Fret
estimates. 1" discount
for Senior citizens. 4748057
L&L 'Roofing S. General
Rebair. Also, gutter
repair and painting.
Free estimates. KPIk
Broker- Auctioneer
discount for SeSior
citizens. 4744057.
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at LaW. For
mer County Attorney,
former District Judge.
NOT RESPONSIBLE P'OR &thin.% Ts. 4.
Office, 104 N 4th St.,
Announcements Made Day of Sale Take PreCedence
•
Murray, 7 5 3 5153;
Over Printed Mader
P401111t. 753 7900
INWIWIMIen

46*

Close-Out Sale
2nd

If you on't lIce rily price give me yoursr

Eltis: HERITAGE REALTY

AUCTION

Saturday, September 3, 1988
* 10:00 a.m. *

LILE

Real Estate & Auction

VERNON LILE

•CONCRETE.BLOCKS • CEMENT -SAND
-GRAVEL -CRUSHED STONE
•MASONPV CEMENT -LANDSCAPING PEA-GRAVEL

FEDERAL MATERIALS CO.
C.C. Lowry Rd.. Murray

753-3355

Office Phone-502-354-6338
Res. Phone-502-474-8891

•

---.--

^
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Military flights halted in respect for crash victims
RAMSTEIN, West Germany
(AP t - NATO military flights
over West Germany were grounded •today out of respect foil air
show disaster, and another badly
burned victim reportedly died dur114 the night...
Hesse state radio in Frankfurt
said the latest fatality brought the •
death toll to 49 killed. U.S. officials
have put it at 52.
•
On Wednesday night, thousands
of mourners marched silently
through the streets of nearby
Kaiserslautern behind a banner
memorializing victims of the
tragecy at the nearby U.S. air
base in Ramstein.
Earlier, regional Officials said a
4-year-old boy had been listed as
dead by mistake. They said he was
instead Seriously injured when one
of three- Italian stunt jets that Collided over the base hurtled into the
crowd in flames.
Hesse state radio said another

badly burned victim reportedly
low-level training flights by planes
died during the night. It did not of their own and a dozen Allied air
provide details,
forces.
West Germany's skies, usually
Wednesday's march was
filled with jet fighters and military
organized by the opposition Social
helicopters, were much quieter to- Democratic Party, the leftist
day, with only private and commercial aircraft flying. Defense
Minister Rupert Scholz had said
the NATO allies would keep "all
military aircraft" on the ground
today in a daylong memorial.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) About 2,000 people marched
Boaters along the Kentucky River
through Kaiserslautern, a city 70
had better get to their home port
miles southwest of Frankfurt, in a
this weekend.
silent display of grief for victims
Locks 5-14 will be operating this
of the airt show disaster.
Labor Day weekend after Cabinet
Some marchers carried redfor Natural Resources officials
and-black banners demanding an
determined there was enough flow
immediate halt to all low-level
in the river to make the lockings
training nights by-NATO military-fe-a-sible- -without endang-e4n-g
planes.
Especially in light of a series of
crashes of military jets since
March, many West Germans have
called for banning or curtailing

up

Pike County employees without
diploma offer bonuses for GED

_pm

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South

Murray
7$3A,2617

•C'C•1. C00.04111,
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GM
.

4•44-411-4t4"1-4-4-44-41987 Chevrolet Astro Van, Burgan& gold AM FM cassett cruise
13,900
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PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP( - Pike
County employees who lack a high
school diploma or equivalency will
be offered $300 bonuses if they obtain a GED, and'Judge-Executive
Paul E. Patton said Wednesday he
hoped area businesses would unite
for a similar effort.
Patton told a news conference
that he was forming the Pike
County Business Council for Adult
Education to promote the incentives in the private sector for
employees who obtain the General
Equivalency Diploma.
He said he had contacted four or
five local businesses that have expressed interest in the program.
Patton said 57 percent of the
county's adult population does not
have a high school diploma or a
GED.

WASHINGTON (AP
Construction spending jumped 1.2 percent in July as strength in government building projects and offices
"Pike County is embarking on a and apartments offset declines in
program to improve our economy single-family housing, factories
by attracting more jobs," Patton and shopping centers, the governsaid. "TheTflucational level of the ment said today.
The Commerce 'Department
workforce is a key factor to be
considered when a company said building activity rose to a
seasonally adjusted annual rate of
decides where to locate:" '
" Of the county's 216 employees, $401.0 billion in July, following a
88 lack a high school education or revised 1.5 percent decline in
equivalency, Patton said. Of those June. The June figure had been
preliminarily estimated at 1 0.1
88 employees, 30 already had
percent
gain.
agreed to participate in the proThe July increase was the
gram, he said. .
strongest rise since March, when
If the county government's construction shot up 2.8 percent.
The strength came in a 3.8 perworkforce was typical of all
employees in Pike County, 41 per- cent increase in government ccncent do not have a good' basic struction projects, which rose to
education and 13 percent- Might - an annual rate of $81.2 billion and
agree to take a GED examination included a 12.8 percent jump in
under an incentive program, Pat- highway construction.
Construction of office buildings
ton said.
in July was up 2.9 percent to $28.8
411..
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billion. Activity in that sector has
risen or held steady in every
month since February__ .
Factory construction, which had
enjoyed strong gains in March,
April and May as manufacturers
increased capacity to meet a
boom in export sales, fell 0.7 percent to $13.8 billion in July.
Residential construction overall
was up 0.5 percent to an annual
rate of $188.3 billion in July,
following three monthly declines.
Construction of single-family
homes, which has been hurt by a
steady rise in mortgage interest
rates, fell 0.6 percent to $114.4
billitn. Meanwhile, construction
of multi-unit housing rose 1.9 percent to $21.8 -billion.
•
Shopping center and other commercial projects fell 0.7 percent to
$28.5, billion. Hotel and motel construction fell 9.7 percent to $6.5
billion, reversing a 7.5 percent increase in June.

PSC orders a
Dallas company
to refund all
Ky. customers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)• - International Telecharge Inc. of
Dallas has been ordered by the
Public Service Commission torefund all charges it has collected
from Kentucky customers.

ORDERED SOLD

It's a friendly visit '14ith
gifts, tips and information plus cards you canredeem for more gifts at
local businesses. I'd like.
to meet you.

CALL
Kathryn

Outland,

753-3079
Ingeborg King

492-8348

9/fTeLOINpit,

The commission ordered the
company to cease operations in
the state in January afier it found
that it was operating illegally
_because it was unable to provide
adequate, efficient and reasonable
service.
The company's customers are
primarily owners of pay phones as
well as hotels, - motels, hospitals
and colleges. It contracts with
customers to provide operatorassisted long distance service and
pays a commission to the
customer for the use of its phones.
The commission gave the company 30 days to submit a plan to
refund all charges.
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from $1

Quality, Selection & Savings

All-You-Can-Eat

Ring in the season with: sleep set from our Al New Sodding Gallery
Come
in and take a test rest on one of our
•
t.
- luxurious premium Quality -sots of
bedding in nes prices
ail
•

Pizza"& SpaGatti Buffet

•

oNd Oak Construction

PILLOW ARM COMFORT . , .:4'r .• t.
American
Traditional Living Room
A • ,..
Ensemble in Choice. of IL T00% Nylon
Velvet Saida And Raba
'
Sofa

away,Cowers

Pc
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only

Pay Bed

_ it I
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Twin

*89
Is Bedding

2•99

(Thurs. thru

Tues. 5-9 p.m.)
Sept. lst-5th

j
i

NOTICE

Our better queen size set virith plush
quilted top.'1011

WE ARE WHEELING
DEALING. NO REASONABLE
OfFER- REFUSED.

FAMOUS MAKER TABLE

Any Large Pizza (Up to 10 items)

CLOSE OUT

-Original Crust-

eelr4

9

g•d•OOT tutto

It Will Pay
You To
Dri.e Miles
To Thou
Sale

YOU DON'T
NEED CASH
FREE FINANCING FOR
90 DAYS-UP TO 36
MONTHS TO PAYCHECK OR CASH

6
(11115
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Chest -Dresser

PuRroom s
FURNITURE AND APPL.
ON ME WEST SIDE OF WARD ELKINS ON THE
SQUARE IN DOWNTOWN

MURRAY. KY 753-4872 1

1•411001.41111

.400M PROM

STORE
HOURS
MON.-THURS. 8:15-6
FRIDAY 8:15 7

It Will Pay
YOU To
Drive Mules
To Thus

9.99

Dine-In, Pick-Up or
FREE Delivery!

Go
Y

Over

Special

INDSOR PLACE SLEEP GALLERY OFFERS YOU

$39Ea

Char mln LIving C
6 pack

?LABOR

1
/
2Price

Rugged 5 pc. family room group with solid wood frames. Synthetic foam
cushions covered in clurabie space age fabrics. A foom fuN of furniture for
under $300 Set includes sofa. chair, 2 end tables and cocktat Matching
rocker only $79

tais.

Salo skins Wodn
throughtionddy,

Boaters urged to get to final ports

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

Greens and church and communi- people
in the disaster Dietzen, WROSIS
ty groups.
Rhineland-Palatinate state state includes Ramstein, said 1111
The disaster struck Sunday .spokesman Juergen Dietzen said a people remained hospitalized.
while a team of 10 Italian air force "communications mistake" led to
U.S. Air Force spokeswoman
stunt pilots performed maneuvers erroneously listing a 4-year-old
Kathy White told the AP at
Maj.
above a crowd of about 300,000 goy as dead, but he declined to
Ramstein on Wednesday that
elaborate. He said the boy was
revised figures showed 52 people
seriously injured
died as a result of the crash
Dietzen said 25 of the dead - 22
spectators and the three Italian
On Tuesday, the Pentagon annotInced its figures showed 40 peopilots - had been positively
water supplies.
ple had died, six of them U.S.
identified.
Boaters should return to the pool
Some badly burned children still citizens. The major did not say
where they intend to leave- their lay unclaimed in hospitals whether
the new number of 52 incraft for the winter because of the
Wednesday, leading officials to cluded people who may have had
uncertainty of future lock opera- fear their parents had been killed died on Wednesday.
tions, cabinet officials said in a
release.
The locks will operate from noon
to 8 p.m. on Friday and 9 a.m. to 8
P rn Saturday through Monday
frConstruction--sPellding

Chestnut St.
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Special Good
Tonight
thru
Monday.

753-6656
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Ptell Shampoo a
7 oz liquid or 3 02

co Dollar I)

Sale dads Wednesday, August 31st
through Monday,September tlh, 19118.

Pampers Disposable Diapers
Ultra Plus Small 66, Medium 48 .
or Large 32

7.00
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Charmin Living Colors Bathroom Tissue
6 pack

4/5.00

Puffs Facial Tissue
150 ct. Plus or 250 ct. Family Size.

1.1 I
Dawn Dishwashing Detergent •
22 oz Original or Mountain Spring

Over thirty-two years of super values. That's Revco!
I rv4,

Ilmtan

Head & Shoulders Shampoo 15 oz Normal to Dry or Normal to Oily.

Ivory Shampoo or Conditioner
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lotion or Foam. Normal, Hord to Hold or
Thin/Color- Treated
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1.00

Secret or Sure Anti-Perspirant/Deodorant
oz wiJe or round solid or 4 oz spray, all types
1.25 oz. roll-on, all htpes

eo
No Nonsense Sheer to Wc
Assorted colors and sizes

2/3.00

Revco.... Helping you to look good and feel great!

When it

3.00

ea
Micatin Antlfungal Prod'
•Spray Powder 3 oz Reg
Deodorant
•Spray Liquid 3.5 oz
•Cream ½ oz.

314.00
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PeWo PeWoBismo ammo

5.00

2.00ea

ea
Meiantucil Natural-Fibit Laxative
74 oz. Sugar Free or 14 oz. Original, Regular Of Orange flavor

Pecito-lismol
24 tablets, New 4 oz Maximum Strength or 8 oz. Regular liquid.

E•P•T Early Pregnancy Te,
1 stick test kit

BAUSCH
LOMB
4.11.CM
LOMB

Get
Out of. More
Lif
ise!-

Taking your
m
prescribed
edicine
vital for a as
ancispeedy
safe
Your
recovery. Ask
quesiophysician
tns and
plenty of
follow make sure you
very instructions
carefully.
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Friend For
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Bausch & Lomb Eye Drops
1 oz For Sensitive Eyes.

Bausch & Lomb Daily Cleaner 1 oz. For Sensitive Eyes.
ReNu Thermal Enzymatic Cleaner 8 tablets
ReNu Effervescent Enzymatic Cleaner 10 tablets.
ReNu Saline Solution

2/3.00

4.00

Bausch & Lomb Saline Solution
12 oz. Regular or For Sensitive Eyes

DRY SIGN
LOTION

-

ReNu Disinfecting Solution 11 ciz
Bausch & Lomb Disinfecting Solution 12 oz

PlifOrECTS

tet,
-•
Butler Dental Accessories
•Flossmate Dental FlOss Handle
•Floss Threaders
•Proxabrush Tapered
•Toothbrushes
•Travel Brush & Floss

2.00

ea
Revco Dry Skin Lotion
16 oz , compare to Lubr icier m
Revco Beauty Moisturliertotia
4 oz., compare to Oil of Olay

You'll smile when you savebig on these• health produds!
professional strength

Revco ToothbrOshes
Super Angle Medium or Soft or 40, 48
or 60-Adult, compare to Oral-B,

-41-.11)0ea
Revco Dental Ross
100 yd Mint, Waxed or Unwaxed,
compare to J & J.

Beautiful p

professional strength

efferdpnt. • effe,rOnt
Fixodent I
Fixodent

2/1.00
Viadent Toothpaste
7 oz Original or Fluoride
'Vi
Anti-Plaque Rinse
t or Cinnamon
30 oz.

PAOWM
MM

31100eo
'
.. •.,Ffnailerit Denture Adhesive
2.5 fazVC/19am
Fasteeth Denture Adhesive
3 oz. Powderor 2.7 oz. Extra-Hold.

7.00
Mordent Denture C$400115411
96 Professional Strength tablets
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AllerAct Allergy Medicine
24 tablets, Regular or Decongestant
Reg 3 49/399 ed
Actifod Allergy Relief
10-12 Hour capsules or 24 tablets
Reg 4 19/4.59 ea
Biliklied1160124 tablets. Reg 4.49

Life
iVf6ei IFor

eandOsea•

2/5.00

3.00.

"Sins-Aid Sinus Pain Reflef
24 tablets Reg 369

Comtrex Multi-Symplom
Cold of Allergy Reliever
16 caplets or 24 tdDlets,Reguiar or A/S
E

1.00,6/0.
Revco Stick Deodorant, ,
2 5 oz Regular Musk Of Spice.
compare to Mennen.

tddle style brush

TV
PA
Softsoc
Countr

TAMPAX
NaseAge,

No nonsense

TF

ma .-=

TAMPAX
Nowsitgerf-

TAMPAX
40'161

217.00

2/7.00

Tylenol Pain Relief
60 Extra-Strength tablets Reg 4 89

Tampax Tampons
32 ct. Petal Soft Regular or Super or
4CYct. RegGlar. Slender. Super or Super Pius

nt or Slender. Regular or Thin

Ind feel great!

Tylenol ChmvOble Children's Pain Relief
30 tablets, Regular swamps. •

200...

When it comes tairates Revco has just what you need!
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Seth/4w
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AlkaSeltzer

Micatin Antifungal Products
•Spray Powder 3 oz. Regular or With
Deodorant.
•Spray Liquid 3.5 oz.
•Cream 1/2 oz.

0

s 0ea
Alka-Seltzer Effervescent
Antacid & Pain Reliever
24 Extra Strength or
36 Original or Lemon-Lime tablets.
Reg. 2 79/2.85 ea

2/5.00

Odor-Eaters Sneaker Tamers 1 pair

Super-Tuft Odor-Eaters
I pair.

BAYER

2.00 ea.

ea
Bayer Genuine Aspirin
100 Regular tablets or caplets or
60 Maximum tablets
Reg. 3.79/4.55 ea
See store TorI 00 rebore detoOs
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Regular or Orange flavor.
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'$cloths wide

1.00
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Mennen Baby Magic
9 oz Oil. Bath or Lotion, all types

Vaseline

Intensive
care
Vaseline

Bath 13Cati%

Innsive
Late
DRY SKIN
LOTION
mOtVUlttILS
PROIT-CTS

irdrovn
Etk UPI

BEAUTY
MOISTURIZER
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1.00ea
health produas!

(Floss

Professional strength

Revco Dry Skin Lotion
16 oz , compare to Lubriderm
Revco Beauty Moisturizertotion
4 oz., compare to Oil of Olay

2/3.00

Vaseline Bathing Moisturizers
8 5 oz foam or 15 oz beads, all types

Beautiful prices on everything you need to look your best!
mstiori LASHES

professional strength

efferdent efferdent
ixodent I
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E

Efferdent Denture Cleanser
96 Professional Strength tablets
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Revco Nall Polish NOMOVINI
6 oz Regular or Lemon
Revco Cosmetic Puffs
Triple size 100 ct or Small 300 ct

Arden Fashion Lashes or Duralash
- Natural as your own, comfortable and
lightweight for easy application
Reg 209 ea

ia•MitetiAire

2/4.00
1600ea
Revco Stick/Deodorant
2.501. RegOlor Musk or Spice.
Compare to Mennen

iddle style brush

Tone Skin Care kir
475 oz
or new Cream
Pre-priced qt 79C so

b-z2.00rtheach

Coupon
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• Iv

Now! Almay introduces the
first Hypo-Allergenic FrogranceS
oz spray. 25 oz spray or
Iplosh,cologne or 8 oz splash
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Reg
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Dep Hair Stylors
4 oz shine gel, 7 oz styling spray, 8 oz pump styling gel or spritz or
9 oz. Bonus Size styling mousse. all typras. _

Studio Line Hair Styiers by L'Oreal
•
7 oz sculpting lotion, 6.5 oz. or 7 oz. spritz. 6 oz. spray.
5 oz. mousse, 4 oz gel.

Revco has all of your favorites, at low prices!
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Salon Seloctives Hair Care 15 oz shampoo or conditioner. 8 oz. nonaerosol hair spray, styling-sOrr-tz-er velucngsoray. 7 oz aerosol hair spray, 5 oz. mousse or 4 oz gel, all types

1.00ea

Brock Hair Care
oz aerosol or 8 oz non-aerosol hair spray.
gel,-5-ez-frieusse Of- 4-5-(m,shoeripoe,
all types

7

Revlon Nail Implements
4'2" or 5" nail file, nail clip,
10 et long emery boards •
or slanted, pointed or
square tip tweezers.

6.00

ea
Lee Sculptured Nails
Professional salon-style
home in Nataral
Reg 8.49 ea.
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312.00
Colgate Instant Shim° Cr001111
11
Regular, Aloe, Sensitive Skin or Lime

ea

Sale

•I 00 ,,Ce
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Gillette MicroTrac
Disposable RCIZOfs

2.00

pate

Revco Home Permanent
Regular or Soft Body formula
Revco Therapeutic Shampoo
85 oz compare to 1-Gel.

Stikine Hair Brushes
Tri-Lite or.Spray-in-the
Reg 299 ea '

2.00

•

a

ea
Oyster Calcium With Vitamin D 100 tablets. Reg. 2.49
Vitamin C-500 100 tablets. Reg. 259
Ferrous Sulfate 100 tablets Reg. 2.69
Calcium 600 60 tablets, Regular, With Vitamin D
or With Vitamin D and Iron Reg 299
Natural Cod Liver Oil 100 capsules. Reg. 2.99 •
Vitamin B-6 100 tablets. Reg. 299
Super Vitamin 8-12 100 tablets. Reg. 2.99
Natural Beef Bone Meal 200 tablets. Reg. 2.99
Beta Carotene 100 sof tgels. Rvg. 2.99
Super Zinc 100 tablets Reg. 2.99
Natural Selenium 100 tablets. Reg. 3.49 Vitamin E-200 I.U. 100 softgers. Reg. 3.49
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L-Lysine 100 tablets Reg. 3.59
Zinc-BEC 60 tablets_ Reg. 3.79
Rose Hips plus Natural Vitamin C-500 100 lablets Reg. 389.
Garlic Oil 100 softgels. Reg. 3.89
Vitamin C-1000 100 tablets. Reg. 499
Natural Blend Vitamin E-200 I.U. 100 sottgels Reg. 4.99
Timed Release Rose Hips plus Vitamin C-1000 60 tablet& Reg 599

Lys()
Mac
Porsi

Bob'

Revco's "Live Healthier" Vitamin Sale

4.00

2/3.00

ea
Fish Oil Concentrate 60 sottgels Reg 499 Balanced B-50 100 tablets Reg 569
Chewable Vitamin C-500 100 tablets Reg 579
Super Vitamin 1-1000 I.U. 50 sottgels Reg 5.99
Balanced 8-100 J t 'bets Peg 599

-
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1111
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11
11/1111

5.0000

CTM 100 tablets with 30Rev-Dec Vttamins 100 tablets with 30 "
TIstro-6111Alltivitamins Iola tablets with 30

9..a 599 en

Natural Blend 1-400 I.U. 100 softgels Reg 789

Qua
Dek
10W
Reg
Can
12 q

Vitamin 8-6 100 tablets Reg 199
Natural Vitamin A-10,000 I.U. 100 capsules Reg 199
Potassium 100 tablets Reg 2 19
Rose Hips plus Vitamin C-250 100 tablets Reg 269
Vitamin C-250 with ACOMICI 90 tablets Reg 2.99

2/5.00
hiultipie Vitamins
f?egular. With Minerals or Iron, 60 tablets
Reg 2.9
9/339 ea.
Dedly MultivitaMins
With Calcium and Iron. 60 tablets Peg 3.49 ea.
Nahwal lie Pollen 100 tablets.'
3.49
Natural 5 Complex With C100
3.99.
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Chewabie Vitamin C-250
200 tablets (leg 399
Stress Advanced Formula
et0 tablets. Reaulcw. Plus line or ir(v
Reg 4.39/4.5974.99 ea
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TWIN PRINTS
at our single print price, plus...

COLOR PRINT FILM
DEVELOPING
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4 YOur co orprint film fordeveloping and 5100 will
be deducted from your bill You'll get out
Nuell STAIIIDAIND Ifign TWIN /WM AT OUR WNW
firm developing with
_.401 NWT PINCIL plus $1.00
-46trescoupcnIFooquality first start with Kociak film
n_4 °' and finish with colOtwatch Film Developing al

6.46

Kodak Color Film
•CA/GA 135-24 exposures, 100 ASA
•CA/GB 110-24 exposures, 200 ASA
Reg 299 ea
CvR 152 Disc 2 pock, 30 total exposures. Reg. 4.99

ROVCCO
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Picture perfect prices in our electronics department!
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salon-style
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12.00

8.00.

•

Pola'roId Color Film
600 High-Speed or Spectra System sin9le pack.
Reg. 899/9.99 ea.

Memorex Audio Cassettes
DB-90 minute 2 pack. Reg -2.99
D11-60-~*2 pock. Rog. 2.49

2/3.00

Soundesign AM-FM Clock Radio
Silent LED display. snooze control, battery-back-up
for power failure (Batteries not included),•3622
Reg 1599

FA

roma
511110 ItA010
„

VIDAL SASSOON HAIRSTYLING APPLIANCES

n• 0
i
air Brushes
Spray-in-the
ea

ea.
GPX Personal AM/RA Stereo-with
Cassette Player Graphic equalizer,
featherlight headphones,shoulder
strap, #C3098
GPX Porta-bie AM/RA Stereo Radio
Cassette Player Battery or cord
operated, #0450. Reg. 22.99 ea

•
GPX AM/RA/TV Portable Radio
with 24 Hour Weather Channel
Telescbpe antenna, receives TV
channels 2-13, carry strap, tone
control, #A303. Reg. 1199

12.00
Professional Hair Dryer
1500 watt, 2 speeds with
3 heat settings, coil
cord,•VS203 Reg 15 99

(Batteries not included)

8.00

Crimping Iron
Ready light, comfort
grip, fast and steady
uniform heat,•VS142.
Reg. 12.99

7.00

ea
Curling iron
2"or 3A" barrel,
1
/
dual heat control, .
swivel cord.•VS103 or
•VS101. Reg. 799 ea.

61810
RELEASE
ION
MN
-eon wee.

VISO

g.-1000,

2/3.00
9

Lysol Toilet Bowl Cleaner 16 oz
Magic Mushroom Air Freshener 22 oz Honey, Powder or Super
Parsons' Sudsy Ammonia 28 oz
Bab.° Cleanser 14 oz.

2/1.00
5/1.00

Murphy Oil Soap 22 oz spray
Revco Spray Disinfectant 18 oz
Carpet Fresh Rug & Room Deodorizer 14 oz Regular or Scent II

teg 599

ile

We help you clean up with super Revco values, everyday!

WE607.-

- Pine
Sal
5 qts.4:50
Quaker State Motor Oil
°
'
-1.50 5Pratt
Deluxe 10W-40 or Super
5 q s. &BO CF OAS
10W-30 with OSX
Alter Atetate on 5 qts
Reg 1 29 ea
Case 12 qts: Care price 10.80 less 3.60 mall-In rebate on
12 qts. 7.20 Final Cost on 12 qts. after rebate

op

Pine
Sol

3.00

2.00,0

Snuggle Fabric Softener 96 oz
Pins-Sol Cleaner 34 oz Bonus Size

Mg".
IWT"(ut

.
G

Pyrex Laundry D•t•r9ent
lbs . 3 oz.. 125 off label Reg 399

0d
4
0
IP

siyti

3/1.00
Playmor• Fun Pod
Hours of entertainment coloring, dot to dot,
Tr.aziar.. pi.Z6 or.e. mom'

Bic Disposabi• Lighters
• 5 pock

•

2/3.00

3.006, 4.00

Rubbermaid Servin'Savers
•Bowl 19 qt •Cylinder 17 qt •Rectangle 1 qt
•Square 1 4 qt Reg. 2./9/2,29 ea

Rubbermaid Bucket
11 qt Reg 389

eo
Rubbermaid Wastebasket
30 qt Reg 569

1I00tj
Empire Household Brushes
Super Bowl, Bath or Handle Scrub Brush Of
Valet Whisk Broom Reg 1.39-1.59 ea.

usewafe savings, from your friends at Revco!

NISItall TAPS

-104.
FAILC'
116..11.1411041A7l10
Men
•

Manco Tape and Caulk
•Bujk Mosking Tape -'4' x 60" Reg 99C
•Vinyl Electrical Tape Reg 1 39
•Strapping Tape 3 4" x-60" Reg. 2.49
•Tub & Tile Tape Caulk Reg.299.
.•All Purpose Duck Tape 2" x 60'figg. 4.29
•Revco Invisible Tape •.:- x 300" or'2" x450"

•

‘

3/4.00
1.00 ea

a

314.00
Glad Trash Bags
Large Kitchen 13 gal, 15 ct , Small Garbage 4 gal. 30 ct Medium Garbage
8 gal. 20 ct . Trash Bag 30 gal., 10 ct

Home Care Vac Bogs Disposable Vacuum
Cleaner Bags
•Electrolux Tank
•Eureka Princess "H" or Upright "F" & "G".
•Hoover Bottom or Top Fill "A" or Spirit "K".
Reg. 1,19 ea.

Tidy Cat 3 Cat Box Filler
10.1t:Lloag__Reg, 1.29
Hartz Cat Pan Liners Regular or Scented.
Reg. 1.79/1.99 ea. _

2/1.00
1.00
2/3.00
2.00
3.00
2/3.00

bah Bags
10ESE.

5.00

eo
Non-Stick Cookware
10'•:' Griddle or 12" Fry Pan Reg 799 ea

Sale starts Wednesday, August 31st
through Monday,September 5th,1988.

NBC SPORT

_ -emulch • erurpeh
„flu nett Atunth
Si MUM

1.1•11‘

T•
ANMir,oll•

•

p.

iitTZEIS per
*r.•

CWi h

f."

1.00

ea
Combos Filled Snacks 8 oz
Crunch n Munch Buttery Toffee Snack 10 oz
Nabisco Crackers Tr iscuits, Better Cheddar or Original Wheat Thins
Sunshine Chocolate Cookiesaurus 8 oz
Betty Crocker Fudge Brownie Mix 21.5 oz
•
Dinty Moore Beef Stew 15 oz

l•0

ea

Plus deposit
where aPPIcabie

Cok• 2 Liter
Classic, Cherry, Diet Coke or Sprite.

. Limit 4

•
Sive I ISi

011es_ NS on
1•111•••

2/3.0

4/1.00

Pop•Secret Microwave Popcorn
3 pock. Natural or Butter flavor
Blue Diamond Almonds
6 oz Smokehouse or Roasted•Salted

Bluebird Unsweetened Juices
6 oz Orange, Grapefruit, Pineapple or Apple

4/1.00

Assorted Candy liars and Bubble Gum

NIP

2/1.00 3/1.00

Brunswick Sardines
In Oil, Spring Water
• or Mustard

2/7.00

Geisha Pineapple
8 oz Sliced or Crushed or
Pearson's Peanut Nut 111011
35 oz

MOTOMX T-120 VHS Video Cassette
Records up to 6 hours
Reg 499

- We eheertielly redopin rnanutooturest cosipelel. look tot your

No sales to dealers. COPYRIGHT•HMS REVCO DS., INC

nearest Revco store in your local Yellow Pass. We reserve the right to limit quantities
8-31-88
.

a

-

lex

im•••••

-

Be sure to use your True Value Charge Cara VISA MasterCard
or the American Express Card at participating stares'

a

Your chtsca

Saki' Wash
drewstr ing do
gal tor
2O-k. 13-gal.
U..

10-pk 33

PREVIEW
SEE THE BACK COVER FOR THE LOCATION OF YOUR NEAREST T
ule-Meae HARDWARE STORE
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Interior Wood Finishes

5.98

_ 5

Quart

our win=
it
-

Interior Wood Stains penetrate, stain and seal—in one
easy step! Apply them with a.
brush or cloth, to enhance
wood's natural beauty without
hiding or raising the grain.
Choose from 12 rich readyF•
mixed colors. re

Aiiitalk**
4140k

5.98

*

Quart

Polyurethane Varnish pro-

.631P.
11111‘.',41.
..Onsier

tects interior wood surfaces.
Choose gross, satin or hand• VS
rubbed finish. al24739,0S5
, 19.98
Gail"01.100311/05S e
1.Not available in parts
_ of California

iihaiii** 1-kik
•

reeil/o4e*

PAINT FACTORY-TO-YOU SAVINGS!
Over 6 000 True Value Hardware Store & Home
Centers Own 3 Efficient Tru-Test Paint S.tain &
Aerosol Factories 75 000 Gabon Daily Carlacrty

If • N-tiaff

r
Tru-Test" E-Z Karen Interior Latex,
Paint combines long-lasting beauty
with spatter-resistant convenience,I
In ready-mixed colors and white
•Custorn colors sloghtly
*
Flat Finish gives wallsPugh. and
ceilings a rich look—and dries in
F7
lust minutes! Gallon ,e7c

998

10.98

Primer/Sealer is highhiding for walls and woodwork in any
MOSS FS
room Gallon 0,,

12.98

Latex

Flat Enamel has the
richness of a flat and the scrubbability of an enamel' Galion F7 rr7

13

ling F'

no*

Cl1W-Brite Web

,98

Semi-Gloss Enamel IS
the scrubbable finish for those highK Ft
traffic areas
EZS

I.98

makéi
GTosialiamiT
Galon.1
your woodwork, trim, and cabinets
shine' White. Gallon. FIG, •501415 F4

94 cc+94C4bs. COP*c

2.17...
11/i-in.
Orel' poiyesier.

Angular Sash Brush.

c4.4494c+

3-Pc. Paint Set inct

Bag-O-Brushes md.

tray. frame

2-in. polyester brushes. s !trine,'

0111•POCA

inittplrEsT

•

K ?0,177 E

C

Gallon
—4Flast Latex Wall Paint.duas...
cidickly to a good-looking, highhiding finish White. yr.,

Gallon

White LedexCeiling Paint ha.s__
our spatter-resistant formula for
99i3 Fa
K 3,
neater painting CFP•

c+1.40 c4".CI*40

-, 1-,

- reservoir

18.88 .48

6-Ft. Wood Household Ladder,
hat alide spreader lock, grooved
safety steps, back center brece;

1 la x110 Yds

Painting & Masking Tape IS
CtA01,-

A

OlrifKintir SOMA,ling cornpound worft'sts1MC

Lifetime° Siliconizied
in white or Glear

P

200-lb duty rating sso., _elsoott,
s us,wiesitariiim

Gallon

-0 Stein' Primer/Se
tain Killer. wis
uart.
5.28 Pint
2.-OY Net Wt. Sofey.

ii

1.

•

vi.••••

•

•

•

-

a

•

_

xo®
UST

;tains pert
seal—in o
them with
to enh
tauty
y the
rich rea

fkr
uart

-

Metal Primer seals out mois=
9 34230194
re to resist rust. au
MilltIttl Paint gives metal surs a durable coat. x040 K 372‘44
Gloss Enamel brightens and pros Colors, black, white zo F4
/
1
2-Pint Gloss Enamel. o,,F62.78

surfaC
tin or han
mos)

HI-Q
ENAMEL

11.98*

Solid-Colortt or Semi-Transparentt Oil Stain &
Wood Preservathre protects and preserves smooth

Your choice

Stripz-Em Paint & Varnish
Remover in quart can or the
14.5-oz. net wt spray

*Enamel gives surfaces a rich, glossy. nonfading
I4 96
finisit COlOrs and white.

SE.'

nhoice
G
y allroc

and rough wood.'Resists rot while allowing the texture to show. Ready-mixed colors wsvst

10.98

* Gallon

Solid-Color Latex Stain provides a
solid coat of color, yet allows wood's natural bbauty
to show Fade-reststant,'ready-mixed colors. Ls

948
.

Gallon Wood Preservative & Sealert
Ctear

'Custom colors slightly higher
'Not available in parts of California
'Not available in California

it formula foe,
Ii 310901 I

Gailont

—51tuart

Ig.Paint

1Tru--Sear Masi Viaterpr

grellItte.lm' Brush & Roller

•C

penetrates, protects and waterproofs bare wood—and
allows its natural graying andweetliering.04/4 re 4a•re
4-In. Stain Brush with polyester 9C0 00,13. .3.96

for Oil- and latex-base
p.vamlsh. KE4

90717 F•1

2.98

PC 101114 FO

44.4‘;)044C 00474047 4.14g 104C).044P 4014c OW OW 4014210114;)

i
••••.. A r

•=1.
11.111°.
"..111.411,1

KU! STAIN

riner/Sigir

Stahl KIN

neriSeal

tint.

k,

S Mete* Epoxy for. those big
!obi. 2.5 or.tube. maw Pavan 0(77
Multipurpose FloOr Covering

Is i

rustp Of
'lifter. 6.5 or.. 1994 r 40140 V
1.09
5 Olmite' Epoxy s915 Iasi and
clear 1-ot syringe •kv•ce ,,*1.22
Metal 1411

Sr1

Adheelve. Ot ',Tea ''ail=.2-22
Panel -1+ Drywall Adhesive is
A stmng! 10 8 ft. ol Farms ISSie
1

PowerPal* 14-HP Portal*,Air
Zeimpnissor hes 100 psi caloric
liy fork*,of home projects! With

come a 6-gal ale tank and a por-

Etvpd.eiCeeSaory kit. ammo swim

table compressor+ ism*

PowerPer Vt-HP Tenk-Mounted
Air Compressor ssparatee to bef; 9123•0

299.991
2,,HP

Air
tackles the really big bobs
oiled,direct-drive pump,
end 16-ft hose mificlo,

-•

a

•

•

.•

's

•

•

4

•

•

110

Vae
C
4188
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HARDWARE STORES

16-Ft. Aluminum Extension
Ladder has fixed lock, pivoting
P 365171 1
shoes. (13 ft.) 0242
20-Ft Extension Ladder.(17
ft.) Dit2,0-2 P 171102
74.88
Working length m parentheses
Ripe 8, pulley on 20-ht
size and larger

69.88

Simple Green' cleans
greasy dirt, yet it's nonabrasive.24 oz. am"G 599944 FI2

Extend' Rust Treatment
forms a tough, paintable
polymer.8 fI. oz Kra P 1at535 12

ARMOR ALL

ARMOR ALL

Extend' Rust Treatment in
a handy 4-oz_ aerosol stops
rust in its tracks! PrsaC P Sta6a36

WD-40 Multi-Purpose
Lubricant stops squeaks.
G 27856. Fee
9 oz. earao

5-In. Disc Sander Kit has
adhesive-back discs that
press qnto pad. eve o?roue so

Sanding Block Kit with 5

?franaparent llipe won't yetow,Aispenses eastly 34e x

Strapping Tape seals and
reinforces boxes. '4 x350- .

Flip -Up
Aluminum Ladder goes .
from 6 to 10 ft. F366 F 173799 '
r

411[WEANT,app

36.99

orAll' PrOtectant
usable trigger sprayer. 16

28

.88 5-Ft. Aluminum
Stepladder has 3-in, slipresistant steps. ns • e302.89 1
6 Ft Ise pivosse
.30.88

4-Ft Platform Ladder holds
pail, tools Folds flat to
•
store. iise

G 21130/ F

Z. IOW

Start' cleans vinyl,
,rubber and plastic. 20-oz.
trigger spray. woo G 2111SISFi2

11
Blacktop Roller has
er shield squeegee,
•moo•

SF-3NIS

18-In. Blacktop Brush
r JhbOr squeegee, 5
wi >Odell harliAte.sq,

_ in. MU.

P sees.39 24

-In. Driveway Cbater
implies coatings directly
bucket.amoseas-onera•

Fo 'Ripe patches and seals
aluminum, metal. 2-in. x10-

o soO*06 is

yd. FOIL tam

Foam Mounting Tape provides strong adhesion. x
75-in. roll. m )41.••
1.11

•

s. echo
ens •risele4o

0 235342 1.0

,isAissas. • _

1.33

ass

Packaging Sealing Tape
provides instant adhesion
2x500 in. w P memos . .1.48

-;44441 cy=4440 -4940 Q4410go1,141 C44440 go41,0co141 Coll140 crOPOF Cow1P0 COPOI Q-A*.c,

-isemeamimm••••••••••••••••••mmosamsommus
O
•
0

•

*4\

•

O

,1014,4,01

/Mr 1
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St044'
Coupon

• SAVINGS COUPON
•

'88 FALL PREVIEW

s wnhcoupo,

1

• Weldbond' Olu• bonds almost
• anything to anything! COncenasette f2
trated 4-fl Oz toe
111

omit one COupon
)
.
CAM1
.....161.16

II NM EMI 114117111;111

CAW pos$0,1

49C
111/

•

Liquid Mails' bonds most
building materials. Miterproof
ctg. news
own?14
COUPOn exPentInn AMP onteied in

•

wo, coupon

yore

SAVINGS COUPON
'88 FALL PREVIEW
with coupon
11 1113/11withimd coupon 2 89

without COUDO0 129

Glue Stick dries fast, clear and
odorless Safe, nontoxic forP SOO's."
mula 22 OZ. Neel

Mouse Traps catch pests alive
for release outdoors Reusable

3.66

Your choice
SillooneSealants.freastb
)
...4
1111 Lornof one cou000
1 Zille.100
Lime one coupon
door or whiwitubtt tile
04,
II III
insil
MI III In•III MI NI 1111i1
1°Z;II•Eli 4013.01.
.
— isvairWoorre
•
-

CAteye*

III

0

store

'88 FALL PREVIEW

without coupon 2 55

-•

aion

SAVINGS COUPON

•

0

I

—"°°'

S(3503 12

▪

Silicone Seal for Mott
)obs In %like or clear. 2.8ctg c.Eserreiev
pa.

c

•

.•
r••••

Instant hot water
anywhere

Master

PLUMBER

5

TI-ERIVIAli

109.95

-Purpose
S squeaks.
G 276 564 F4a

19

.958)2-Handle Lavatory Faucet needs no washers!
F 452666 6
29.95
W/Pop-Up Drain. F 4527066

11

.95 A) Single-Handle Lavatory
lucet. Washerless.
4;25.4 e
39.95
ease

16

,95C)2-Handle Lavatory Faucet without pop-up. so-tio
Dnsin.win F45150e• 25.35.

21
.95 D) 2-Handle Kitchen
without spray. 90410
W/Spray. 94-315

F 45.3571 ti

E) Single-Handle
33.95
Faucet without spray
rasier a

CopperCore' 2--Gal- -Co m_g_at.t
Water Heater plugs
in for quick hot water
wherever you need
it. Solid copper Con-,
struction won't leak
-Mounts easily. 1,500
watts. CC215
F 566
F

NtAt4r•k( )4

111•1•••••••

Master

PLUMBER

Kit with 5
I. 235342 io
▪ . 1.33

•

12.9
ameled Wood Toilet Seat
-mount hinges that are ea

• 149,95

Oak-Look Toilet Seat has non-corrosive hinges, moisture-resistant top
F 56630
coat, woodgrain finish. hi is•

40-Gal. EnergySaving Gas Water
Heater has efficient
Foamlock • insulatlor
and a. triple-tester
tank.- LP available iv
additional coat.

PLLIP•IBER

149

.993/4-HP Food
features contifluous
o. reversing switch. Stain
steel housing. C106

seats and
is vt x 350itia • .88S.
sling Tap*
t adhesion
own .1Ail

.5
Water Fitterfor better-tasting drinks. Activated carbon
cartridge. Incl. fittings.
F StIre

Seat Strips offer a watertight
seel at won't mildew. Two 65-in.
strips. Colort. as-aiusdadueo

154.95

1

50-Gal. EnergySaving Electric
Water Heater uses
special insulation and
trigtr-efficieney-element to help reduce
costly heat loss

00W 00W 4104,#)404C)0.4?104)104C VW 4044P 00,*(-)
drain
kin9

Tiunicria.e.keeps you dry!
1/3-HP Pedestal Sump Pump has a top-suction
strainer, trash-type impeller, heavy-duty
115-volt motor, TypTu3.3 504543 I
6
,0•00
1/3-HP Submersible Sump Pump fits sump pits
up to 10-in. diameter. Heavy-duty cast-irori
construction. rv•••• 31 F 5041S5
L.OU
Geyser* Submersible Sump Pump with antiairlock valve is dbm pact and fully portable
115 VOW 7306 re.ssam
Emergency Sump Pump System is batt operated
6 9 flC
(not included) to prevent flooding when .
power.le aft'mew 'new.
a

An nm

nc

lends most
Olfterproof
•shis0744

•

al for
clew'. 2 8-

4,.
r 4 ,
_

.•
. - it-ok

Aro

r
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•

•

•
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•

urity Switch senses mot
turns on outdoor
_ lights.
a
Floodlight Assembly-I
a weather-resistant fixture
ground stake plus a7-watt
with a clear lens.

119s
2-Speed
.offers aut
shutoff for
sq. ft. cap
Humidifi
ries. Maki
of first chc
and othei
your humi
efficiency

•

T1To1arLit
ight ttatt needs no
on at dusk. ott at

11
Motion-sensing Light C
detects motion up to 75 ft. a
activate outdoor lights. Welcom
guests and deters intruders

— Ss_ ai
rtirj_nc
Hekigetl-Woodlight
nse
ttitures, assorted dot
halogen bulbs_sadTheairy-dut
power pacliAiritfi-onlott timer. e4124135
- Bulb. e 337161e9

nergy-saving
SW Jelly-Jr LensSide
high-powersodiuraiskiealla___
(
...rt or patio. Energytthe :
. _

panels to light
handle and clear

49.99

i 2.98

Humidifie

c**40 C*** got* c44140 cOP40 c4.440 cONSCOPO COM PAO 9**40 c4040 c-4,40
ENERGIZER

ENERGIZER

111
4-Position Battery Cherg
includes 2 borius AA roc
batteries. Brings recharg
batteries new fife so you'll
run out of porvierliK,••-••

HMV,DUT)
81917/0115
.cve of AA

•
Ens
cherged for long-lasti
-Pk.corD Alkafinel3arteries toy*, ,
stereos and'rvioret-Wamorr r rsi
-PLAAAAlicalkieBetterisia.moir-i „iat•sie
4,401t. AA Alkaline lietterie,... 4409.4 I emir re
- 9-VOWAlitaffee Betty.77ror f ;••:La

AC Heavy

r life than carbon batteries—econoirical
C or D HeavV-Doitylikoper Cane are
longer storegelil morpra, r
_iroinfor'team,ra

AA

sew

II* 944

'MEG

vents lime
1g9rs Qt
‹,

I

set-motiorl1,t

lights. Pro: i

C24 (5113070 1 1

940

20 1

•

4

4

19.9

Front-RN H
,ofillirs automatic humidistat and
shutoff for comfort(,v,&of 2,500sq. ft. cap. C40311
, .030444.3,
Humidifier Parts & Accessories. Make True Value' your store
9f first choice for fitter belts, filters
and other accessories to keep
your humidifier working at peak
efficiency all season long

Compact warmth!

11162EMMICEI

49.99
- Polienex 54.99
Health Aire' 1.5-GaL Ultrasonic
Health Aire
• 55412N 573402

Pc flex.

2-Gal. Ultrasonic
Humidifier features slide controls,
slim design. so.51,

A; Multiple-Heat Fan-Forced Electric Heater w/3 settings to warm you
economically.
375560'
Portable Fan-Forced Electric
Heater & Cooling ran offers 3 heat
Lightweight. t4R15
settings. 1,
4025•1

49.88
19.99B)

52.88
39.88
49.88

C)1,500-Watt Fan-Forced Baseboard
Heater warms a wide area. Incl. autoU 390245'
matic thermostat. 4R To
D) 1,500-Watt Fan-Forced Electric
Heater offers automatic thermostat
control Stay-cool case. .Rzo .”48 -94
E) Dual-Heat Quartz Electric Heater provides 750-watt and 1.500-watt
settings. Fan forced 44800
lf '51

Crosley

U
Humidifier Water Treatment prevents lime scale buildup, musty
4330112
odors. Qt 4034

4444C) *

4U.ftJ5

—Fin-is hand-2-in. 3-Speed Reversible
- -elling
—o
somely styled with real wood blades and antigue brass finish to
complement any room's decor. Ideal for circulating heat in a large
room Features easy-to-install hugger design. crroslas

J4pfti

41,,dP OpW

44.95
69.95
Quartz Clock Thermostat con- Digital Thermostat lets you set
trols household heat and cooling
functions. tam

F 000404 4

%petModaLf$04456 I

.1111111111

410W

heating and cooling functions for
.year-round comfort. With battery
backup. ono

414A0 404+g 0%44cfs"
.0
.634

Kerosene Heater Wicks & Accessories.Check
the low prices at True Value Hardware Stores'

rba:

8

750-Watt Portable Hot Water Baseboard
aturescibrcuuilltatiensthwfa
iveven dichibution
errm
Heititer
moasirtawr
•
99

• 35,000-BTU PwI
Ali-Kerman:
garage. P118
50.000-BTU Heater w/
control. Rao v5478491
Thermoetat Control
!air temp. 4,

7-Fin 00-fiiied Radiator offers 3
settings to meet your heating
'needs in any room With ener
saving thermostat. tas
easy mobility. 7000

119.99

g.

,600-1E1TU Radiant Kerosene
provides extended burn
me With trple safety shutoff,
573421 I
y -dool top. 410

MA0,
6

113111.1/11
20,000-BTU Omni-Dlrectional
Kerosene Heater warms large
aloes M. Features safety guards.
shutoff. 0.100
%I 573

•

••

I•

•

-511 1
.

4

W2

ifs

etuzIN

20-In. 4-HP Trac-Drive SelfPropelled Snow Thrower with

22-In. 3-HP Snow Thrower With Electric Start
combines a 2-cycle Briggs & Stratton electric-start
engine with an 8-in. diameter auger to really move
the snow! Plus, this gas-powered Chieftain has a
1800 swivel chute with remote control, a strong adjustable deflector and a lift handle for topping
those big drifts. You can even store it away easily
with the convenient folding handle. carnEs 1 323253

6 forward and 2 reverse speeds, a
positive friction-drive transmission,
210° swivel chute and twin tracks
to power you through the tough
stuff! Handle is designed for
easy operation. c12,37 263563,

566.88

3-HP 22-In.Snow Thrower boasts a powerful recoil-start engine,8-in, diameter auger,
180° swivel chute, folding 11188
on
Z 323231
handle. 41222

366.00
US
cap & scarf
when you buy
any Chieftain'
gas model!
22-In. Electric Snow Thrower
is the powerful and lightweight
answer to winter! It features a 12amp Briggs & Stratton .electri
motor that doesn't need gas or
oil, a sturdy 4-helix auger,
strong folding handle, 180°
remote-control swivel chute
and adjustable deflector.
C3.721EL

Z4311221

15-In. Electric Snow Thrower

has a
7.6-amp double-insulated motor, 2-bladed
paddle auger, remote control vanes to throw
dry and heavy wet snow! c.,‘,

V.

25-In. 8-HP Self-Propelled
Dual-Stage Snow Thrower
clears a 25-in path through
hard-packed snow!Plus, it has 6
forward and 2 reverse speeds,.
remote control chute and 4cycle engine! CAM 1324947
Bonus Electric Starter
when you buy this
Chieftain'. $120 value!
i7a-p4C

1327 77.6 •

•

a.

-

rive Selfrower with

W3

ear-roundsower!

se speeds, a
transmission,
id twin tracks
igh the tough
designed for
. c.zoi 263563, ,

1,88

1

-Propelled
w Thrower

ath through
v! Plus, it has6
verse speeds,.
chute and 4! C15250 Z 321647
ctric Starter
lu buy this
i.$120 value!
z 727 778 ,

19.88

688.00

n.Snow Blower

features a driver-controlled chute that
throws snow in a 1600 arc. 36E8C

**

".•••••

1-401
Use your True Value Charge Card. Visa,
MasterCard or the American Express at participating stores! •
and scan
you buy thas
Lawn Chief %nth
•saes Made or now
oelaker. or when
roe bee Ow 311an.
view blower _
ettschnseedi

5°
0
0
7
S:

7
i
it
te
ottsnce
r

119100

Dealer prep and assembly
of snow blade not included

39-In. 12-HP Lawn Tractor combines the power of a Briggs & Stratton
industrial/commercial enge with electric start and a twin-bladed deck to
handle the biggest lawns wiTh entr This big Lawn Chief' also boasts a
heavy-duty transaxle with in-line shift for 1 reverse and 5 forward speeds
and a pivotu front axle that follows the ground for smeelli•eutS. ,2 sz 46.am
works for all Lawr1.24e: tractors. 26;4 z 45483,• 219.95
Rear Grass Cato

eNa

.„,

219.95 42-In

Blade adjusts from the seat in a
left or right, raises and locks inglA

101•42

Your choice

9.

22-In.Poly Snow Push
islight weight, can't rust! 141.22

2s3566604

18-1n. Steel Snow Pusher is heavy'Jul
zarm
with a_hIrdisieod handle. try
Poly
a thick, reinforced blade
and a Sturdy hardwood
zann. •L
handle.
Stall
Steel

Chisiftein" Snow Throwers and Lawn Chiertiowers
are designed and uuilt at our own modern facilities
Harvard, Illinois, so we pass the savings to youl

Snow Sh

with a 0 grip for

handlin rugged harsi-

Li
44111it Plastic Flim is
!WO clear for porches and
48 ift:X25 ten• .msc
. Poly Storm Wicklow Kit 36
2 In. mot y ?wool.
894
Pitly Storm Door Kit is. 38it

kni.W

It'r4i
IT'Str4t)f0;:bre.
Or

brown

nn
Strip In

44
,
11 eS6

Snap-Lock

`

1.39
either

-

454

in

-4

•

OP
4

•

•

I

..•••••••

•

4.1

W4

Jiaea&e®
34.99

1

A) 5-Pc. Oak & Brass
Set includes stand, Shovel, tongs,
broom and poker 2,-118

8.99

B) 443c. Fireplace Tool
Set includes a stand, shovel, broom
and Qoker, 2,
02'

29.99

0) 4-pc. PolishedBrass Set brings classic styling to
your fireplace! 2,-3.37

9.99

D)3-Ot. Cast-Iron Kettle adds old-fashioned charm to your
family's fireplace. 33,
67
609883 •

nn
10.00
E) Log Holder with a
handy detachable cloth
carrier and

lively fire design..2, 317

183,
90 ,

28.99

F) Log Cart/Hand
Truck is the conv,enient way to carry
up to 100 lbs. 57-570
3111r5

,)9.99
ot.

G) Log Stoiage Crib
eeps the firewood neat and dry.
40-in. diameter. 57- 540
Y 772 773 I

.CHRISTEN

,111111 ••••=d4
lairn n py

18.99

GIGAGI

Polished-Brese Log Beeket-fea. -es clean, classic tailing. Measures 21Lx31D in. iv

211

Aim 'N Flame
'butane torch
barbecue grills, a#24

V WASS F14

Polished-Braes Bu-Match. Handy.
. . 79:11111
90-Pft: Fireplace
Economical.
271143
894

,4•Ci. C4940 c4440 C494 cOP40 cc*** cOP40

gweer

Chimney SW4140 Soot Destro
38 oz cas •IV 2.011
2.99
Chimney Sweep Creosote Remover. 2 lb. ow rvw21 PS
5.99

A)2-Pk.Alt-Dlitfors adjust froth 10-14 in: Ka P 41•444 14
1.59 B) Air Deflector will adjust from •
15-25 in. S3 F SS71311c
at
2.99
im

c**10 C4A40 c+ifd c4114

Frostex
Radnew

Ai Ash Container & Shovel
6 gal me, vide,t
er) Brats Cosi Sod resists
cons:Mon
r as'•

Va-tn. x 3-ft. Pipe
Easy to WM) vsovva •
vresfts-• mama.r

AP

Phones for every room at

und-beck or step-cylinder'styles. Special awl
ssories needed for installation, e2.0(1)7QCP
.Trac incl. mounting hardware. Special ap
• install. f402r11372 .

-In. Round Recessed Light Fixture
5-watt bulb (not included). uncap os
Square Recessed Light

ec
''LECTRICIAN

14.9
Shock Saver'Rug-In
ur double outlet int

round Fau t Circuit In
pter protects against sh
utoff

hentAa
Telephone with
ber memory,radial, pa

Surge Pr
unts to circuit breaker or.
for safety! EG2,031%

ELECTRICIAN

6.66

from
1.59
from
2.99

i....6

.,

Mt
-cbortable . ,
-- .Light with hanging hoc* and
Amy 25-ft 18/2 c9swAgmed

TQ

ittr hanging troub

Ionic Surge Supressor
fax, modem,other ele
ipmenf sum r7.1053,2
Hernellelsenone
rds phone line, conn

WO Wig)tOW'/OW 4011444)404P

se Furnace" Is a coinctric heater that.can we
vg rated t-At: 10
morn

ntpcinca

41,4+r-d 4449 40,41P OW)4*

right

9-9c

Your-choice
ycur home,
a 3Apk. of inside frosted bulbs in 40, 60. 75 sad 1007watt
perwitr, or Light a wide
3-way bulb fior
!±,
iett

'417.1Preirelquirrn

fy.,e.; rrpr.yrn

velPalerwrmsftwer.r.....r.rms.

e

4,1

IP

•
•
• A,'

'a

•

_

- Affordable Power!
A) 34-In. Cordless
Drill/Screwdriver stays charged
and ready to go! Triple-reduction
gearing 230 rpm. miAaS2S
516649

13) 3/9-In. VariableSpeed Reversing Drill runs at up
to 2,500 rpm! Locking trigger,
chuck key storage. IMASS80 R 571752 5

,

I

53.99

MECHANIC

C) 3x18-In. Belt
Sander has a /
3
4-HP motor to run
at 700 ft./min., boasts 15/
3
4-sq. in
flush sanding pad. p.a.evs 57177e •

44.99

0)7
/
1
4-In. Circular
Saw works hard with a high-torque 2-HP motor! INA45.50
R S71745 1
Saw Case. as R 450049 1
9.99

37.50

E) V3-HP VariableSpeed Jigsaw with trigger lock
for continuous cut at up to 3,200
spm. 0-45° foot .16.48SA0
S14737 5

42.99

• MECHANIC

F) 1/37-Sheet Orbital Sander puts out 10,000 opm
for smooth finishes! Easy clamp
system, dust bag. ......3570 xsreos

MECHANIC
MASTER MECHANIC POWER TOOL
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION POLICY.

14O99G) Cordless
Screwdriver stores in its charger
and has a 104 -in. collet, reversible
flat/Phillips bit. mixer
44$$31 S

I Kang-Fast Tool puts up •, i s
Us
.,
. _. _ put leavirig toles! propa • _. _ limult
10-Pk. Mounting Discs. 4ii, SOMA Ft 815I47 13
1.39
2-Pk. Wardrobe or Utility Hooks. 14,04-00i10k64 as 1-39

I

I Verieble-Speed Rotary Poem
runs at up to 28,000 rpm to engrave, rout, polish
cut, carve-with fingertip control! MOOS
awls

c+0140 C40010 C4410C+440 LA0,40 co*c+440c+440 C+44c
MECHANIC

1-11...11
11NR

1V4-In. Carbide-Tipped
Sew elecle of hardened, tempered
steel 20 teeth..., x,
a403-414

MECHANIC

1

.19 3.18-In. Double-Life
Sending Belts resist heat. Fine,
medium Or coarse. ItISIN ;3,4
C

MECHANIC

i'lla"""77.

7-Pc. Sabre Saw Blade
Set has universal 14 -in shanks
to fit most saws.
A now si

Master Mechanic' Power Tools are
warranted for one year against defects in workmanahlp or Neterials
This specifically excludes normal
wear or misuse

c4940 CiA0 C4440 ci

MECHANIC

9.9915-Pc. High-Speed
rill Bit Set incl. Via- V2-in. (by
ths) bits in a case. WI PI 4,1#44

3.492-Peok
Chucklole" Adaptor"
Rings eliminate chuck key nuisance for 1111-In. drills. 3. R sixsrs

MECHANIC.

24-In. Alomkuirri Level
kriie Uni-Viais for pturnb 19nd
,sak-ka 4

1

.49 tlar..9 lucks-1w aclu.5f=
?Or ID. and
blades. Extraheavy steel. 'olio

,ador

MECHANIC

25-Ft. r-%-itoin Top.
RulePs a 1•-in. ;Mc* yeflOw blade
in a 3-in. case.
..1>4•4
sir

•
1

•

-4

•

•

Master
rl

MasterECHANIC

MECHANIC
and
Hand

Hand and Power Tools

f

89.99

6-Drawer
Tool Chest locks when top
is closed Top till has tote
tray, all drawers are 12'.' in
deep vv,

19-In. Hip-Roof Toolbox holds
plenty! Handy tote tray has a
R .17523'
'socket divider WM/9

3-Drawer Roller Cabinet locks with front panel
rolls on heavy-duty casters All
drawers 17 in deep UM

19.99

'
F84-"
"

Electro-Matic Electric Staple
Gun gets into tight corners flush!
Solid-state. FT14-50

R 616599 5

12-Gal Wet Dry
Vac is the high-performance
cleaner with 6-ft hose extensions. squeegee

14.99

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION POLICY
II any Master Mechanic' tool falls due to a
detect in workmanship or material. return
11 10 your True Value Hardware Store for
immediate replacement This sPeClacallY

Cordless Hot Melt Glue Gun is
ready,in 5 minutes. works for
15—without batts.! meets

excludes normal wear or misuse
--wwww1

REMINGTON

415i 4111111

149.99

47.99

16-In. Gas
Chain -Saw.X.K.-#1-extral chain,

12-In. Electric
- Chain.Sawhasel_25-AP motor.

engine oil, Chain/bar lube, file.
a270068
2 0-C1D engine.'dm.

perfect for limbing and trimming.
R 323139
Low kick bar. 767nE

16.99

Soldering Gun
Kit is cornplete.with gun., coital
40/60 rosin-core solder-2-tips
and instructions 77001WH **ISM

39.99

_.415.TPC. 3-in-1 SAE Socket Set combines a. 17-pc. ls -in, drive set, it
14-pc./
3
4-in, drive set and a 14-pc. St-in, drive set.each with sockets,
gum?,
extensions, quick-release ratchet and box..c

tAkak* VW, 014,)404,, 41.44C 01010P*7 410,4", ilip

4IWP 10110;)
ORTHO
,41

LIFE

1

• •
• 1 I Complete Home Repair Manuel takes you through;

11)

many projects. 87 IVitl

v 411

'14.9Your
5

8 Tapir makes'electrical or
0 jobs easyl
i II
set

lataawiRailleite4

MECHANIC

shoic.e

Projects'& Repair

19.99

REMINGTON

Powerhammer

the easy way to secure fast
Sibs"
in brick, steel, etc. ?Me
al11.11111411E-T-grat -

4a44

WIC:MANIC

MECHANIC

MECHANIC

4
/AC a ()wells
m sp. Chain Saw Oil reducaz
,
piston scuffing. ,b•1114
os•rmmo.•
Ot Bar Oil. sase a sower 12
1.49

10
incf.

.99 3-Pc..Wlood Bit Set

brace,'iv.weaL

tats for drills or

9.990,0p.

propane cylinder, Standard tip
n
and manual

•

5,Pc. Combination
Venom:PAW *MI sAL, Ve..shim sizes and pouch WOW •poet,a

14.99

Your choice
23-Pc 14- 41 14)-in.
Chive Socket Set in SAE or meITIC.
••
each with evelythingl

0*
,

•Mk•

•••

••.• -

10

Security from

FIN

3451-1/ake

•-

murrMfri
i
lin:

r

Locksets fit anrTec-ofgrid feature

universal fit-latches adjust for 231 and 23
/
4-in. backsets.
Quality made right here in the U.S.A.!
A) Tempo Entry Lock. 1E-3 .4 S517426 6.99
B) Brass Deadbolt. so kS3n 6
7.49
C) Antique-Brass. SD-5 155ll.4O6
9.95
8_1«
D) Heritage Entry Lock. HE 5.4 55,3S0613.99

9

art
• net Each
x 10-In. Shelf
Bracket offers still...1w
40rt Zinc +ID ZINC 1.111111W

.88A) 1/3-HP Chain-Drive
Door Opener features a rugged steel T-rail, a

22

AHD

safety reverse, wall control panel,transmitter. 25QTV
fEi) Mini Digital Transmitter, Aug
I...
. -

AR
10
x9
Build
siding
vanize
10 x 14

tidnel security. Brass finish. Locks keyed
alike for convenience. warX3
ue.ae,i

15.99

Lock LigM
4.4.9
automatically. Incl. 2 a
line batts. 510

1

in a • c'
4-Ft. Shelf Standard is
sturdy 0001P .4 21.00t2 F.C. 3.99
8-In. Bracket holds securely ws*.210924 F .0 1.59
Shelving features a richlooking simu(ated-oak finish. Add storage space!
8 x 24-In. Shelf looks
great' "NON F. 317 ass rs 2.79
8 x 36 In. /NOOK u3123F53.99

Air Filters save energy! 10 x
e with screws.

• E2241

.4 105 MS 10

7

4vit

20, 14x20, 15x20, 16x20, 20x
20, 14x25, 16x25, 20x25 in. F

FQ

a

Air Stalkpn Inflator/Corn.pressor incl. 6-ft. h
nozzles. an

resew* Washer

sio cc4/4c**4.c4,4c*".coho
FREE KEY

eso

Foot Air Pump inflates
up to 100 psi ca
needle. Erin

10

Steel Chimney Cover
well. resists clogs. 9x 9, 9
13x lain.
,

a

with
coupon from
specially marked
boxes of

Just present the coupon,selected boxes of FEellogg's Frosted
Mini-if/beats and Crisplx. and get•
!TIM duplicate of any single-sided
precician rut key at participation

Palm Work G
heck. Large

In your guile
40214

,

le?jail

atIO ft. a*-iop.

talqUOIN

ft. am

Wasp I
knoclp
Roach
poweri
Horns
6.000

7

-

^

•

•

•

•

-

ak

••••

•

1
0.

,

GREEN
THUMB.

229.99

lox

9-Ft. Adams Storage Building boasts
a roomy high-gable design, reinforced galL 598136 •
vanized-steel construction. AID)09

In. Sh
grong su

4.99

wn Food
Pall & Sprin
L0'585
8 2-2.
will cover 5,000 sq ft. ,

69

.99 Garden Cart has a
ft. heaped capacity. -500,v.

ARROW 164.99

L 182 716

349.88

Partial assembly required
21-in. 3.5-HP Rear Bagging Mower has
easy-on/off grass catcher, Briggs & Stratton Max Style
engine with greater fuel capacity, 6 cutting heights, and it converts easily from side discharge to mulching—and back' zsns
399.88
21-In. 4-HP Self-Propelled Rear Bagger.

10x9-Ft. Madison Storage
Building has ribbed vertical
siding, sliding doors, and it's galL 59i9t10
vanized steel. kAN•39
279.99
10 X 14 Ft. ...au L591128

"IOU

icursuirtr,

30-Ft.
er Lsf
S418

rA
WEED
EATER

es& la

A

1

ITEM 1
HUMS I

I

a
Telescoping Tree Pruner with
Power-Lever cutting. Teflon-S'
t 5.01577 1
.costfild steel blade.

6.99

BLACK&
116:1031

16-In. Electric Hedge Trimmer
cuts branches up to 3/8 in. thick
1.3.inus
with little vibration. ev.

_

•

7

99.88 29.88

Gas-powered Blower has a
22.2cc 2-cycle engine. 1120 L 603OM •
WIC AttiliChMilliet. I. sou..., 24.88

Electric Trimmer cuts a 10-4n.
path, has Tap-N-Go' line advance
, MSS,I
and assist handle. ue

15-In. GasTrinmener/Edger with •t
Tap-N-Go • line advance and It.
L MOM 1
22.2cc engine, .3.20

LAPI4)404)41Stg*

404;)40,41)40,4+ 444P 404+;)4PW104# VW,4$4#

24-Tine Metal Lawn Rake for full'
L 91111N1440
ground contact!

Fan UM
kit thie-A

Round-Poird Shovel has strong
MINI•
I-beam construction
iatatattweinweittaWN,

•
vs....•

2.44

s5E1 Flea & Tick Killer for
Your choice
Wasp & Hornet Spray with inistanc:•. .ating dogs, cats and furniture..
cams F.2
i-oz. spray. ow
t SOWN* Pi
knocIsclown! 14 oz.
Roach, Ant & Spider Killer is
al9Flee Kill Homo Fogsper
powerful! 11 oz. '
L IMMO re
Homo Insect Faggot treats up to
helps prevent annoying reinfestationl 5-0Z togger ,v5 r 37an4/ 12
6,000 cu. ft 7.5 oz
t Maim re

6

Your choice
'
Houseptent Spikes.25-pk 4,224.",
Water Signals"'. 3-01(
sedtm,ma

21-In. Pruning 6.99 10-In. Folding 9.99 By-Pass Pruner
4.79
Sow with grip is tubular Pruning Saw has a with Power-Lever' cut
steel

rt•

locking blade'

vary ,7

ting action

,

.
AO

-

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO STORE
NORTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
PHONE: 753-2S71

74011414
HARDWARE STORES

Check out convenience when you use your True Value
charge card VISA MasterCard or the American Express card'

PREVIEW

vee:‘
Iwnsiors

Mph
ht

0.0tchg,i•
cam
dean.

•

Cloth Duct Tape
for an energy efficient seal around duct
work Economical 2-in x
60-yd roll • •

Scotchgard • AutoPak combines upholSterY & carpet cleaner/
protector 2-pk. doom.•

Outdoor Flood Lamp brightens driveway, patio. etc. 75 or
150 watt tvespowsi.
•PO

